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1 Eastern Front Moscow announces .entire province of
Petsamo in N Finland freed of German invaders after three
weeks of operations by troops of Marshal Kirill A. -ieretskov's
Karelian Army assisted by Northern Fleet units uhnder'.comlmahd
of Admiral A. G. Golovko. Soviet attacks in Auce 'area and
SE of Liepaja in W Latvia claimed frustrated by Germans in
bitter defensive fighting; 142 Soviet planes 'reported'shot
down in this area during last three days. Germans also report
unsuccessful tank-supported attack's by 6 Soviet inf divs in
Pultusk sector on the Narew R., N of Warsaw. I

In NE Hungary, Soviet and Rumanian troops clear hairpin
bend of the Tisza NE of Nyiregyhaza with capture' of Kisvarda
and M'andok; slight gains also registered'W of Nyiregyhaza
toward Bud-Szt-.ihaly. Kecskemet, important RR junction and
major enemy defense point SE of Budapest, falls to troops of
2d Ukrainian Army after bitter street fighting; forward
elements reach Lajosmisze within 32 miles of the capital;
Kiskoroes RR junction, 70 miles to S of Budapest, also seized.
Yugoslavia reports capture of Srem. Mitrov'ica and Veliki
Radinci, MAPT of Belgrade, .by Red Army troops and Yugoslav
Partisans advancing toward the Bosut R. .-

Austria-S Germany Force of 575 heavy bombers of 15th
AF is dispatched to attack targets in' Vienna area; one group
*abandons mission and many planes attack second&ry and
opportunity targets because of -weather; 291 B-24s and B-17s
complete missions, dropping'673.8 tons of bombs: 78 B-17s
and B-24s severely.damage diesel engine works and score hits
on S ordnanee depot, assembly shops, and electric povwer
station in Viennta area; marshaling yards and ordnance, depot
at Graz are alterna'te objectives for 173 'additional heavies
which drop 381.9 tons of bombs with unobserved results;
remaining planes drop 15.7 tons on Kapfenberg tank factory,
24*8- tons on marshaling yards at-Lieboch and Gussing, 39.3 tons
on RR yards at Cakovec (Yugoslavia), and 54.2 tons on communi-
cation targets of opportunity in S Germany. Escort for heavy
bomber missions provided by 125 P-38s and 185 P-51s wlhich
attack RR traffic. and str-fe airfields in Vienna arca; 3
grounded planes claimed destroyed and 1 damaged; 14 locomotives
and'23 tank cars destroyed and 1 locomotive and approximately
200 RR cars damaged.

2 Eastern Front Fighting continues in W Latvia where
Soviet troops are attempting to break throu ghGenlrhd s .E
positions W of Auce ^
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Russian Army repel German armd reconnaissance thrust against
RR junction of Goldap, S of Kaunas-Koenigsberg RR, in E

Prussia.. On the Narew front N of Warsaw, Berlin claims
frustration of 'White Russian attacks directed toward E
Prussia from SE; both air forces are active in this area.

Fourth Ukrainian troops repulse enemy counterattacks to

W of RR town of Cop and capture high ground position N of

Uzhorod (W. Carpatho-Ukraine). In four-pronged attack directed

at Budapest, MLarshal Rodion Y. Malinovsky's 2d Ukrainian Army
scores outstanding gains: Northern wing pushing IW. of Nyiregyhaza
captures Bud-Szt-4Mihaly and completely clears E bank of the
Tisza R. by eliminating: enemy garrisons at Polgar, Tiszadob,
and Tiszadada; to S, more than 60 towns and villages between
the Tisza and the Danube taken. Soviet forces threatening
important communication centers of Szolnok and Czegled ESE

of the capital capture Jasz-Karajeno and Nagykoros; one
column makes nine-mile advance along Kecskemet-Budapest RR to
reach Tatarszentgyoergy, 25 miles SE of,.the capital; in two-
day drive .froam.Izsak, other columns repel heavy blows of
German 24th.. Pz Div and progress 25 miles, capturing Fuloepszallas,
Szabadszaias, and KhnszentiLriklos and pushing spearhead to
Doemsood, 4 miles 1,7 of the Danube and 21"miles below Budapest.
To date, German and Hungarian prisoners taken between the
Tisza and the Danube Rivers number 7,518; Col.Gen. Janos Voeroes,
former Chief of the Hungarian General Staff, reported captured.

SAF attacks German and Hungarian troops falling back
toward SE outskirts of Budapest. Soviet Baltic Fleet aircraft
attack enemy shipping in the port of Liepaja and in the
Baltic Sea, sinking 9 transports and damaging 2.

Austria. Poor route and target weather cancels 15th AF
operations during day. In night attacks, 7 B-17s drop 12.5
tons of bombs on ioosbierbaum oil refinery, 3 tons on
Klagenfurt, and 2.5 tons on airfield near Vienna; all bombing
individually by PFF method; no claims or losses reported.

_3 Eastern Front Finnish forces increase pressure against
German troops m-.ithdrawing from positions NW of iMiuonio near
Swedish border and along Arctic highway :N of Vuotso. Fierce
fighting takes place N and S of Coldap in E Prussia 'where
.German inf and tank thrusts pierce Soviet positions at
several points; troops of '3d White Russian Army counterattack
to drive back the enemy with heavy arty and mortar fire.
Soviet bridgehead YN of Warsaw maintained in face of heavy and

ntl
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Continuing drive SE of Budapest between the Tisza and
the Danube Rivers, 'troops of 2d Ukrainian Army closing in on
Szolnok and Czegldd win Toertel and Toszeg; forces advancing
along RR and hi-'1hwTair from Kecskemet sweep up Orkeny and Sari
to reach Alsonemodi, approximately 7 miles from Soroksor (S
suburb of Budapest); other columns force enemy back along E
bank of the Danube in the Solt area and capture RR towins of
Dunavesce and Szalkszentmartom (between Solt and-Doomsoed).

Fifteenth AF observers report Soviet tanks and cav units
entering S outskirts of Budapest-and German armored units
crossing to W banks of the Danub, from point to S of the
capital. German 3,000-ton supply ship torpedoed and sunk in
the Baltic Sea by planes of Red Banner Baltic Fleet.

Austria-S Germany Depending on eloud cover for protection,
15th AF heavy bombers continue attacks on oil, RR, and
industrial targets in Austria and S Germany: 9 B-24s drop 12
tons of bombs on Munich (West) marshaling yards and 1.5 tons
on Innsbruck; aircraft plant at Klagenfurt takes 25 tons from
17 B-24s; 3 B-24s drop 4 tons on Moosbierbaum oil plant and
2 tons on opportunity target; 18 B-17s unload 37.5 tons of
bombs on Vienna (South) ordnance depot and- 5 tons on RR tracks
E of Graz; results at all targets unobserved: all bombers
return safely.

4 Eastern Front Finnish troops engage in fierce fighting
with Germans retiring N on Arctic highway and along Swedish
border toward Enontekioe. German inf forces with strong
support of tanks and mortar batteries attack Soviet positions
in E Prussia; iMoscow claims heavy losses in manpower and
equipment inflicted on enemy while Berlin reports Soviets
wrested from positions in Goldap area. Fighting continues
along the Narew R.in vicinity of Pultusk.

Main enemy defense line SE of Budapest based on
Szolnok-Budapest RR 'collapses with fall of Szolnok, Abony,
and Czegled to 2d Ukrainian Army; Ocsa within 15 ;.miles of
Budapest on RR line-from Kecskemot also captured. In NE
Hungary, Rumanian and Soviet troops now dominate the W bank
of the Tisza R. Fourth Ukrainian troops are attacking on a
six-mile front 'M of Uzhorod in W Carpatho-Ukraine, according
to Berlin; surr.nder of small enemy garrison N of Uzhorod
reported by ioscow, '

Austria-S :Germany Oil depots and mr rshalinp- yar;ds in
Austria and S Germany are again chief tars
bombers of 15th AF. Fore of 113 -

w
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releases 265 tons of bombs on Linz (Main) marshaling yards,

56 tons on unidentified RR yards, and 2 tons on opportunity
target; benzol plant at Linz receives 325 tons of bombs from

13i additional heavies with escort of 45 P-51s. Regensburg/
*.interhafen oil storage depot attacked by 199 B-17sdropping

485 tons of bormbs; Munich (West) marshaling yards hit with
210 tons of bombs by 108 B-24s;'Augsburg M/Y, NW of Munich,
receives 117 tons of bombs from 68 B-24s; alternate targets,
including airfield at Erdling, RR yards at Kufstein, Rosenheim,
and Muehldorf, and targets of opportunity bombed by 94
additional heavies with 175.5 tons .of bombs; bomber escort
furnished by 149 P-38s, and 116 P-51s. Operations conducted
by PFF method; rcsults unobserved. Approximately 28 unaggressive
enemy planes encountered over. NE Italy, the Brenner Pass, and

Lake Balaton (Hungary).

5 . Eastern Front Germans withdrawing N along Swedish
border towa.drd Enontekioe put up stiff resistance to Finns at

approaches to Palojoensus. Along Arctic highway toward
Petsamo, Finnish troops push to within 3 miles of Ivalo.
Unsuccessful breakthrough attempts against defense positions

in W Latvia reported by Germans. Berlin announces RR town of

Goldap in E Prussia clear of Russian invaders while Moscow
reports Goldap abandoned and S.ore "tadvantageous positions"
occupied by 3d nihite Russian troops.

Despite heavy rains and stiffening enemy resistance,
Red Army troops drive to within 5 miles of:SE suburbs of

Budapest, capturing Andrassy and cutting Czegled-Budapest RR

at Ullo; another column thrusts W of Alsonemedi to seize

Taksony on the Danube, about 5 miles S of Soroksar. Soviets
now hold positions within easy arty range of Budapest. Slight

gains registered by Soviet units N of Szolnok-Abony-Czegled
line. 

.

%1o German transports, totaling 8,000 tons, reported sunk

in the Baltic Sea by Soviet naval units.
Austria In record attack against a single target .in

one operation by 15th AF aircraft, 134 B-17s and 373 B-24s
escorted by 127 P-38s and 181 P-51s strike Vicnna/Florisdorf
oil refineries with 1,100 tons of bombs; 21 additional tons
dropped on near-by targets; weather requires bombing by
instruments; results unobserved. Approximately 45 . E-109s
are encountered in Lake Balaton area (Hungary); claims are

eyed, and 2 damaged
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6 Eastern Front On the 27th anniversary of the Russian
Revolution, IMarshal Stalin announces that the "German-violated"
frontier of the U.S.S.R. has been restored on an 1,800-mile
length from the Barents Se-a.to the Black Sea, although German
troops are still fighting in W Latvia; 790,000 eneaiay troops
reported killed or captured during summer offensive, increasing
enemy casualties to 8,590,000 in-more than three years of war
on the Eastern Front.

Ivalo on arctic highway just S of Lake Inari cleared of
Germans by Finns. Berlin reports Soviet thrusts SE of Liepaja
abating in strength and claims large-scale attacks in Auc'e
area halted by Gorman grenadiers; W bank of Lake Goldap in E
Prussia declared free of'Russians.

Red Armys drive toward Budapest impeded by third day of
torrential rains; Soviets under cover of weather move large
forces .to front-line positions; enemy defense positions S and
SE of Budapest arc also being reinforced by units straight
from the march and by rearguard and security troops. Bulgars
report capture of Strumrica, near Bulgarian'border in SE Serbia.

Austria Fifteenth AF heavy bombers again concentrate
on oil, RR, and industrial targets in Austria. Force of 189
B-17s and B-24s strikes Moosbierbaum oil refineries with 405
tons of bombs; Kapfenburg steel works hit with 72.5 tons by
29 B-17s; Viagram/Strashof Mi/Y takes 73 tons from 37 B-17s
while 24 B-17s with 69 tons bomb Graz M/Y.. Vienna (South)
ordnance depot attacked by 257 B-24s which drop 563 tons by
PFF method; escort provided by 94 P-38s and 92'P-51s. Re-
suits of this attack ..and 2 previous raids as revealed by
photos show many direct hits on chemical and hydrochloric
acid -plants and power station; 1 oil storage tank destroyed,
fertilizer plant heavily damaged, 2 warehouses partly wrecked,
RR sidings' cut,, and tank cars fired. Approximatoel 55
unaggressive enemy planes are airborne in Lake Balaton area
(Hungary); 4 planes claimed destroyed in combat -and 2 more
probably for loss of 3 bombers and 1 fighter. Flak. encountered
at targets causes major damage.. to 2 attackers and slight
damage to 30.

7 Eastern Front Berlin claims 12-day Red Army offensive
in WiV Latvia haltc(
bridgehead. S of pi
sition, destroyin~
guns and MGs.
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Berlin announces collapse of organized rebellion: in
Slovakia; W and central Slovakia cleared of revolutionary
-troops under Russian a'id Czechoslovak command by German troops
comruanded by SS Obergruppenfuehrers and' Generals of "'a 'fen
SS, Berger and Hoefle. 'Commander in Chief of Czechoslovak
Army Gen. Rudolph Viest and his chief of staff roporitedly
captured in mopping-up operations; more than 4,000'Czechoslovaks
killed and 15,000 prisoners.taken during two months of fighting.

Fourth Ukrainian troops engage in local fighting to improve
positions in mountainous' terrain W and W of Uzhorod W(-
Carpatho-Ukraine). Grnmans report Soviet pressure against
Budapest relaxing in face of strong counterattacks, Hungary
reports that Soviets are attempting to lad od'0Cscpel I.',
This 30-mile long island divides the Danube immedicatly

below the capital. ' '
Austria Eleven :B-17s'with 26.25 tons of bombs make

individual runs by PFF methods on Vienna/Floris.dbf.' oil
refinery; targets of opportunity near Vienna take -9.5 tons.
from 3 additional B-17s; results unobserved because of heavy
clouds . -

i .8 Eastern Front Finnish troops .- NW of Ivalo (N Finlland)
engage' in stiff fighting with German rearguard unuits near SW
end of Lake Inari. Germans cut off in l tip of Latvia continue
their slow evacuation by sea. In E Prussia, 3d White Russians
exchange arty and MG fire with. the enemy; German rcn force
attempting to cross to N bank of the Nicmen near Tilsit is
driven back by Soviet fire; 2 motor boats sunk. German attacks
S of Pultusk, Poland, repelled by Soviet mortars and MG fire.

Fighting continues U of Uzhorod (W Carpatho-Ukraine)
where Soviets are held to minor gains; practically entire RR
between Uzhorod .and Iiskolc remains in enemy hands. Stiff
fighting is in progress N of the Szolnok-Czeglcd RR; to S of
Budapest, German inf bn landing on E bank of the Danube near
Baja is eliminated by Soviets. Russian troops are reportedly
supporting Partisans in Preljina area NE of Cacak, threatening
the Kraljovo-Sarajuvo escape route in Yugoslavia. Reports
indicate that Soviet inf units in Belgrade area are
being'moved to-the Hungarian front; Soviet arty and aircraft
continue support of Partisan operations. Bulgars' announce

3erbia-.
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9 . ,.,Eastern Front Rod Army .troops battle their. vay across
'the Tisza R. to establish bridgehead approximately "45 miles
in length between Mczocsat to N and Kis-Koere to S; advance
is, continue'd. toiar'd iviisk6lc-B.udapest RR and highwayL,. .
Me-zke.res'zts, 3cBenypoteiek,'Sz'nitistvan, 'Poro's'zlo-; eozotarkany,
and. Koemlo arc includedd among towns'captured. Fartrr' S 'in-
Hungary, Soviet forces clear ten-mile stretch oT Szo iLnok-
Budapest RR vith .capture .of Albc'tii , NV of Czegled;j'.another.
coluimn pushing Nh! of .Szolnok ca'ptures, Besesnys.zoeg. BQrlinK;
reports Soviet, troops have crossed the' Danube E.of Ofsijek in
,Yugoslavia. and gained aa small bridgehead.near.A-4p tin; *fi6erie
battle rages in this area; report is not confirmed by LiMscow.
Activity on northern .and central.. fronts' limited .to. local'
reconnaissanco. .

. -German subm arine and .minesweeper...reportec sunk by
units of Soviet ,Northcrn Fle.et and by aircraft of, Soviet
.Baltic ;Flritgl .rospi'ctively.

10 . Eastern- Front. German troops offer stiff rcsista.nce
from dug-in' positions N of MuoniQ. and Ivalo, holding -Finns"
to slight :gains,. ioscow amnounces. successful. attack- against
enemy positions, in E Prussia -while Gcermans claim ,rcputse ofO
Soviet thrusts bn both sides of th BReoiantcn Hcid e.'Gar.itn
rcn units attack' f.orward 'ositions It 'ofPu ituslk (,Polad). bIut
are held to no -gain. P.os who 'were' ..forcibly mobilizd -'in; '

the German. l.rry are .cross;ng over,.to the Red ] Ariyr.m[.according
-to IMoscow. . . .. ..

.. .Following ea.vy. .rtyy barrage,, Soviets reopen offorisive
W of.Dukla and, Lupkow Passe.s .'but., are. halted by Gorman fire
fromnrmountain-heold positions., -Berlin, reports.. IE' of Budapest,
Red Army .extends. bridgehead. on IV b-ank of the Tisza Ri,-,- reaching
Hejobaba within 15n miles df' :As'koi c, cutting RR' linkiing · '-
capital .with Miskolc..and E: Slovakia .at: Csincsetaya ':(between
Emod and MGiezokoevcsd), and closing in on latter.:ton With'
capture of Boroszemere; ' 'of Kis Koere;, Tarna-Szt-_iklos and
Pely. s.ized. Crs 1 lunch' heavy counter ttac-ks in"attompt
to hold control o-f. 'iskolc-Budapoest communict ion 1ineobut 1
fail' to- drive bacl' tlc Soviuts,. Driving tl to-wa'.d capital'
frm. A'lberti along; 'glhway ;and'RR ftrom CzeglAd', Soviet, colUwmn
advnices. 5 .nmils' agalns.t bittirppostion,: reaci. ing Piis..
Yugoslavia announce's" thaIt. Sovict and PEcrtisan forcos have'
crossed the Dhnube I. 0on thl Ba:a-bohacs-Apatin iic (below
Budapest) and are attacking toward P<zi ~ nar, a^ ^ w t |
Osiiek in YuRoslaviga.Osiie~~~~~~~~ P:t ',' ,

.~~~~~'' -~ r - . .
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*Fifteenth AF grounded by weather for-.las-b-three days.

11 Eastern Front Fighting continues in N Finland whore
... Finns are. prCs.sing t aoward Kilpisjaervi and Inari. Activity

in WT .Latyia, E Prussia, and Poland confined to patrolling
.aithi arty anld mortar exchange in some sectors,.

. .Soviet hold on Mviiskolc-Budapest RR strengthened vwith
.capture' of Szihalomr and Klementina by forces closing in on

:.Mizokoeveosd; units driving N toward Miskolc on highways
fror. Polgar and Miezoscat seize Sajoszoeged and Hejoszalonta.

Elemonts of 2d Ukrainian .arriy attacking N of Szolnok toward.
enemy stronghold of Jasz-Berony seize Jasz-Ladany and cut RR

linking Szolnok with Budapest at Ujszasz on the Zagyva R.
Soviet positions along Czogled-Budapest RR maintained in face
of fierce and heavy counter-attacks. Csepel I. immediately
S of the capital clear of Soviet invaders which had infiltrated
the island, according to Hungary. ioscow arnnounces capture
of Yugoslav to-.ms of Stip on the Bregalnica R. to E of
Salonika-Skolpjo RR and Veles on the Vardar R. by Bulgars
operating with Partisans. Fall of Veles to Yugoslav troops

and encirclement of'Stip by Bulgars on lOth reported by
Yugoslavia. In SE Serbia, Bulgars reports capture of Kumanovo,
under assault by Bulgars ani Taguslaavs since latter part-.of

October. Drive for Skolpje, main staging point for enemy
withdrawal from Salonika area, is intensified.

.ustria-S _Gormany Route weather prevents large scale
attacks by-15th hF against oil targets and storage depots in

AustLri.a and S Ger.many; alternate objectives are Marshaling
.yards at Salzburg, Rosenheim, Linz, and Villach.. Salzburg.
attacked by 16 B-17s with 308 tons of bo..bs; more B-17s

drop 15 tons of bob,.,s on ZeGiam. See, about 30 Ailes SUI of
Salzburg; cover provided by 37 P-38s and 147 P-51s;.intense
and heavy flak encountered; 4 bombers and. 7 fighters lost.
Sillian highwal.y bridge takes 23 tons from' 14 B-24s and road
through ~Turzon Pass 11 tons from 6 more B-24s. Thirteen
B-24s drop 23 tons of bombs on Rosenheim. Linz and Villach
hit by 23 B-24s iwith-40 P-38s escorting; 55 tons of b ombs
dropped; accurate flak encountered; 6 ,B-24s lost. Bbmbing
visual at Villach'and .results reported fair; at other targets,
attacks. conducted by PFF.: m.thod with unobsrved results.

Force of -103 B-24s sets out to, bIromb Linz freight depot but
'ther.

1I2

I
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12 'Eastern Front Finns maintain pressure against Gorman..
troops MNI of Ivalo and Muonio; Inari village at S tip-of
Lake Inari clearced in night attack. Russian detachmzents
break into German positions in one sector on E. Prussian
front; prisoners taken include troops of SSI Hcermann Goering:
Tk Div. : : . ...

Soviet MG and rifle fire drives back enemy units
attempting to penetrate positions SW of Uzhorod (11 Carpatho-
Ukraine). In 'NE Hungar.y, Mesokoevesd, important RR town
approximately 25 miles SW of Miskolc, falls to Soviets.. after
stubborn fighting; more than 800.enemy- troops reported
eliminated here. Driving N of Ujazasz against stiff opposition,
Soviet inf, cav, and mtzd units progress ten miles on highway
to Jasz-Bereny-, capturing Jasz-iLlso-Szt-Gyqergy .ande- Alttyan;
units pushing NW of Ujazasz clear ten-mile stretQh of .RR :.
*linking Szolnok: with Budapest with capture- of Tapio-GyoOrgye,
'Tapio-Szele, 'and Farmos. Enemy stronghold of Mionor, .14. miles
SE of Budapest, falls to Soviet forces,.approaching capital.
along'RR from Czeglhd'; Szolnok-Czegled-Budapest RR now clear
of 'enemy except for; section approximtely. eight miles -in
length between capital.and suburban town:"of. Ullo. Yugoslavs
and Soviets confirma capture of Kumanovo ;(reported captured
yesterday by Bulgars)'..

Daylight attacks of 15th AF prevented by veather.
During night, 14 B-17s and 2 B-24s cause fires and explosions
at Blechhammer (South) oil refinery (S Germany) iwith 35 tons
of bombs; military objectives in Vac (Hungary), Pszczyna
(Poland), and Ruzormbrok (Czechoslovakia), and 2 unidentified
towvns hit with 12 tons of bombs by 2 B-17.s and 3 B-24s.

13 Eastern Front Berlin reports unsuccessful Soviet attacks
in Aiuce area in WtLatvia and reconnaissance activity on both
sides of the Rominten Heide in E Prussia.

Driving N to outflank important comfmunication center of
Jaszbereny, approximately 35 miles E of Budapest, Red irmy
troops in 13-mile advance .from Jasz-Ladany sweep up Jasz-,
Kis-Er to reach Jasz-Apati on highway 10 miles E of objective.
MIN of Czegled, Soviets overcome stubborn enemy resistance
(20th Hungarian Div reported routed and remnants fused into
one bn) to cloar road linking Pilis on Czeglqd-Budapest RR
with Tapio-Szele on second RE from Szolnok to capital; Kana,
Pand, Tapiobisckc, and Tapioszentmnorfon are- among, -towns
captured; Nagykata, approximately 10
threatened.

ED
w
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In other sectors of front in Hungary, surrender of approximately
200 troops of 20th Rogt of 5th Hungarian Reserve Div and-the
201st Independent Bn, attached to 23d Hungarian Div,. to Red

irmy reported. After crossing the Danube on Mohacs-Apatin,,

line, Yugoslavs in cooperation.with Soviets occupy Batina and

Zmajevac, approximately 18 miles W of Sormbor. Yugoslavia
reports street fighting in Skolpje in upper Vardar, Valley,

approximately 200 miles SE of Belgrade; at 0600 units of
Bulgarian army,. under command of Gen. Gentcheff, onter.
outskirts of Skolpjo, according to Sofia.

Fifteenth AF grounded by weather.

14 Eastern Front The .Norwegian Governme.nt-in-exilo. announces
that Norwegian troops under command of Col. Airrno Dahl have
landed in Norway to operate with Soviet Karelian Ar-y against
Germans on the .Arctic front. activity on northern and central

fronts limited to patrolling and rcn fighting.
N of Czcglod, elements of 2d. Ukrainian army cut highway

withdrawal route to Budapest for enemy troops in Jasz-Boreny
by capturing Nagykata; advwance is -continued N to Szontmartonkata,
approximately 15 miles S of important road and RR center of
Hatvan; SIW of Nagykata, Tapiosag seized, Berlin reports tank
battle raging at approaches. to .Jasz-Bereny. ;ftcr two days of
serious fighting, threat to L .flank of Red Army S of Budapest
is eliminated with capture rof heavily .fortified enemy garrisons
at Solt and Dunacgyhaza on E bank of. the-Danubeo approximately
45 miles below-the capital; .more than 1,200 prisoners reported
taken in this are.a. Soviets now control E bank of the Danube
from Belgrade to outskirts of Budapest. Berlin reports
bridgehead on l bank of the Danube at Dunafocldvar, W of
Solt, evacuated after stiff fighting. Yugoslavia reports
.Skolpje in S Serbia freed of enemy by troops of 42d and 15th
Yugoslav Divs after 2 days of stree.t fighting.

Troop concentrations, tanks., and.gun positions, in Solt
area successfully-attacked by Soviet planes; 3 enemy bombers
and.14 fighters claimed, destroyed.

idverse w.cather.again prevents 15th AF operations,

15 Eastern Front ·Finnish.troops N of Inari gain. control
.of isthmus between. lakes /of Inari. and TMuddus Jarvi. arty

in li Latvia and,fa *ngqi;>lj*
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From positions SE of Budapest, Red army with air support
swings northward, overrunning Mende, Tapiosuely, and Tapicszeco,
on Szolnok-Budapost highway and RR, to reach To-A.lmas, 9 miles
S of Hatvan RR junction. Jasz-Bereny, approximately 31 miles
E of Bddapest, falls tc Red ariny troops while units to NE of
captured enemy stronghold sweep up Jasz-Jakohalmas, -Jasz-Dosa,
and Heves; Fuezcs-tAbony conmmunicaticn center about midway
between Miskolc and Hatvan menaced by seizure of Erdolctok
and Dormand. 'Right 'wing, of 2d Ukrainian army advancing on
Miskolc from S captures Emod on main communication line and
clears enemy garrison at Harsany, within 8 miles of objective;
E of Emod, Koeroe,7L on highway from Polgar seized. Moscow
announces capture of Skolpje,. reported captured by Yugoslavs
on 14th, in SE Serbia. by Bulgarian troops operating with
Yugoslavs.

Austria UnCscorted heavy bombers .f 15th iF strike oil
and RR targets in Austria. Linz benzol plants attacked by
27 B-17s and 21 B-24s which drop 101.5 tons of bombs through
heavy clouds; 2 B-17s and 4 B-24s drop 15 tons on taregts of
opportunity; 4 bombers lost. and 12 damaged by flak. T'centy-
one B-24s release 30.5 tons. of bombs on Innsbrubk M/Y and 3
tons on targets in vicinity with unobserved results. All
bombers attack singly by PFF method. Good coverage of Hermann
Goering iron and steel works and benzol plants at Linz reported
in this attack and in previous one on 4th November; iiiachine
and assembly shops effectively hit, pressing shop damaged,
and roofing over steel furnaces approximately half destroyed.

16 Eastern Front German troops attempt reconnaissance in
force against Soviet positions on the Narew SW of Polish
town of Ostreleka but are stopped by mortar fire.. Exchange
of arty and mortar fire between Russians and Germans takes
place TW of Praga, E suburb of Warsaw.

Red Army troops approaching Budapest along RR line from
Szolnok clear Gyoernro, important key to enemy defenses 10
miles SE of the capital. Continuing advance northward from
Jasz-Bereny elements of 2d Ukrainian army operating with arty
and tank support clamp pincers on Hatvan RR junction, 22 miles
NE of Budapest, by seizing Puszta-Mlonostor on RR 8 miles SE
of objective; other units crush enemy resistance at Jasz-
arokzallas road center to cut Miskolic-Budapest RR at Vamos-
Gyoerk, 10 miles E of Hatvan. Right wing of 2d Ukrainian
army captures Tard,. SE of Eger, and presses nearer-ta iJ.k 3Ac ^ k r
by capturing Kisg Lod'tftitIMI
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Miskolc highway seized. Enemy resistance SE of Tokaj reported

eliminated by troops of 4th Rumanian Army; Tiszaladany, on W

bank.of the Tisza S of Tokaj, cleared.
German 6,000-ton supply ship torp.and sunk in E Prussian

port of-Danzig by planes of Red Banner Baltic Fleet.
Austria-S Germany Force of 609 heavy bombers of 15th'

AF is dispatched to attack Munich (West) marshaling yards;

102 B-17s and 347 B-24s with escort of 53 P-38s and 203 P-51s

unload 799 tons of bombs on main target, scoring hits on

workshops', and.locomotive shed areas; RR tracks cut in many

places and number of. freight cars destroyed or damaged;

accurate assessment of damage prevented by heavy clouds.

Secondary.target at Innsbruck hit with 128 tons of bombs by

62 B-t17s; main station reported completely destroyed and, .

passenger station cdama.ged; 1 large warehouse partially gutted;

tracks cut at several points and roiling stock damaged but

through lines°remain open. RR line SE of Munich, takes 25

tons of bombs from 21 B-24s due to premature release;

opportunity targets hit with 12 tons by 5 B-17s and 4.B-24s..

'T!,enty-four- ME-109s and 11 possible jet aircraft as.well as,
heavy flak encountered in Munich area. Eighteen bombers. and

2 fighters lost; 9.enemy aircraft destroyed.

17 Eastern Front Soviet patrols and reconnaissance units,

are active. in E Prussia and in several sectors -of 1st

Ukrainian front. *Germwan troops ..probe Soviet positions NW.

of .Praga in-:fiarsas area but are driven back by arty. fire.

Fuzes-Abony RR junction,approximately midway betvween

Miskolc and Hatvan,falls to Soviets after fierce battle;

slight gains made Mi' of Fuzes-Abony toward.Eger. Sovie-t

columns approaching Hatvan ,lear number. of towns along RR

running E to Fuzes-Abony,. including Csany, adacs, and..
Karacsond; to S of Hatvan, Jasz-Fenyszaru won. Berlin reports

frustration of Soviet and Yugoslav attacks directe.d toward

Hungarian city of Pecs from Danube bridgehead at B-tina.

below Baja.
In E Prussia, enemy inf and MT shelled by Soviet air.craft.

Improved weather conditions permit SAF to operate .ithsuccess.
against enemy troop 'concentrations in Budapest area;, 36 German.

planes reported shot down. ......
Austria-S Germany Oil. refineries and marshaling yards.

in Austria and S Germany are primary objectives of 15th AF.,
vienna. targets,
oil refineries 'and
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51 tons on industrial areas; alternate targets at MIaribor
(Yugoslavia), Leoben, and Graz receive 121 tons from 52
additional.B-24s. Results at primary target unobserved
because of'overcast; approximately two-thirds of roof of
engine sub-assembly and machine shop at Maribor blast.
stripped and severe internal .damage caused; nearly twenty
per cent of rolling mill and steel furnace at Doncaitz Alpine
iron and steel -works at Leoben seriously damaged; at Graz,
Styria Durkoff'!Yerke moderately damaged,. 1 large gas tank in
to-win gas works destroyed, and an industrial plant N. of .yards
and 3 warehouses blast damaged. Blochhammer (South) oil
refineries hit by 115 B-24s with 199 tons of bombs iwhile
alternate target at Gyor (Hungary) takes 206 tons of
bombs from 92 bombers.; escort furnished by 50 P-38s and 46
P-51s; results at Blechhammer unobserved; N and S sid]s pof
Gyor 4M/Y cratered. YTith 381 tons of bombs,143 B-17s escorted
by 127 P-51s attack Salzburg (West) M/Y, scoring hits on
main passenger station, sheds, rolling stock, and tracks in
S half of yards; direct hits also made by 13 B-24s with 32-
tons of bombs on tracks and sheds at Villach and Volkarmarkt;
St. Johann bridge bombed with 11 tons by 21 B-24s. Targets
of opportunity hit by 13 B-24s with 23 tons of bombs.

18 Eastern Front Finnish troops forcing Germans to evacuate
N Finland are advancing in area NW of Kaamanen on NE tip of
Lake Muddus Jarvi 4 ' Berlin repbrts renewal of Soviet offensive
on Saaremaa I.; Russian inf and tank forces are driving SI'
with naval arty support; Soviet attempts to land amphibious
units on E shore of island claimed thwarted by German naval
units. Soviets engage in rcn activity to improve positions
SW of Jelgava in Latvia. Enemy firing points to SlI of Polish
city of Augostov successfully raided during night by. Soviet
scouting party; small energy group reported eliminated in
hand-to-hand fighting.

Red army troops repel stiff enemy counterattacks in area
NE of Hatvan and advance N to cut Miskolc-Budapest highway
at Hort within 5 miles of Hatvan; other columns driving on
Hatvan from SV' overrun Valko to reach Tura on the Galga R.
Soviet troops clearing area between RR and highway linking
Fuzeos-Abony with Hatvan capture Kal, Kapolna, Ludas, and
Detk; Gyoengyoes road center threatened. Stiffening enemy
resistance at approaches to Miskolc holds Sovietsto slight
gains. E of !Risk
to extend beidgeh

in St-ITIT, "
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approximately 500 troops to area of Mende RR station to SE
of Budapest; landing party reported encircled end annihilated
by Soviets.

Austria Continuing attacks on oil targets in Vienna
area, 132 B-17s covered by 126 P-38s (15th AF) unload 230
tons of bombs on Florisdorf oil refineries whilo 72 B-17s
hit Korneuburg w;iith 180 tons; at both targets bombing attacks
carried out by PFFY method and results unobserved; no enemy
aircraft encountered; 2 bombers lost.

Hungary Successful rcn mission to Hungary completed by
16 P-51s.: :

19 Eastern Front Finland reported free of all German troops
except for covering forces; Finns continue to comply with
armistice terms by followjing up German withdrawal. Bitter
fighting continues on Saarsmaa I. with Soviets making slight
gains; enemy garrison on Sworbe Peninsula reportedly receiving
support from German naval arty. Berlin announces opening of
Soviet drive S of Liepaja after heavy arty and air. attacks;
Moscow reports that approximately two companies of Gcrman inf
approaching Soviet lines W of Jelgava in Latvia are forced to
retreat under rifle and YMG fire. On 2d Baltic front, approximately
200 Germans reportedly have surrendered to Soviets during last
few days.

NE of Budapest, Red Army troops advancing northward reach
foothills of the I-Matra Mits., extending approximately 20 miles
N of Soviet line between Hatvan and Eger. Gyoengyoes road
center, irnportant: strongpoint in enemyndefense line NE of
Hatvan, falls to Sovie-ts despite stubborn German and Hungarian
resistance; E: of Gyoengyoes, Vecs and Tofalu won. Soviet
units are holding Budapest-Hatvan RR under arty fire; Boldog
and Galga-Hoviz, S and S&i of Hatvan, included among villages
seized. Soviet attempts to extend bridgeheads at i-patin and
Batina (Yugoslavia) on the Danube, just above its confluence
with the Drava R., claimed tiarqrted by Germans. Pristina. on
Skolpje-Mitrovica-Kraljovo escape route, falls to Bulgarian
troops, according to Sofia.

Soviet planes bomb RR station of Lasupe, scoring direct
hits on 2 enemy military trains and causing fires and
explosions. T.:o German patrol cutters sunk by arty fire .from
naval units of Soviet Baltic Fleet. Soviet aircraft attack

n.m epmml-sI ipp 7gt et rtipo r Saaremaa I., scoring damaging hits
1~~~~1 S (N 'Nn * C-Nif'vrii-E .i;9 I A.mAi -hR - ? t.rT.'m7 InR - 1 nr..±wrr-T rcasf1 -

i r ita Wq~ng F ! 4"fft -b- v - ,.»"*
., ... q N .a,.aaas 1 lap ng,' ~ ~ ~ i .i' %' ' dIwfik J ';'.;»* J >. - ia..- - -^^ .
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to respective ground troops in Hungary.
Austria Oil refineries in austria are again chief

objectives of 15th 1AF heavy bombers. Vionna/T,.intcrhafon
oil depot is target for 318.5 tons of bombs dropped by 144
B-17s; Vienna/Lobau oil plant takes 214 tons from 98 B-24s,
destroying 4 tanks and damaging pump house, boiler -house, and
administration building; Vosendorf oil refineries hit by 54
B-24s with 90 tons; PFF method used at all targets. *Fifty-
two B-24s release 112 tons of bom.bs on Schwechat oil refineries;
alternate targets hit-by 37 B-24s, causing further craters in
Gyor WV/Y (Hungary) with 46 tons of bombs and dropping 26 tons
on Vienna/Neudorf aircraft plant. A.pproximately 40 enemy
aircraft arc encountered in Vienna area but no engagements
reported. Benzol plant at Linz attacked by 53 B-24s escorted
by 44 P-51s; 104 tons of bombs dropped; results unobserved
because of smoke screen. fit Horsching airdrome, runMways
cratored with 98 tons of bombs by 45 B-24s; 7 enemy planes
destroyed and 6 damaged. Strafing attacks against coir.nuni-
cations and airdromes SE of Vienra'l. made by 126 P-51s; 63
locomotives, and 24 RR cars destroyed; 37 locomotives, 96
RR cars, 33 MT, 100 HDV, and 19 barges damaged in Esztorgom-
Vesprem area (Hungary); 4 enemyr grounded planes destroyed
and 6 damaged.

20 Eastern Front Finnish troops following German withdrawal
in N Finland advance 15 miles, reaching Katkaskaervi area.-
Fighting continues on Sworbe Peninsula of Saarrcrnaa I. whore
Soviet inf with arty support penetrates enemy defensive
positions. Sovict troops with- arty and air support engage
in fighting to improve positions SW of. Jclgava in Latvia.
In E Prussia, eoxchange of arty and mortar fire takes place
SIT of Ostreleka (Poland); German unit attempting to penetrate
Soviet lines dispersed by arty and MG fire.

Red Army troops plunge into outskirts of Miskolc, 85
miles NE of Budapest; fierce fighting takes place NE of the
town where five heavy enemy counterattacks are repelled by
Soviet units which take Diosgyoer; to S, Szirma and Hcjoscaba
seized. Slight gains registered by Rumanian troops fighting
in Tokaj arca, E of Miskolc. Yugoslavs announcG capture of
Serbian town of Pristina, 50 miles N of Skolpje in Serbia, by
Partisans and Bulgars,. Bulgars claimapture of this town on
19th, ** ' * *-t-ll j *Afflb i~m'ewirn^

-_ I v, I fg tg V
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German DD off S tip of Saaremaan I. sunk by Soviet naval

units. German 6.,000-ton supply ship, 2 escort vessels, and

2 landing barges sunk in the Baltic Sea by aircraft of Soviet

Baltic Fleet. SiAF raids RR stations at Lyck and Trouboerg
in E Prussia, causing fires; 5 engines and 30 RR cars claimed

destroy d. In night attack on Liepaja, Latvia, Soviet
bombers cause fires and explosions among port facilities and

enemy supply ships in harbor.
Austria-S Germany-Czechoslovakia . Force of 204 B-17s

and 272 B-24s with escort of 85 P-38s and 185.P-51s (15th aF)
set out to bozmb Blecltanrmacr oil refineries in Silesia; ad-
verse weather causes many aircraft to attack alternate and
opportunity targets. Thirty-tvjo B-17s and 13.9 B-24s strike
Blecchhaa.mr lwith 314 tons of boi:obs,. scoring many ..hits -and

near misses in center of target and on vital installations;
3 direct hits madc on boiler house, 2 near misses on sulphur
removal plant, 2 directa hits

and 2 near Tisses on coal gas plant and gas cleaning plant;.

hits and near misses also scored on circulator and, rejector
houses, cooling towers, tanks,: R.R sidings to E anld J edge of

refinery cnd. in barracks area to N of target. Blcchhammuer
(South) oil plant, with an established refining Qcapacity of

25,000 tons reported temporarily inactive from this attack
and preceding attacks during month. Majority of remainder
of force attacks targets in Czechoslovakia: 158 B-17s unload

311 tons of bombs on Brno M/Y with unobserved results; 27
hit Bata factory at Zlin, attaining vwry good results with
63 tons of bombs; 103 B-24s drop .221 tons of bombs on
marshaling yards at Kromeriz, Hodonin, Oppeln (S Geor.anmy)

and Lundonburg- (iujstria) with good coverage; ta.rguts of
opportunity take 43 tons from 9 B-24s and 14 B-17s. Heavy.
and accurate tA fire encountered at Blechhaplmor; 16 B-24s
and 2 P-51s lost. CoLmmunication targets between Vesprem
(Hungary) and Bratislava (Czechoslovakia) effectivoly strafed

by 43 P-38s; 2 P-38s lost to flak..

21; Eastern Front. In drive to win control of the Gulf -of
Riga, Soviet troops, after heavy arty preparation and', ,'ith
supporting fire from naval units, break through strong
u3eniemy defenses on Sworbe Peninsula, narrowing enemy bridge-
head on S tin of Saaremaa I. to 7 kilometers deep. In W

a 3r

cessful countcrattacks
Soviet units in
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Large-scale movement of troops in Hungary is greatly
hindered by constant rains which have washed out many roads.
Fighting continues in the foothills of the Matra Mts.'.where
Soviets push N of 'Fuez-Abony--Gyoengyoes highway and. along
the Tatra R. against firm enemy resistance to capture Kisnana,
Feldebroe, and Verpelet. Slight gains against firm Axis opposition
registered by Soviet column SW of Miskolc. Bitter fighting at
Tisza R. bridgehead in Tokaj area and renewed Soviet attacks on
both sides of Dukla .Pass reported by Berlin.- In W Serbia,
*Yugoslavs and Bulg'ars report capture of iitrovica and several
other enemy strongholds in Kosovo-Polje sector. -

Berlin reports sinking of Soviet E-boat by German
minesweepers off Saaremaa 1.

Fifteenth AF operations cancelled because of adverse weather.

22 Eastern *Front Finnish forces reach Norwegian-Finnish border
JNW of Kaamanen; negligible resistance encountered. Berlin

reports that' German troops with support of concentrated fire
from naval vessels are still holding out on S tip of Sworbe

.Peninsula on Estonian I. of Saaremaa. Collapse of offensive by
four Soviet- Armies SE-.of Liepaja claimed by Berlin.

Driving N to isolate Pest, Red Army troops reach Heviz-
Gyoerk on the Galga R. approximately 20 miles from the Danube.
NE of Hatvan, other columns of 2d Ukrainian Army halt enemy
counterattacks and make slight gains in foothills of. the
Matra Ivts.; village of Egerszolat, 5 miles l; of coim-nunication
center of Eger,; won. Berlin claims repulse of Soviet attacks
against Mfiskolc but admits that slight gains are made by
Soviets pushing SW.of Uzhorod (W Carpatho-Ukraine). E of
Miskolc, Tokaj on .W.bank of the Tisza falls to troops of 4th
Rumanian Army after several'days of stiff fighting, according
to Rumania. Red Army troops in N Yugoslavia maintain pressure
to enlarge bridgeheads from'/Batina and Apatin.

Berlin reports Soviet minesweeper sunk, E-boat' fired,, and
gunboat severely damaged .by German naval units off Saaremaa I.

Austria-S Geri'many. Fifteenth AF heavy bombers concentrate
on Munich marshaling yards. Force of 106 B-17s drops' 204
tons of bombs on iMunich (West) M/Y through 10/lOths cloud, 66.25
tons on Salzburg M/Y, 102 tons on Regensburg M/Y, 22.5 tons
on Linz M/Y, and 26.5 tons on opportunity targets. f'Eighty -
seven B-17s and 118 B-24s unload 204 tons on opportunity
targets. Eighty-seven B-17s and 118 B-24s unload 204 tons
of bombs on Munich (East) Wv1/Y, 72,75 tons on Salzburg M/Y,
,68.5 tons, on Villach M/Y, 12.5 tos' on Rosenheim Mi/Y, and

1aP UflUbidIw 3ango
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67.5 tons. on several other targets. .Bomber m'issions escorted
by 94 P-38s and 137 P-51s. ' Results reported good at Salzburg
and Villach and, at. bther targets unobserveda; 9 bombers lost;
10 planos severely damaged and 49 slightly damaged by flak.

'tHungary- Tv;pcnty--cight B-24s, 23 Wellingtons, and 3
Halifaxes make night 'attack on Szombathely M/Y, dropping
125.38 tons of bbmbsj' results unobserved because of fround
haze; planes engage in running battle 'with approximately 30

enemy planes ecountored betwoen target area and Zagreb
(Yugoslavia); 1 Onomy fighter destroyed and 1 damageod; 6

bombers missing.

23' Eastern F'ront Northern .Lapland reported clear of Germans;
Finns are/ engaged in fighting in Paloj oonsuu-Enontekioe
sector in /'T1 tip of Finland. Soviets on Saaremaa I. continue
to' -wg battles to cliin.nte oner-my. strongpoints on S tip of
Sworbe Peninsula./ During night Germans allegedly transport
garrison on Saaremaa I. by light craft to Latvian mainland.,
Germans report Soviet attacks SE of Liepaja in Latvia halted
by strong defensive action.

In U Carpatho-Ukraine, Red army troops with air support

invade Slovakia driving 9 riles W of Uzhorod to capture
Bunkovco, Pavlovco, and Ciarovce; RR junction of Cop wvhich
has changed nhands several times during several weeks of
fighting falls again to Soviets ~who, despite rainy icathor
and lack of roads, advance 9 miles W of Cop through rain-
soaked valleys and. strong defense positions to seize Cepel

and more than 30 localities. With recapture of Cop, Soviets
regain control of RX linking Lwow in S Poland with Dobrecen
in E Hungary. E of 1.Miskolc, Soviet and Rumanian troops
pushing I of Tokaj on U7 bank of the Tisza seize RR to-en of
Tarczal. Berlin reports Soviet attacks NE of Budapest and
in Gyoengyoes area crushed by German Pz and -inf formations
with strong support of the Luftwaffe.

*Soviet E-boat claimed sunk by Gcrman naval vessels off
E coast of S-worbe Paeninsula, Saarcmaa I. Seventy Gcrman
planes clained destroyed on all fronts by Soviet aircraft
ancd. A. fire.

Unfavorabl6 , .'athor.prevents 15th AF' oporations.

id l,» Govorov'.s
,t units under
late enemy
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pocket on Sworbe Peninsula, thereby clearing Saaremaa I. of
enemy invaders and giving to Soviets control of main entrance
to the Gulf of Riga. Complete use of the gulf prevented by
German foothold in Latvia W of Riga. Heavy fighting continues
in Auce-Liepaja area in W Latvia, with Germans admitting-
slight penetrations. German rcn'units and snipers are
active N of Goldap in E Prussia and S of Pultusk in Poland.

Red Army troops widen front along Budapest-Hatvan RR,
with capture of Bag, S of Aszod; units fighting in foothills
of the Matra M-ts. repel six enemy counterattacks and win
Palosvoeroesmart, NUT of Gyoengyoes, E of Miskolc, R wing of
2d Ukrainian iArmT continues advance on front between Simardi
and Mezoezombor. In N Yugoslavia, Soviet pressure maintained
from bridgehead on Vi bank-of the Danube at Apatin and Batina.
Against strong kcis resistance along water defense lines AN
and W of Uzhorod, Soviet inf and arty are pressing slowly
forward toward Kosice between Fekisovce and Makra-Krysov; W
of' Cop Cerna RR station seized.

Soviet Baltic'Fleet aircraft attack German vessels off
Saaremaa I., scoring-3 direct bomb hits on a heavy cruiser,
sinking DD, patrol vessel,'-and 2 patrol cutters, and severely
damaging 2 patrol-vessels and landing barge. 'Both SAF and
GAF continue support of their respective ground troops NE of
Budapest, ' .

Austria-S Germany Daylight attacks by 15th AF cancelled
because of weather. Of 63 heavy bombers' dispatched to-attack
Munich (West) M/Y and benzol plant at Linz during night, 9
B-24s-drop 14.5 tons of bombs on first target and 18 B-17s
with 61 tons hit latter; alternate targets at Klagenfurt and
Innsbruck marshaling yards take 30.5 tons from 6 B-17s and
9 B-24s; 2 heavies bomb opportunity targets and remainder of
planes withhold bombs because of weather.

25 Eastern Front In W Latvia, Germans score defensive
victory against Soviet inf and tank assault in Liepaja area,
according to Berlin. On 1st Ukrainian front, Soviet rcn
unit breaks enemy resistance in one sector with seizure of
dominating hill position.

Hungarians report that Red Army troops have captured
Szigetszentmiklos on CseTel I.. S of Budapest. Hatvan-Asz.nr
highway cut by Red Army troops which drive N I
outflank Hatvan; Hatvan reported evaercuated by
the foothills of the L;iatra Mts. .W' 6f Eger..>Sr\
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take Tarnaszentmaria while other columns NE of Liiskolc cross

the Hernad R. to seize Oregcsanalos. Hungarians claim
recapture of Diosgyoer, W of Miiskolc.. Continuing advance

M'fT of Uzhorod and Cop toward Kosice., 4th Ukrainian troops
overcome stubborn resistance at foothills of the Cerna Gura

Mts. by crossing mountain streams and pushing over difficult

terrain to take number of villages, including Klokovoc,

Inacovce, Botany, and Velky Tarkan.
German supply ship in the Baltic Sea sunk by naval

units of Soviet Baltic Fleet. -
Fifteenth AF grounded because of weather.

26 Eastern Front Finnish advance elements enter villages

of Palojoensuu and Enontekio, Ni¥ of lMuonio. SEW of Jelgava

in Latvia, Soviet troops engage in local action to gain more

favorable positions. In E Prussia, patrol and rcn units are

active. No significant changes in Soviet positions above

and below Warsaw take place.
In an outflanking maneuver during night, Soviet cav

troops capture bridge over the Zagyva R. to cut escape route

for enemy garrison at Hatvan; simultaneously, Soviet inf and

tank forces enter town from S and SW and gain possession of

stronghold after an all-day battle. Despite heavy snow and

dense fog, troops of 4th Ukrainian Army continue offensive
in E Slovakia, cutting N-S rail line linking Przemysl
(Poland) with liiskolc (Hungary) at Vysni-Cabiny below Lupkow

Pass, and overcoming stubborn enemy resistance in Snina area

to capture Humenne road junction, 30 miles W of Presov; other

units NW of Uzhorod .cross the Laborec R. to seize MTichalovce

on road to Kosice; to S of Miichalovce, Budkovce and Leicsz
captured.

SAF attacks RR station of Treuberg within E Prussian
border and SW of Polish city of Suwalki; fires and explosions
result.

Hungary Heavy bomber attacks of 15th AF prevented by

weather. Thirty-nine P-38s dispatched to strafe Seregeyles
airdrome encounter enemy planes near target; in aerial battle

which takes place, 9 enemy planes (1 F{-190, 1 E-109, 6

JU-87s, and 1 unidentified plane) are destroyed; fighters
attack rolling stock in area, claiming 1 locomotive destroyed
nnr Q RR arm .damaped!: 5 P-38s missing.

I I t - .' - * I
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27 Eastern Front Palojoensuu-Enontekioe sector cleared by
Finns who continue to pursue the enemy on Kilpis Jaervi
road along Finnish-Swedish border. Soviets in Latvia repel
several counterattacks W of Jelgava launched by Gernan inf
supported by tanks and SP guns. Enemy positions SW of
Ostreleka in Poland successfully shelled by Soviet arty.
Both Soviet and German patrols are active during day and
night S of the N.are bridgehead at Pultusk.

Fourth Ukrainian troops, advancing on a 75-minle front
in W Slovakia, clear section of RR to N and S of Humenne with
capture o'f Radvan and Strazske and make six-mile advance
over mountainous terrain and through enemy minefields;-
number of villages on W bank of the Laborec R. seized. W of
Uzhorod, Sovi6t units by butflanking movements cut off
iwithdrawal routes for enemy groups and capture* supply train
and equipment of 52 Hung AA Arty Gp while attempting to cross
'the Latorica R. Berlin reports fierce fighting li of Danube
bridgehe'ads at Batina and Apatin in N Yugoslavia. Sofia
reports fall 'of Raska, important German strongpoint in Iba-r
valley and about 35 miles S of'Kraljevo, to Bulgarian forces.

German 3,000-ton'transport sunk:near port of Liepaja,
Latvia, by planes'of Red Banner Baltic Fleet. In night
attacks., Germran aircraft reportedly bomb and strafe Soviet
supply lines in Budapest area' troop concentrations in
vicinity 'of Mohacs' and destroy an unidentified bridge
across the Danube. b

Fifteenth AF- missions prevented by weather.

28 Eastern Front Fluctuating fighting continues W of
Jelgava in Latvia.' Following strong arty barrage, German
grenadiers (3 re'gts supported by tanks and SP guns) penetrate
Russian positions in E Prussia but are subsequently driven
back by counterattacks.

N of Nyirogyhaza in NE Hungary, Red Army troops and
cav troops of Rumanian 4th Army cross the Tisza R. on a broad
front to reach the Bodrog R. between Zalkod and Zcmplcnagard;
after fierce finghting, Soviet formations capture village of
Pacin on Hungarian-Czechoslovak frontier and press on to
Streda n Brodrokom, within 4 miles of important Satoraljaujhely
junction; Somotor station on RR line' linking Cop with
Satoraljaujhely also seized. To the N, Soviets in Czechoslovakia
c t.n .-ir'P R, nrov-rrr- 1 .zq +thlmn 0 ?n'1 - f'rrm-- -n , r*,' o '-rI n isr +hrr- 1\i
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and Strpkov won. E .of Tokaj, Rumanian troops capture Bekees

on highway to Miiskolc'. Stiff fighting continues in the

foothills of the Buekk' and MaIatra I'ts., SW of .iiskolc. In N

Yugoslaviaj' fiorce fighting, is taking place for Kraljevo,

at confluence of HLorava and Ibar rivers, as Soviet and

Yugoslav troops are closing in on stronghold.
·leatiher continues, unfavorable for 15th AF activity.

29 Eastern .Front Finnish troops with air support .rc
pressing toward Kilpis Jaervi in -W tip of Finland.. In W
Latvia, in E Prussian border areas, and along the Narew N

of Warsaw, activity is limited to minor skirmishes.
S of Budapest, no additional progress made by Soviets

on Csepcl I. toviard .the capital; .to NE and. E of the capital

where German defense' positions are, along foothills of the

Matra and Buekk l.ts., Soviet progress is tumpor,.rily naalted.

MoscovJ announces successful offensive directed toward Drava

R.-Lake Balaton defense line from the lower Danube bridgehead
between Batina ahd Apatin: troops of 3d Ukrainian Army in
cooperation with Yugoslav Partisans break stubborn enemy
resistance to advance 25 miles and widen front up to approxi-

mately 90 miles; L wing closing in on Yugoslav junction at

Osijek seizes Darda and sweeps up Villany and Harsany; units

driving N on highiway from Osijek clear enemy stronghold of

LMohacs on W bank of the Danube and then push VI to capture
town and RR junction of Pecs; R wing takes Bataszek 1iT of
Baja, and pushes spearheads to Varasd and Alsonana. Yugoslavia
reports fall of Kraljovo to Partisans; W Morava and Ibar
areas· cleared and drive is continuing toward. Cacak.

Austria Individual Pathfindner operations successfully
carried out by 15th AF during night: 20 B-17s with 44 tons

of bombs strike benzol plant at Linz through 10/10ths under-
cast; 9 B-24s drop 19 tons of bombs on Munich ('Test) and
Innsbruck marshaling yards while 3 raid targets of opportunity
with 7 tons.

30 Eastern Front Activity on northern and central fronts
confined to reconnaissance activity with no significant
changes in front-line positions.

.,'T of Hummnene in Czechoslovakia, troops of 4th Ukrainian

Army repulse strong enemy counterattacks and progress to,pulse strong en in neemyc iou
the Ondava it. linc.

in foo ti . '\ihi

d " --

2d Ukrainian troops
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which enter toun from S and clear out enemy garrison in
street-to-streect fighting; NE of viiskolc, other units cut
highway and RR to Kosice with capture of Szikszo. Third
Ukrainian troops continue offensive NE and S of Pecs,
seizing Pecsvarad, Siklos, and more than 50 localities.
Moscow announces capture of .Yugoslav town and RR junction
of Kraljevo (reported captured by Yugoslavs yesterday) by
units of 3d Ukrainian army operating with Yugoslavs. Fall
of Novi Pazar in T7 Serbia is reported by Yugoslavs and
Bulgars whose units are now approaching Sjenica to N/A.

Weather causes cancellation of 15th AF strikes.

. .~A~A
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1 Italy

North Lfrican Theater of Operations (NATOUSii) is redeOsignated

the ^ie:diterranean Theater-of Operations (MTOUSA).

BRITISH EIGHTH .-'M -.2

Porter R)rce ,Right flank of Eighth Iriuy, extending
along an arc stretching STS from below Ravenna to vicinity of

Bagnolo, on Ronco R. 2 miles iNE of Forli, is heold by Porter

Force w;hich includes Royal Canadian Dragoons (ROD) on R and

27th Lancers on L; opposing these troops are eleomonts of four

German Divs (L2 a 114th Grnadir, 20th GA an' 26th Pz).
Miost of sector fr':' Adriatic to Route J.6 is reoortei. c]lear.

V _CorS ca-v rains continue throughou-t who! :.roa as
drive, for ForlJi continues, troops advancing as aoch as

2-3 railes in area S.and SE of to'm; ener' : is strongly
defendin.g -T bank of Ronco R. as far S as Forli airfield,
2 miles SE oif7 'fcrli. In face of heavy resistance,
particularly on R, tanks of 10th Brig of 4th Br Div cross

Ronco, R. in area just S of Ronco in effort to sup-port
forward troops. In 10th ind Div sector about 3 miles SW

on Rabbi. R. (-.hich paralels Rcnco R. in that z onc),

elefirents' of 25th oBrig arc directe'd against G:cisi nano
and troops are already established at Co'li na to i ,ithout

opposition.

iI Polish Corjs Covering L flank of Eishth mry:- in foot-
hills of A nuin.ees S of eorii, Polish troops continue
a. vance agai^ nst sporadic fire. 'Second Brig of 3d
Carratlhian Div (on R) secures lardiano, 6 r-ilos S of

*Forli, and senrs patrols forward to Ftimarna, N of

Lardiano, where. the. dr aw fire fromI. enemy positions

across Rabbi R. Farther S in area MN of Pcdappio TNuova,
f orward eloemnts of 6th LwoN Brig of 5th Kreso-va Div (on

L) -occupy Belvedere under fire and rea.ch .iarsignano, 2

railes M'T of PredIappio; other units, occupy.rin? :. Gr-oso0

2 rilces NE of 'Rocca S. Casciano, are f:ired on by en umy

strongpoin's to N.

U .S. FIFTH _i: 3Y

JXIICorp T1iree Gzr^an Divs (05tlbh, 7'15th, ''1 33'-
Grenadier Divs) continue p:ressure on In .dian anc'd British
troops. On il . , , , . li-I -,

"I I-ch . * If,
O �
V� 'E M.,

", 7
4

- A -, 1�
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1 cleared Route 67 (Dicomano-Forli road) as far as Rocca S.

Cont Casciano, find enemy. withdrawn from hill positions in

area 2 miles NE of Rocca S. Casciano E of highway. Despite

several attacks by 17th Brig of 8th Ind Div, M. M1,lonsignano,

21 miles N of Tredozio, is still in enemy hands, although
area just to S is reported clear. Other elements are

strengthening positions in Abeto area to !u. Activity of

remainder of divs (1st Br, 6th Br krmd, and 78th Br) is

marked by decreased enemy arty and mortar fire; reliefs
continue.

II Corps Corps troops (consisting of 88th, 85th, 34th,
91st, and 1st Armd Divs).continue active defense of S and

SE approaches to Bologna; principal enemy units from E to

W at beginning of month are 98th Grenadier, 1st Para,
362d Gronadier 2th pa ze: enadir, 65th Grenadier,
4th Para, and 16th SS P'anzer G+renadier Divs. On R flank,

elements of 350th Infi 88th Div, repulse enemy patrol

attempting to retake Hill 568, N of e.. Grande. To L,

85th Div, with 3 regts abreast, continues to defend main

lino of resistance established during October. Some
action is reported in 34th Div sector SE of Piancro on

Route 65; units of 168th Inf successfully surprise
Germans in Casetta, village at base of M. Benimonte, and

on Hill 316, just Sa;] of Casetta, capturing both; "AN of
village, 133d Inf, preceded by intense arty preparation,
attacks at 04.30 to gain strongly fortified church on

Hill 367 but is driven back by severe enemy fire. Elements

of 363d inf, 91st Div, relieve 135th Inf, 34th Div, in
place. Heavy rains and extensive shifting of bn units

continue throughouit whole area.

Army Troops On R flank, 6th South African ermd Div,

(24th Guards Brig on R, 12th Sa h1,tzd Brig in center, and

11th SA Armd Brig on L) continues agressive patrolling

between Setta and Reno rivers with no change in forward
positions. Elements of CCB, on L, repel enemy counter-
attack about 2 miles N of Marano in area ½ mile S of

Labanto.

IV Corps On R flank, elements of 107th AaA Group remain
in positions, engaging in extensive patrolling N of

Cutigliano, approximately 14 miles NVI of Pistoia.

8JI Si HAa£ ) i
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1 ' "Farther W in Serchio Valley area, 1st Inf Div, Brazilian
Con t Expeditionary Force (BEF), assumes command of 6th CT zone

at 0001 and receives scattered arty fire during after-
noon in vicinity of Albiano and Fornaci, both E of Serchio
R. N of Barga. Task Force 92, responsible for coastal
sector and composed of 370th CT (R) and 2d Armd Group (L),
continues pressure toward Massa, 4 miles up Route 1 along
coast, against light enemy arty. At beginning of month
Corps troops are opposed by elements of 232d and. 148th
Grenadier, 42d Light, and Monte Rosa Divs.

Adverse weather 'cancels medium bomber operations.
Communications in central Po Valley and in N Yugoslavia are
objectives of 58 fighters- and 179 fighter bombers which attack
with excellent results. Concentrating on shipping in N
Adriatic, 8 Wellingtons and' Beaufighters of Coastal Air Force
(CAF) score near misses on 8 vessels in gulfs of Trieste and
Fiume, while in NW Italy, 7 barges off Genoa are targets for
4 RAF Venturas. At night, 8 heavy bombers (7 Halifaxes and a
B-24) of Strategic AF effectively drop 24 tons of bombs on
Latisana RR bridge, hitting W end of target.

USS Benson (DD) shells enemy RR ttansport and troop
concentrations near French-Italian border.

Yugoslavia

Partisans report successful operations along N Dalmatian
coast; Zara encircled, Nin to N and Biograd to S captured,
and enemy strongpoints of Skradin and Vrpolje in Krka valley
secured; Sibenik, important seaport, is invested. Heavy
fighting continues in Mostar-Nevesinje area of Hercegovina,
at Risan on Gulf of Kotor, and around Podgorica, Montenegro.
Enemy continues fighting to hold withdrawal routes from Serbia,
Macedonia, and Albania; principal route is along Skoplje-
Raska-Prijepolje-Visegrad road. Partisan and Bulgarian troops
heavily-engaged in Serbia: fighting remains stubborn in Kraljevo-
Cacak area along Morava R. and upper Morava R. 'where units are
approaching Bujanovce and Gnjilane, after capturing several
enemy positions; both Bulgars and Yugoslavs are reportedly
driving toward Mitrovica and Pristina, important enemy strong-
points in Kosovo Polje area. Farther S in Serbia, Partisans
and Bulgars claim some gains, crossing Pcinja R. in area E of
Kumanovo and repulsing enemy in vicinity of Strumica. In E
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Bosnia, fighting continues along Brko-Bijeljina-Janja-Zvornik
line where approximately 700 Germans of 13th SS Div as well as

considerable equipment are claimed captured; farther 17 near
Dalmatian border, Yugoslavs are actively engaged at Tomislavgrad.
Breaking through strong enemy defense line in E Slavonia,
Yugoslavs, in conjunction with Red Army troops, claim capture

of Sremska tMitrovica, Veliki Radinci, Benenovo, Suljami, and
Lacarak and are now driving westward toward Bosut R. Partisans

claim some success against Mostar-Sarajevo-Brod and Brod-
Zagreb RR lines.

T,,fenty-one B-24s of 15th AF hit Cakovec M/Y in N Croatia
with 29 tons of bombs, starting fires. Attacking in Sarajevo-

Bihac area, 3 CAF Mosquitoes make effective strikes against
trucks and MT. In sweeps over Yugoslavia and N Albania,-
Balkan AF fighters strafe troop c'oncentrations and transport
and probably destroy enemy plane on ground at Ljubljana..
Tactical AF fighters and fighter bombers attack both Italian

and Yugoslav targets, cutting tracks in Brod-Zagreb area,
hitting bridges, and destroying and damaging numerous MIT,

barges, and RR installations.
During night 1/2, HES Wheatland and HMS Avondale (DEs),

operating hW of Pag I. off Croatian coast, engage enemy
corvettes, sinking 2 and another vessel; HMS Avondale receives
superficial damage.

Aibania

Partisan 1st Brig reported holding E quarter of Tir-ana

with Germans concentrated in Ne-w Tirana; fierce house-to-
house fighting is in progress. Bulk of German 279th Divy said

to have left Albania via Scutari.

Greece

Florina cleared of enemy troops by 1900. Only rearguard
enemy elements still remaining S of Yugoslav border.

2 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH ARPJMY

Porter Force Heavy rain continues throughout night and

little oroaress is made ilt~idriatic sector. On R flank,
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2 enemy remains active in Fosso Ghiaia area 4 miles S of Ravenna;
Cont to SW, forward elements surprize Germans near Gambellara, 7

miles SI of Ravenna, inflicting casualties; farther S, patrols,
operating along Ronco R., report enemy has reoccupied Borgo
Sisa (claimed captured by British on 31 October)..

V Corps No appreciable change occurs in forward positions
of 12th Lancers or 4th Div; enemy tenaciously holds Ronco
village and buildings on N side of Forli airfield. Tenth
Ind Div reports some progress S of Forli: while elements
of 25th Brig take Grisignano against little resistance,
other units, covering L flank of 4th Div, encounter heavy
enemy fire 1 mile NE; deep patrol of Brig crosses Rabbi
R. 1 mile SJ of Grisignano and continues advance for 12
miles.

II Polish Corps Heavy rains hamper activity. Patrols of
3d Carp Div in area of Fiumana again receive fire from
German positions. On L flank in area of Rocca S. Casciano,
cor.mmand of 26th Armd Brig sector passes to 3d Carp Div at
0800 and 26th Armd Brig reverts to control of 6th Br hrmd
Div. Boundary between Fifth and Eighth Armies is being
adjusted.

U.S. FIFTH RMiY

XIII Corps Heavy rains hamper operations. In accordance
with-General Clark's orders of 2 Novembor calling for
Fifth Army to consolidate positions along main salient,
XIII Corps prepares to maintain pressure on enemy, with-
drawing troops as they are pinched out by advance of
Eighth Army. On R, command of 26th Armd Brig sector
passes to 3d Carpathian Div of II Polish Corps; at 0800,
26th Armd Brig reverts to command of 6th Br Arad Div.
In 8th Ind Div sector, elements of 17th Brig repulse two
German attacks on S slopes of M. Monsignano; reports
indicate enemy has withdrawn from Abeto, approximately
1 mile W. Reliefs continue on remainder of front except
on extreme L where elements of 11th Brig of Br 78th Div
regain height N of Spaduro by counterattack.
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2 II Corps Confirming verbal orders of 30 October, Corps
Cont enters period of consolidation as troops on main axis of

penetration are withdrawn in rotation for rest and
rehabilitation. Defensive fires of 168th Inf, 34th Div, -
drive back small enemy counterattack against Hill 316.
Otherwise Corps sector quiet except for light enemy arty
fire. At 0030 command of sector of 135th Inf, 34th Div,
passes to 363d Inf of 91st Div.

Army Troops On extreme R flank, elements of 24th Guards
Brig, 6th SA Arrnd Div, make local gains just N of Setta
R. ,in area about 1 mile E of la Quercia. During early
hours, forward positions of 11th Armd Inf Bn of CCB
receive harassing enemy fire.

IV Corps Enemy patrol, operating on W side of Lima R.
about 1 mile S of Piansinatico, N of Cutigliano, is
driven back by elements of 107th ni Group. Brazilian
patrols, probing enemy positions N of Albiano, receive
MG and mortar fire; some mortar fire also falls in
Catagnana sector E of Albiano. In coastal sector, for-
w,,ard units of TF 92 engage enemy both E and YJ of Route 1
-under mortar fire.

Four Beaufightors and single Wellington, patrolling N
Adriatic, hit barge SE of Venice and bomb Chioggia, respectively.
Extremely bad weather forces cancellation of strategic and
tactical operations.

Along French-Italian frontier, French CL MIontcalm bombards
enemy gun emplacements and troops, starting fires.

Yugoslavia

Partisans make further gains along Dalmatian coast,
capturing Zara after three days of fighting and entering
Sibenik; coastline from Nin S to Risan on Gulf of Kotor
cleared; reports indicate Germans are now holding general line
from Velebit mountains (along coast of Croatia) via Dinaric
Alps to Miiostar in Hercegovina and thence SE along mountains
to Kotor and Lovcen Pass. In Mlostar-Nevesinje area in
Herbcegovina, heavy fighting is in progress and several German
counterattacks southward are repulsed. In S Serbia, Yugoslavs
announce capture of Ohrid (reported held by Partisans on
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22 October), Struga, and Resan near Albanian border and report
gains near Bulgarian-Greek frontier, Partisans claiming
Radoviste in upper Strumica Valley, and both Bulgars and
Yugoslavs claiming Kavadarci and Negotino in Vardar Valley;
Partisan and Bulgarian units heavily engaged at Strumica and
in area E of Stip. Elsewhere in Serbia, bitter fighting is
taking place E and S of Kumanovo as well as farther N in
Medvedja, while drive for Pristina bontinues with Partisan
troops reported within 9 miles of town; Partisans claimed to
have cut enemy connections between Skoplje and Urosevac to N.
In E Bosnia, Germans are reportedly thrown back as they.attack
toward Praca and Rogatica, 17 and 30 miles E of Sarajevo,
respectively. IA Slavonia, Partisans report advances from
Sremska Mitrovica to villages of Lezimir'and Calma. Partisans
continue to harass transport and transportation lines in
Croatia and Slovenia.

Operations cut to minimum because of weather. Bulgarian
AF reports its planes completely wreck RR stations at
.Aleksandrovo and Dusanovac near Skoplje in strafing attacks.

Albania

In support of ground troops, Coastal and Balkan planes
concentrate on road and RR targets in N .Albania:. 3 Mosquitoes
score hits on several MT, while 24 fighters and fighter
bombers attain good results against MT convoy near Kukes
and bomb and strafe train with unobserved results.

Aegean

Six RAF A-30s attack coastal defense battery at M;ilos
* I. '

_3 ItalV

BRITISH EIGHT'H ARMJ

Appointment of Lt. Gen. Sir Richard L. McCreery as
commander of Eighth Army, succeeding Lt. .Gen. Sir Oliver W.
H.-Leese, is announced.

*S ._ m,- go r-?r 'e
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3 Porter Force Route 16 between Savio and Bevano rivers
Cont reported flooded. RCD units maintain contact with enemy on R

flank; patrols of 27th Lancers encounter enemy within 200
yards of Ronco R. in area N of Bbrgo Sisa.

V Corps Left flank of 4th Div makes small advance in
afternoon, leading platoons reaching area about . miles
SE of Forli airfield in face of heavy shelling and
mortaring from enemy positions at airfield and nearby.
Forty-sixth Div assumes command of 10th Ind Div on L of
Corps and 128th Brig completes relief of 25th Ind Brig.

II Polish Corps After enemy has withdrawn, patrols of
6th Lwow Brig, 5th Kres Div, occupy M. Testa in vicinity
of lMarsignano., Advance of approximately 1 mile is made
by 1st Brig of 3d Carp Div in area 5 miles N of Portico
on Route 67.

U.S. FIFTH idrMY

XIII Corps Eighth Ind Div widens sector on L as 21st Brig
assumes command of 2d Brig, 1st Br Div, sector. Troops
of 6th Br Armd Div drive off 2 enemy attacks against
Orsara, 3 miles NW of Casola Valsenio, despite arty and
mortar fire.- After heavy enemy shelling, forward units
of 36th Brig, 78th Br Div, repel 2 raids in area 1 mile
E of Spadura. First Br Div begins relief of 88th Div of
II Corps.

II Corps Relief of'88th Div on R flank by 1st Br Div of
XIII Corps continues. In area SE of Pianoro, elements
of 133d Inf, 34th Div, launch another night attack against
Hill 367 but are thrown back by stiff opposition and
intense mortar fire. Harassing arty fire falls on forward
lines of 34th and 91st Divs. Violent rains continue in
Corps area.

Army Troops Elemients of 12th Siz- Mtzd Brig, 6th SA. Armd
Div, are now established on Hill 660 near Casigno, iJ
miles E of Vergato. In CCB sector to SW, 11th Armd Inf
Bn repulses 2 heavy-enec;my counterattacks, supported by
intense mortar and arty fire, despite heavy casualties.

I
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3 IV Corps Reliefs reported in 107th AAA Group sector on
Cont R. In Brazilian sector, strong enemy patrols, attempting

to infiltrate positions in vicinity of Catagnana and
Calomini, are thrown back. On R flank of TF 92, patrols
of 370th CT are sent forward toward Terrinca, 2 miles NE
of Serravezza,where theyareheld up by MG fire; inter-bn
reliefs and patrolling are reported throughout this
sector.

Medium bomber operations again cancelled because of
weather. Eighty-nine fighter bombers strike enemy strongpoints
and gun positions in E Po Valley with good results and attack
enemy ship near Fiume with near misses. Bridges near Tenda,
12 miles S of Cunco, are objectives for P-47s which attack with
unobserved results.

USS Woolsey (DD) obtainhs"3 direct hits on German troops
concentrations near French-Italian border.

Yugoslavia

Partisans claim successful operations against enemy forces
in Sibenik-Kosovo-Knin area of Dalmatia, according to reports
from Sofia. Bularian units break through strong enemy positions
to take Podujevo, approximately 17 miles E of Mitrovica; heavy
fighting continues for Strumica, in SE Serbia, and Rogatica,
E of Sarajevo in Bosnia.

Communications in Brod-Sarajevo-Zagreb-Maribor area are
objectives for 22 fighter bombers which also strafe airdrome
NW of Zagreb, claiming 3 enemy planes destroyed on ground.
Meanwhile, 3 fighter bombers and, 2 RP fighters attack transport
and troops on Knin-Bihac road in NW Yugoslavia. According to
reports, Bulgarian AF makes successful attacks in S Serbia,
destroying RR station S of Kumanovo, RR bridge on Skoplje-
Kocane line, and two trains near Aleksandrovo.

Albania

Fighting continues in Tirana; Partisan units believed to
have won two-thirds of city.

Um I"'r

TIC,
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4 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH ARIYf

Porter Force Activity confined to patrolling.

V Corps Patrols of 10th Brig of 4th Div receive heavy
enemy MG fire from E corners of Forli airfield. S of
Forli, Popino, approximately 1 mile SE of S. Miartino in
Strada, is reported clear by patrols of 128th 'Brig of
.46th Div.

II Polish Corps' after forcing troops of 6th Lwow Brig
of 5th Kres Div to withdraw from M. -Testa in bitter
counterattack, Germans occupy position there. Other
elements of Brig come under enemy fire as they attempt
to gain objective in area N of Rocca S. Casciano.

U.S. FIFTH APIRM

XIII Corps Enemy shelling increases along front; no
change in forward positions. At 1530,-6th Br Armd Div
assumes cormmand of 1st Br Div sector with 1st Guards Brig
relieving 3d Brig. Activity of 78th Br Div confined
to active patrolling.

II Corps Local reliefs continue without incident. During
night 4/5, CP of 362d Inf (attached to 88th Div) is
shelled by enemy. Elements of 133d Inf, 34th Div, make.
very slight gain to within 2 mile of Hill 367.

Army Troops iAt 2000, IV Corps assumes command of 6th SA
Armd Div and CCB (attached to that Div). Some decrease
in enemy arty is reported.

IV Corps At 2000, 1V Corps assumes command. of 6th
SA krmd Div and CCB 4including 2d Bn of 370th Inf,
elements of 81st Rcn Sq, and armd units) sector, taking
over responsibility of zone from II Corps boundary W to
250 easting (R flank border of BEF), and relinquishes
command of sector extending from 250 easting to seacoast;

by 92d Div (370th CT -2d Bn andfiNe
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4 371st Inf -a bn) now relieved of Corps control and
Cont operating directly under army control.

Medium bombers concentrate on enemy supply routes in N
Italy: 215 B-26s achieve very good results on bridges and AA
positions along Brenner line; 135 B-25s score direct hits on
road and RR bridges in Po Valley; among targets hit are RR
bridges at Piazzola, Rovereto, Ala, Firenzuola, Cameri, Vercelli,
Villafranca dlAsti, Ossenigo, Cassano d1Adda, Magenta, Calliano,
Ponte S. Pietro, IMori, Pizzighettone, and Casale Monferrato,
as well as Borghetto M/Y. Close-support targets in battle area
and communications in Po Valley are objectives for 278 fighter
bombers and 54 fighters which hit several bridges and effect
cuts in many places. In N Adriatic, 3 CaF Wellingtons attack
2 F-boats offshore from Chio.gia with unobserved-results and
bomb town, scoring hits in target area, while additional
Wellingtons rmake night attacks on barges and E- and R-boats
S of .Mestre and in Trieste-Ravenna area. Farther S, 2
Beaufighters sink barge and hit coaster and warehouse at
Sansego, W of Lussino. Same night, 10 Beaufighters, attacking
in Bergarmo-Villafranca-Ghedi area, damage welding factory N
of Mantova and hit road transport. Two RPF Ventures score
near misses on 4 barges off Genoa.

Yugoslavia

Sibenik reported fallen to Partisans. Along upper Morava
R. in central Serbia, Partisans claim to have captured several
villages and important heights and report bitter fighting
continues in that sector. Farther S, Bulgars drive W from
Podujevo, broadening penetration despite weather. Fierce
fighting is in progress for .Rogatica in E Bosnia and Kumanovo
in S Serbia. Farther S, Bulgarians announce capture of Novo
Selo and Smolare in Strumica valley and strengthen efforts to
take Strumica.

Strategic bombers dispatched to targets' in SI Germany
and Austria make small attack on troop concentrations at
Podgorica, iontcnegro, as 2 escorted B-24s effectively drop
4.5 tons of bombs on large building on S edge of town.
Fighter bombers attain very good results against RRs and
destroy a Ju-52 in air S of Bred. Again attacking along
V_ nn v, A donor 0J7 XI, 4- A C; -1DD U-i4 Vr.onr. of .;P 9 _
s1r-11-DC)o e UCUT, wi t ( Je rs ults1 . t I L v

strike MT with unobserved results. It
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left on fire by 12 Beaufighters and 48 P-51s, while farther S
along coast, shipping at Senj is target for Venturas which
bomb quayside and town.

Albania

Macchis, Spitfires, and P-39s harass convoy of 150 MT
on Scutari-Prizren road and, despite very heavy flak, destroy
5 and damage 11, Bridge near Scutari claimed damaged by
Venturas.

Greece and Aegean

Enemy resistance reported increasing at Milos I. in
Cyclades group. According to'reports from Berlin, Calchi
(Kharki) I., just W of Rhodes, has been cleared of Allied'
units. Germans continue to defend positions in ,iT Crete and
Dodecanese Is.

HMS Kimberley ,(DD) sinks enemy F-lighter and escorting
vessel near Piscopi I., W of Rhodes..

5 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH ARMY

Porter Force Units repulse small-scale enemy attack in
area 1 mile N of S. Stefano, about 6 miles S of Ravenna.

V Corps Bridging operations continue in 4th Div sector
as troops prepare for attack on Forli. S of Forli,
patrols of 46th Div are unable to cross Rabbi'R. because
Of flooded conditions; enemy reported still holding
positions'E of river.

II Polish Corps Bitter fighting and heavy MG and mortar:
fire occur in 5th'Kres Div sector. While R flank units
continue preparations to seize M. Casaluda, 7 miles S of
Forli, 6th Lwow Brig launches early morning attack in
effort to regain M. Testa and capture Marsignano and
S. Martino in Avello farther SAT; M. Testa is reoccupied
after fierce opposition. -Third Carp Div reports little
change in -forward positions.

UMlb II .
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5 U.S. FIFTH bARM
Cont

XIII Corps Patrols remain active and extensive shifting
of bn units is effected throughout area. In 8th Ind Div
sector, several positions in Valdifusa area, 3½ miles S
of Casola Valsenio, are cleared.

II Corps On R flank, unit of 1st Br Div relieves unit
of 350th Inf, 88th Div, on Hill 568. During night of
5/6, patrols of 91st Div, probing enemy defenses at
C. Canovetta and C. Nuova, E and W of Route 65, respectively,
receive MG and SA fire.

IV Corps At 1200, 1st Inf Div, BEF, assumes command of
CCB zone and COB is placed under operational control of
Div. From E to 1W, Corps front is now maintained by 6th
SA Armd Div, 1st Brazilian Div, and 107th AAA Group. On
Corps R flank in area E of Route 64, patrols, operating
as far as Sabbioni, W of Salvaro, receive considerable
mortar fire. Harassing arty fire falls on Marano and
Silla bridges over Reno R. in Brazilian sector. To SW
in area N of Cutigliano, patrols of 107th AiA Group
engage enemy in fire fight along Lima R. S of Piansinatico.

Arny Troops Extending L from IV Corps boundary to sea-
coast, 92d Div front is now held by RCT 370 (-) on R in
Serchio Valley, 371st Inf'(-) in center, and 2d Armd
Group on L along coast. Right flank elements of 92d Div
are directed against Castelnuovo on Serchio R., while
objective of L flank units is Massa, 8 miles NT of
Pietrasanta on Route 1. Attempts by troops of RCT 370 to
dislodge enemy from hill position S of Molazzana, 2 miles
W of Serchio R., draw heavy arty, MG, and mortar fire.

About 325 medium bombers hammer lines in N Italy and make
additional blocks on Brenner line, dropping approximately 475
tons of bombs with excellent results; among targets hit'are
RR bridges at Pavia, Nervesa, Sacile, Piazzola, Cameri, Casale
Monferrato, Fidenza, Voghera, Cismon, Motta, and Rottofreno,
as well as objectives at Rovereto and Mori. In and N of
battle line, 601 fighter bombers and 65 fighters give strong
support to Fifth and Eighth Armies, hitting guns, briMdg X k
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5 strongpoints, dumps, and buildings in Bologna-Forli-Faenza-

Cont Ravenna areas and cutting rails in central Po Valleyo and
lines leading N through Brescia and Verona; 5 }Me-109s are
destroyed and 2 probably. With 20 tons of bombs 24 light
bombers attzack shipping in Fiume Harbor, claimi.ng 2 direct

hits on possible cruiser and 3,000-ton AK and hits on harbor
installations. T-eonty-two barges in Sestri Levanto area are

targets for Vonturas which probably hit 2 and cause 2 more to
explode. Shipping in N Adriatic is objective of' Beaufighters

and oWellingtons which score hits on small vessels off Grado
and attack barges and E- and R-boats, respectively; 2

additional 1Wellingtons bomb canal entrance at M.arina.di Ravenna

as well as 2 possible E-boats. 1Along French-Italian coast,

bridge and RR line near Tenda are damaged by P-47s and P-39s.
Allied warships continue bombardments along French-Italian

coast, attaining excellent results against guns, troops,

barracks, and locomotives.

Yugoslavia

In N Dalmatia, Partisans claim' further destruction of
enemy.strongpoints near Sibenik and are fighting bitterly

around Drnis and Knin to N; entire Zrmanja valley including

town of Obrovac reported to have fallen to Titols forces

which also attacked Knin-Gospic communication line with some

success. Fighting continues around Risan, Montenegro, which

is now surrounded by Partisan forces. Yugoslavs report
Germans, supported by arty, have entered Rogatica, in SE

Bosnia, after toro days of stiff fighting; other reports

indicate enemy is attempting new thrusts toward Visograd. In

Kosovo Polje area of Serbia, Partisans reportedly make some

advance toward objectives, Mitrovica and Vucitrn, while

Bulgars claim to be driving enemy toe-,ard Kapaonik mountains.
In. S Serbia, Partisans frustrate G '.man attempts to break out

from S Serbia by engaging enemy along Bitolj-Prilep line and
around Devdelija and Demir Kapija on Vardar R. Elsewher..in
S Serbia, both Yugoslavs and Bulgars report severe fighting
for. Stip, Kumnanovo, and Bujanovce (N of Kumanovo). :Battle for

Strumica continues: Yugoslav reports indicate Partisans are
fighting in city, while according to reports from Sofia, ad-
vance units reachod eastern outskirts of Strumica at 10. p.m.
after liberating more than 30 villages in that. area.,. In;
Slavonia. Yugoslavs take several important positions as they

an - _
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push toward Ilok, about 20 miles NVT of Sremska Miitrovica.
Communications in ?N Yugoslavia, particularly along Zagreb-
Novska RR line, are again effectively attacked by Partisans.
*'' Just after midnight, a single B-24 drops 2 tons of bombs

-on Sarajevo M/Y with unobserved results, while later in
afternoon 7 Wellingtons', 5 Halifaxes, and 2 B-24s aim 34 tons
on W M/Y at Sarajevo, hitting W side of yard. Troop concen-
trations at Podgorica are again objectives of 15th AF heavy
bombers as 42 B-24s unload 99 tons, causing severe damage.
Fighters and fighter bombers, attacking in N Italy, are also
active over Yugoslavia, achieving excellent results on
communication targets. Patrolling N Yugoslav coast, Beau-
fighters hit 80-foot schooner and schooner hull near Krk.

Albania

Partisans renort successful attacks on four villages in
central -Albania as well as on large hostile column on Scutari-
Kukes road near Puke.

Fighters concentrate in support of ground troops:
Beaufighters make successful attack on barracks near Tirana,
scoring 92 hits; Macchis and P-39s attack transport in N
Albania and claim near misses on bridge on Tirana-Elbasan
road.

Aegean

Allied forces are evacuated from Kilos I. by HI'S Aurora
(cruiser).

6 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH ARMY

Porter Force Enemy, attempting to infiltrate 'in vicinity
of S. Stefano, is driven back by arty fire. Directed against
Parasota, 5 miles S of Ravenna, elements of Porter Force meet
heavy opposition and are unable to gain objective.

V Corps Patrols remain active along entire front;
considerable arty and mortar fire falls on forward

::,L LL Lfl - i R /
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6 positions. Reports indicate Germans are firmly entrenched
Cont. at Forli airfield. High level Bailey bridge over Ronco

R. near M~;agliano, 6 miles SE of Forli, now completed.
During night of 6/7, patrols of 46th Div cross Rabbi R.
about 2 miles SVb of Grisignano.

II Polish Corps Excellent progress made along entire
front-in high ground SVW of Forli as enemy strength de-
creases. In 5th Kres Div sector between Rabbi and
Montone rivers, 5th Brig takes over command of R flank,
attacks Me. Casaluda, and gains crest by nightfall;
throughout night Germans threaten this position; 6th
Lwow Brig clears Marsignano and captures Mi. Maggiore
and S. 1Martino in Avello to SW. On W side of Route 67,
3d Carp Div makes excellent progress: units of 1st Brig
attack bI. Porticino and Mi. Chioda, both SW of S. Ruffillo,
at .0300, and occupy them without opposition; M, Pratello,
3 miles VI of S. Ruffillo, also falls to elements of 1st
Brig.

U.S. FIFTH EARPY

XIII Corps Resuming attack on M. Monsignano, elements of
17th Brig, 8th Ind Div, encounter heavy opposition. In
area W of Orsara, enemy patrols are beaten back by units
of 6th Br Armd Div. Second Brig of 1st Br Div assumes
command of M. Grande area, N of M. della Tombe, at 0500.

II Corps Relief of 88th Div elements on R,flank by'lst
Br Div continues in M. Grande-M. Cerere area. Other
divs' carry out inter-bn reliefs. MEoderate enemy arty
fire received in 91st Div sector. First Armd Div continues
patrolling.

IV Corps Several patrol clashes occur on R flank in 6th
SA Armd Div sector. At 1600,, TF 45 assumes cormmand of
107th AAI Group sector which reports some regrouping. due
to withdragwal of 47th and 74th LAA Regts. Harassing- arty
fire falls in Brazilian sector.

Army Troops Enemy continues to shell forward poesitions
with scattered, harassing fire. Patrol of',-37is. Inf,
operating as far as Levigliani, 4 miles NE of Seravezza,

l'!s M CS
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6 is driven back by strong enemy-resistance.
Cont

Twenty-two escorted B-24s of 15th AF unload 46 tons of
bombs on Bolzano (on Brenner route) RR power stations with
very good results. Fiume M/Y and harbor are targets for 36
DAF A-30s which drop total of 30 tons. Continuing attacks on
Brenner line, about 300 medium bombers drop approxe-matoly 500
tons of bombs on RR bridges, power stations, and other RR
objectives at IMiarco, Ossenigo, Ala,' Calliano, Cismon, Chioggia,
S. Ambrogio, and Rovereto with excellent results. Total of
132 fighters and 631 fighter bombers successfully concentrates
on close-support targets and'communications in battle area
and RRs in N Yugoslavia; numerous MT and transport destroyed
and damaged; Ghedi airfield also strafed. In N 4driatic,
Wellingtons bomb Marina di Ravenna and Porto Garibaldi and hit
small shipping S of Venice, w1ile Beaufighters attack small
craft in same general area and hit blockship at Venice. In
NW Italy RAF Venturas achieve good results on barges between
Genoa and Spezia and P-47s and P-39s claim hits on bridge -and
factory. Communications in Bologna area are night targets for
9 Beaufighters.

Yugoslavia

Reports indicate coastal operations continue with good
success: in Dalmatia, Partisan tanks reach Drnis and troops
are encircling this town; in Montenegro, Partisan units,
after capturing Njegusi, secure Dubovik on Cetinje-Kotor line,
while in Hercegovina, bitter street fighting continues at
Nevesinje and Blagaj-Jesenica line is cut. Driving W1 from
Fruska Gora ridge in Slavonia, Yugoslav troops claim to have
liberated several towns, including Nestin, and to have broken
into Ilok, about 20 miles NW of Sremska Mitrovica, where heavy
fighting is in progress; other units are pushing westward
toward Sid. Bulgarians announce Strumica, near Bulgarian
border in SE Serbia, captured; Bitolj is reported evacuated
after many days of bitter fighting and entire Yugoslav-Greek
frontier is now clear of Germans; 5,000 enemy reportedly
killed and 700 taken prisoner in these operations. Elsewhere
in Serbia, Partisans frustrate enemy attempts to break through
4n Cacak-Kraljevo area and to cross Lim'R. 'N of Prijepolje.
Advance to -Mitrovica continues. Sofia reports Bulgarian AF
gives good support to ground troops who are attacking enemy

aj;M~~~t~~lS S
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positions on heights near Kumanovo.
Heavy bombers of 15th AF concentrate on targets in

Yugoslavia: 26 B-24s drop 77 tons of bombs on Miaribor M/Y;

Podgorica troop concentrations are again hit as 40 Wellingtons,
30 B-24s, and 2 Halifaxes unload 268.6 tons with excellent
results, causing two large explosions.* Fighters and fighter

bombers of TAF effectively harass RRs in NW, while BAF Beau-

fighters strafe rolling stock and an airdrome in Zagreb-Brod
area. Two small vessels at Jablanac, Croatia, and bridge are

hit by. L2'.Venturas. Other fighter bombers and fighters,.. on
rcn missions throughout Yugoslavia, damage 2 bridges anad

concentrate on MT and rolling stock. According to reports

from Sofia, Stukas, operating in S Serbia, continue support

for ground troops around Kumanovo and damage RR bridge over

Sitnica R. near Pristina.

Albania

Partisans claim to have blocked Scutari-Prizren route in

N Albania.

7 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTHI ARMPY

Porter Force Some progress reported as units of Porter

Force establish firm positions just SE of Gambellara. Inter-

mittent shelling occurs throughout front lines.

V Corps Preceded by bombing and strafing attacks and

heavy arty bombardment, troops of Corps launch offensive

against Forli at 2250. While 10th Brig of 4th Div begins

surprise attack to capture airfield and surrounding
buildings, 128th Brig of 46th"Div drives up road from

Grisignano toward Forli. Troops are subjected to con-

siderable SA fire from enemy and are meeting exceptionally

heavy opposition from 278th Grenadier Div which is defending

city and area SE.

II Polish Corps During early hours some units of 5th'Brig,

5th Kres Div., drive off 3 German counterattacks on M.
Casaluda- while others seize S. Zeno, 2½ miles W, and send

_~~~~Cs _d _wil oter 21 \
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7 patrols 300 yards N; elements of 6th Lwow Brig contact
Cont enemy in high ground 1-2 miles W of Marsignano and are

under MG fire. Firm gains made by 3d Carp Div in
advance toward Dovadola: 12 Rcn Regt takes S. Ruffillo,
N of Rocca S. Casciano, and continues to probe N along
Route 67, while about 4 miles farther W on extreme L
flank, 1st Brig improves position on M. Pratello and
continues advance northward in face of bitter opposition.
Enemy reported firmly entrenched on M. Lecchio, important
height midway between Montone and Marenzo Rivers.

U.S. FIFTH ARMY

XIII Corps After bitter struggle, M. Monsignano falls
to elements of 17th Brig, 8th Ind Div, which move slowly
forward toward M. Pompbegno, less than 2 miles N; to NW,
21st Brig reports enemy still holding M. Colombo, midway
between S. Cassiano and Baffadi. Activity on remainder
of front confined to patrol clashes. First Br Div
continues relief of 88th Div of II Corps..

II Corps First Br Div continues relief of 88th Div under
harassing arty and MG fire. At 0200, elements of 133d
Inf, 34th Div, make another raid on Hill 367 but are
unsuccessful because of minefields and determined enemy
resistance. On L flank, 14th Armd Inf Bn and elements of
Ron Sqn of 1st iirmd Div are relieved by 24th Guards Brig
of 6th SA Armd Div of IV Corps and boundary is adjusted.

IV Corps In 6th SA Armd Div sector, Carviano, between
M. Salvaro and Vergato, and nearby area are heavily
mortared. Fourteenth Armd Inf Bn and elements of 81st
Rdn Sqn of 1st Armd Div, II Corps, are relieved by
elements of 24th Guards Brig, 6th SA Armd Div,' thus
extending IV Corps R boundary 1-2 miles farther E. Seven
miles NE of Porretta, Brazilian troops repulse enemy in
vicinity of Affrico. Light harassing enemy arty and
mortar fire received on forward units during day. In TF
'45 zone reliefs continue.

Army Troops In
deep into enemy
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7 M. S. Quirico, and Cantombacci. Farther `3 in area 4 miles

Cont N of Pietrasanta, R flank units of 371st Inf make good
progress despite hostile arty, mortar, and SA fire and

occupy Levigliani, Terrinca, Basati, Fabbiano, and

Azzano; stiff enemy opposition encountered as L flank

elements attempt to gain objective Qn M. Strottoia, 2

miles W of Seravezza.

Fifteenth AF attacks main supply lines in NE Italy: RR

targets on. Brennor Pass route are objectives for 77 escorted

B-24s which unload 190 tons of bombs with very good results

and also successfully drop 64 tons on Pinzano, Casarsa, and

-Borovnica (SIT of Ljubljana) RR bridges; 55 B-24s ineffectively
hit Adige/Ora and Adige/Mezzocorona RR bridges with 136 tons;

Isarco/Albes RR bridge is well hit and possibly destroyed by

59 B-24s which drop 145 tons of bombs. 'orce of 253 of 302
medium bombers continues attacks on objectives in N Italy,

dropping about 420 tons on targets which include troop
concentrations at Forli, RR bridges at Latisana, Casarsa,
Caldonazza, Piazzola; Parenzo, Padova, and .ala, and other RR

targets at Ossenigo and Enego. Attacking in support of ground

troops, 728'fighter bombers, fighters, and light bombers score

hits on 7 bridges and approaches to 3 others, and damage 2

gun positions, numerous MT, and rolling stock (particularly

in Yugoslavia). Three CAF Wellingtons bomb Rovigno and

Marina di Ravenna with'unobserved results and score probable

hits on 2 F-boats.- In Mu Italy near French-Italian border,

65 P-47s and P-39s destroy bridge at Gaiola and bomb another

at Valdieri and strike MT inland from Nice. Five A-20s make

night attack on MT in Argenta-Ferrara area, dropping 4 tons.

Yugoslavia

Partisans continue gains in Dalmatia, taking Drnis and

advancing from all-sides on Knin, last enemy strongpoint in

Dalmatia. In ''1ion'tengro, Yugoslav units reportedly repulse

Germans attacking from Podgorica to Cetinje., Farther N in

Hercegovina, enemy is strengtheing defenses at Nevesinje and

is bringing up reinforcements. Yugoslavs report their troops

are fighting in Strumica (claimed captured by Bulgars yesterday).

Battle for Kumanovo continues with Bulgarian troops fighting

bitterly approximately 2 miles from outskirts; Skoplje-Veles

road under direct fire from Bulgarian arty. In Kosovo Polje
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7, area, Yugoslavs re-ort Partisan and Bulgarian units have

Cont advanced as far as Pristina and Mitrovica where bitter fight-

ing is in progress. Farther N along Morava R., Germans have

broken through from Cacak to occupy Pozega and Uzicc. Germans

also gain in Sanak area, taking Priboj on Lim it. but losing

ground on L bank of river. See-saw fighting is in progress

in area E of Rogatica in E Bosnia. Elsewhere in Yugoslavia,

Partisans announce capture of Neoila and Vranduk on Brod-
Sarajevo RR line in Bosnia as well as five bridges to N and

many strongpoints on Kostajnica-Sunja line in Croatia.

Troop concentrations and RR objectives are hit by heavy

bombers of 15th 1.F: achieving good to excellent results, 110

B-24s drop total of 256 tons of bombs on troop concentrations
at Sjenica, Prijopolje, vMitrovica, and Novi Pazar; 80 escorted

B-24s unload 166 tons on !M/Ys at Alipasin ost,, wahi]e ilaribor

S M/Y is hit by 162 B-17s with 391 tons and Sarajevo IU, yards

are targets for 35 B-24s and 50 Wellingtons which successfully

unload 331.6 tons; operating.against RR targets in N Italy,

B-24s also claim good results on RR bridge at Borovnica, SJ

of Ljubljana, with 17 tons. Podgorica troop concentrations

again attacked as 39 P-38s aim 38.5 tons on target with good

coverage; roads and RRs in S Yugoslavia effectively strafed by

85 P-38s; approximately 50 UMT destroyed as well as warehouse

and other transport. Fighters, fighter bombers, and light

bombers of 'TF make effective raids against RR targets in

Yugoslavia and N Italy. In support of ground troops, 12

Venturas attack Novi Pazar in Serbia and Pec to S in !ontenegro,

scoring hits on HiT, main streets, and buildings.

Albania

Partisans claim some success in Tirana where fierce

battle is in progress.
:* :Military camp and new palace at Tirana' are hit by 24

*Beaufighters. SiLty-four fighter bombers and fighters attack

MT and bridges throughout N Albania, probably destroying

.bridge near Kukes and hitting another on Elbasan-Tirana road.

}1{Meanwhile, 23 Greek-based planes also concentrate on road and

rail objectives near Albanian-Yugoslav border. In area N of

Ljes, 4 Halifaxes bomb Baldern road bridge with 16 tons, hitting

W end.
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Aeg ean

Reports indicate Stampalia, in Dodecaneso group, possibly

reoccupied by enemry.

8 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH i:RJMI

Porter Force Light ene)my shelling occurs in vicinity of

Route 16 on R flank. German patrol, attempting to infiltrate

in area 1 mile S of Gambellara, is repulsed after suffering

casualties.

V Corps Battle for Forli continues against extremely

heavy opposition as troops close in from SE and S. after

bitter fight, elements of 10th Brig of 4th Div capture

buildings on N side of airfield, take airfield, and

continue adva.nce towjard Forli; to S, 28th Brig of 4th

Div, with 2 bns abreast, launches attack at 04.00 along

Casa Merenda-Bussecchio-Forli road which runs IN' into

city, claim%:ing both Gardini and Bussecchio, about 2 miles

S and SE of Forli, respectively. On L of 28th Brig,

128th Brig of 46th Div also attacks at 0400, clears

S. *iartino in Strada (1 mile downstream from Grisignano)

after fierce street fighting, aid advances about 1,000

yards farthoerN.

II Polish Corps Effective advance made along entire

front. On R flank, elements (5th Brig) of 5th Kres Div

clear enemy from Mi. Casaluda area, including M. Birra to

W and Sadurano to N,without opposition. Enemy reported

firmly entrenched in Castrocaro, strongpoint 5 miles NE

of Dovadola on .iontone E. On L, preceded by patrol

clash S of town, Dovadola falls to rcn units of 3d Carp

Div; other elrorents start attack on M. Boro, 1 mile gN

of Dovadola at 0300, reaching half way to objective by

0830; a.eanih-ile, 1st Carp Bri;- launches attaclk on Mi.

Lecchio at 0200, gaining neight after 4 hours of heavy

fighting; later in day, co.ntorattack is repulsed and.

forward troops push on to i. Trebbio to N in close

contact -"ith ene' my.

UNC LAS
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8 U.S. FIFTH AiCaT
Cont

XIII Corps Enemy arty active on entire front and
particularly heavy in 6th Br Armd Div sector. North of
Mi. Monsignano, combat patrols of 17th Brig, 8th Ind Div,
probe N reaching M. Pompegno under harassing enemy fire.
Reliefs continue.

II Corps Enemy. arty active along entire front. In 34th
Div sector E of Route 65, patrol of 133d Inf is driven
back by enemry SA fire. To SV, 1st Armd Div continues
active patrolling on L flank just W of Niontcrumici hill
mass.

IV Corps While patrols of 6th SA Armd Div report clashes
in vicinity of Mi. Salvaro, Brazilian patrols encounter
enemy N of Palazzo,, NE of affrico, and in vicinity of
Labante and Caselina in same general area. Along Reno R.
harassing enemy fire is received in the -Karano, Silla,
and Porretta bridge areas.

Army Troops Enemy arty fire reported decreasing along
front. Troops of 371st Inf are improving and consolidating
positions gained yesterday.

Commrunications in N and NE Po Valley are again, targets
for medium bombers as 231 B-25s and B-26s hit Ait bridges at

Voghera, Nori, Pcschiera, Rovereto,Latisana, Casarsa,
Caldonazzo, Osoppo, Iantova, as well as gun positions 1 of
battle line. Light bombers, fighters, and fighter bombers fly
738 sorties against Army targets, destroying or badly damaging
9 of 12 bridges attacked; bridges at Parma and'Piacenza
claimed destroyed, direct hits scored on 4 others near Modena,

- Bologna, Ferrara, and Lugo, and hits on approaches to 3 others;
at least 21 Ri- cuts effected, especially between Fornovo and
Parma; in support of Eighth Army drive on Forli, guns, troop
concentrations, transport, buildings, and'other military
objectives in Forli area successfully bombed. In E Adriatic,
CAF Beaufighters attack schooner off Cittanova, mhile 2
VITellingtons again bomb Marina di Ravenna, starting fires, and
additional VIellinegton bombs Chioggia with unobserved results.
Again P-39s attack near French-Italian border, destroying
bridge.

U ~LII~~I1IL
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8 French CL orges Legues and US DD MIadison shell enemy

Cont gun positions and ,iT near French-Italian border.

Yuuoslavia

In Dalmatia, Partisans are tightening circle around Knin
and there is heavy fighting along Gospic road nearby as well
as N of Bihac in town of Cazin, Throughout Serbia, Yugoslavs

and Bulgars continue to harass enemy withdrawals as bulk of

Gernman troops attempt slow retreat N. Bulgars announce capture

of Stip and number of other localities, incliuding Donji and

Gornji Balvan, in same: general area and add that their troops
crossed the Binika liorava R. to enter town of.-Bujanovce.
Sofia also reports Bulgarian troops, under. cover of heavy arty

barrage, reach suburbs of Kumanovc despite strong enemy re-

sistance; troops also claim gains W" and IV of Struinica, ad-

vancing to Vardar R, and liberating more than 300 inhabited

localities. In Kosovo Polje, area, Partisan and Bulgarian

troops have advanced about 10'miles from Podujevo, according
to Yugoslav reports. 1Russian troops are reportedly supporting

Partisans in Preljina area ME of Cacak -in Serbia and both

forces are threaterning the .Kraljevo-Sarajevo escape route;

more than 3,000 Germans havw been killed in Kraljevo-Cacak
area in last 5 days, according to Yug6osla "reports. After

bitte.r struggle in Uzic.e-Priboj-Rogatica area along Bosnian-

Sorbian border, Germans make considerable gains, taking Visegrad

despite considerable losses and forcing Lim .R. at Prijepolje.

Enemry activity has reportedly increased in Prisren-Pec area

along border of }£ontenegro.
Clouds over target area hamper strategic operations

although 24 B-24s are able to attack troop concentrations at

.aitrovica, Prijepol.je, and Sjenica with 23.5 tons of bonmbs

results unobserved at M.itrovica and Sjenica, objectives well

covered at Prejepolje. Later in day RAF bombers strike

cor.-munications with some success: 33 Wellingtons and 21 B-24s

drop total of 200.5 tons on roads and road junctions at Sjenica

and Novi Pazar, scoring manmy hits on targets, as well as

to-n itself; 1 Ilalifaxs attacks Visegrad river bridge, unloading

4 tons .with poor results. Weather cuts Balkan AF operations

to minimum: Ven-turas borhb Konjic, Hercegovina,, n.ith. unobserved

results and fighters do slight damage to transport. Greek-

based fighters concentrate on RR traffic between Skoplje and

Veles, claaiming some damage, as. well as near. m.isses on Veles IM/Y.
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Albania

Ljes bridge is bombed by single B-24 with 4 tons of bombs.

9 Ital

B ITISH EIGHTH ARM.',T

Porter Force Units of Force meet strong resistance in
attack on GarnboelTara. At 0730, Borgo Sisa again reported
clear. Enermy artuy light until noon then heavy.

Vf Corps Eneiy reported withdrawn from W bank of Ronco
R. in 12th Lancers sector on 1R flank. Fourth Div makes
firm gains during morning: elements of 12th Bris;, which
passed through 10th Brig, move into Forli and are
established in. center of town and along 12i .-to E; 20th
Brig closes in from S; by midnight, Forli is completely
in Div hands. In 46th Div sector, forward troops, of
128th Brig, attacking NW from S. IMartino in Strada, reach
S. Varano, on l. oute 67 2 miles from Forli, but vi.thdraw
to'allow bombers to attack town which is held by Germans
in strength; to SW, 138th Brig units make some progress
toward Montone 1%. from area li, miles MW of Collina.

II Polish Corps Troops of 5th Brig of 5th Kros Div,
operating along Route 67 in area N of Sadurano, occupy
iMassa against no opposition. At 1800, 5th Brig assumes
commaand of 5th Kres Div sector and sends patrols forward
to secure Castrocaro on W bank of /iontone it..; all ground
E of river believed cleared of enemy. In 3d Carp Div
zone to Si.,, 1st Brig gains several heights in vicinity
of Hi. Boroe.

U.S. FIFTH ARMY-

XIII Corps Continuing advance toward M. Poapegno, units
of 17th Brig, 8th Ind Div, are slowed by heavy eneoiy
resistance just short of objective. S. Ruff:illo, 2 miles
N of Baffadi, is reported clear of enery by patrols of
6th Br Arrml Div. Ait 0500, 1st Br Div assumes command of
88th Div sector and termporary boundary between 1III and
II Corps goes into effect.
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9 II CorDs At 0500, conmmand of 88th Div sector passes to

CUnt 1st Br Div of XIII Corps. Patrolling continues viith no

appreciable change in forward positions. During night

9/10, 351st Inf, 88th Div, returns fro; Montecatini to

begin relief of il6th Inf, 34th Div. In 34th Div sector,

enery planes bomb and strafe MT which are jamLed on Route

65.

IV Corps On R flank in 24th Guards Brig (6th SA Armd

Div) sector, patrPls encounter enemy at S. .artino, 1

'mile SVS of Ti. Sole. Elements of 6th Inf astD ivBEF relieve

elements of 11th Armd Bn of COB. Enemy again shells

Mlarano, Sil-la and Porretta bridges.

Army Troops On R flank of 92d Div in vicinitjy of

1Molazzana, enemy, attempting to advance under cover of

arty and mlortar fire, is driven back by elements of RCT

370 using IG, mortar, and-arty fire. Unit of .371st inf,

again attacking objective on i, Strettoia, is 'trow-n

back by heavy hostile fire. Elements of 365th if begin

relieving units of 2d ~rmd Group in coastal area.

Adverse i'eathor throughout Po Valley severely restricts

mediuam bo.ber operations; 36 B-25s drop 66 tons of bombs. on RR

bridges at San Stino and Padova in NE Italy, achieving probable

hits on both. Buildings N of Forli and ammunition dump S of

Ravenna are attacelOd by 21 A-30s. In direct support of Fifth

and Eighth rm-nies, 263 fightors and fighter bombers score hits

on'road and RR bridges in Bologna-Modena area and attack gun

positions, roads, enemy concentrations, and tranisport. E- and

F-boats near Porto Garibaldi and Marina di Ravenna are targets

for CLF Welliniigtons; results unobserved. P-39s continue strafing

attacks against road movement in 1NW Italy. During night 7 A-20s

bomb roads and I;T in Ravenna-Faenza-Imola area wiith unobserved

results.
Allied warships (French CL Georges Leygues and US DD

Miadison) continue bombardment of shore objectives near French-

Italian border.

Yugoslavia

Knin in DaLiatia is invested arnd Partisans claim gains

of Promina hills to S; Casin, N of Knin, is reportedly secured

after day of street fighting as well as Cacovak, enemy strong-
.' i rr I' .-- ____ Tr__m --, , . T'I -. w -T r', -
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Grad (Montenegro) from Podgorica, and capturing Kifino Selo,
E of Nevesinje in Hercegovina, after many days of fighting,
In nearby area Partisans cut communications between LIostar
and Nevesinje. After claiming Devdelija and Valandovo in
lower Vardar Valley, Partisans push northward toward Krivolak
and Gradsko and are now threatening Stip (reported captured
by Bulgars yesterday) from S and SW. Bulgars and Yugoslavs
still heavily engaged in Kumanovo area in S Serbia but claim
capture of several important positions. Elsewhere in Serbia
heavy fighting continues along Prijepolje-Raska-Cacak RR line,
at Jabuka (W of Prijepolje), and near Visegrad. Bulgarians
claim Germans are withdrawing in area E of Ibar R. In E
Bosnia, enemy attempts to take Han Pijesak and Tuzla ('E and
NNE of Sarajevo, respectively) are reportedly frustrated by
Partisans. Berlin reports Allied troops have crossed Danube
E of Osijek, gaining bridgehead near Apatin where fierce
battle rages; iloscow makes no confirmation. According to-
Yugoslav reports, after fierce enemy attack along northern
fr6nt in Slavonia, Partisans counterattack and liberate Calma,
iMartinci, Bingula, and Stari Divos; fighting continues along
Ilok-Erdevik-Kuzmin line.

Coastal Beaufighters set fire to 100-foot schooner at
Krk. Shipping installations at Senj S of Fiume are hit by 6
PRaF Venturas, while 97 fighters and fighter bombers harass
roads and transport in Yugoslavia and Albania--mostly on
roads E of Elbasan; 33 MT destroyed, 42 damaged. Road and
rail transport are again effectively attacked by 18 Greek-
based Spitfires operating S of Skoplje.

Aegean

Nine RAF A-30s bomb German camp at Angonia on .W coast
of Rhodes.

10 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH AMY

Porter Force Gambellara, 7 miles S of Ravenna, occupied
by units of Porter Force. Three miles farther 5, armd
elements penetrate as far as Coccolia on Ronco R. where te-
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0 V Corps Forv'ard units of 12th Lancers make effective

Cont gains on R fl1ank, crossing Ronco R. 3. miles NE of :Forli

and advancing 1 mile Without opposition although

hampered by numerous demolitions. No further proress

made by 12th Brig of 4th Div which is reported heavily

engaged by enemy tanks in area ½ mile NW of Forli. Rise

of Liontone R. makes advance difficult; elements of 138th

Brig, 46th Div, are now established along E bank S of

S. Varano, preparing to cross.

II Polish Cor:.s iPolish troops continue to clear hills

. of Montone R. and maku e}?fective progress -i of Route

67 despite heavy. sno-v fall reported during night. Fifth

Brig, 5th Kres Div, occupies Castrocaro by nightfall, as

well as 1 .. Lala in saime' general area First Brig of 3d

Carp Div pushes for.,jrdL nmile in area 2 miles T of

Dovadola and by noon secures Pt. 567, 3 miles SE of

Modigliana, which is, successfully counterattacked by

Germans later in day. Eighteenth Brig relieves L bn of

1st Carp Brig in area of ML. ±cuto, S of Modi'giana.

U.S. FIFITH iAR'Y

XIII Corps Adverse weather continues. After securing 2

strong positions on S slopes of M. Pompegno,l7th Brig,

8th Ind Div, is engaged in bitter struggle on forv-jard

slopes of. mountain under intense MG and mortar fire; 19th

and 21st Brigs report light enemy arty fire along front.

lines, whilo 19th Brig claims 9 inches of snoiw in its

area. Eleventh Brig of 78th Br Div repels enem.y raid 2

mile N of Casino Bernardi (N of M. Spaduro); bn relief-s

continue throughout area.

II Corps On night 10/11, relief of R sector (337th Inf)

of 85th Div begun by 1st Br Div. Ninety-first Div reports

light ener-y arty and mortar fire throughout sector.

IV CorDs Corps front marked by patrol clashes :and increased

enemy shelling. Highway between Grizzana and Casigno

(about 1- niles E of Vergato.) and. Maran-o, Silla, and

Porretta bridge areas are again targets for enemry fire.

Meanwhile patrols encounter ,nene'my S of Casig:o and in area
n ow a -)�. 7 -!P "" T, -111 � t7 -Y �Q 7 r�, I , -11( ,1. :i �I
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10 just'to W and report clashes. S of Labante and N'l of
Cant Affrico. Enemy planes:drop incendiary bombs near Riola,

on Reno R. about b miles from Silla.

Army Troops Patrols of RCT 370 remain agressive on R
flank of 92d Div in Serchio Valley, reaching as far. as
Colle (N'V of Castelnuovo), Campo, and Cantombacci. Once
more, unit of 371st Inf, advancing on M. Strettoia, is
halted by enemy -mortar and arty fire. In coastal zone,.
365th Inf (-) relieves 2d Armd Group and assumes command
of sector at 1000.

Despite adverse weather, 208 medium bombers of TAF continue
successful attacks on Po Valley communications and other
targets, dropping total of 324 tons.of bombs on RR bridges at
Ostiglia, -Casale .onferrato, Piazzola, Cittadella, Sacile,
Casale Maggiore, Ala, and Padova, fuel dumps at Porto Maghera
and Mestre, and ferry terminus at Ostiglia; poor results'-
achieved at Porto {aghera, Total of 578 fighters and fighter
bombers maintains close support to Eighth and Fifth Armies
and attacks cormmunications behind battle area, effecting'at
least 40 RR cuts in N Italy, destroying 2 bridges and RR
overpass, hitting another bridge and approaches to 6 more, as
well as guns and defended-positions; numerous RR and road
transport'also destroyed.and damaged; town:of C.astelhuovo in
II Corps.area left in flames; 4 enemy.planes destroyed at
Villafranca airfield and one-probably. During night 10/11,
5 Halifaxes-and 2 B-24s drop 20, tons of bombs on Lc.tisana RR
bridge, scoring probable hits. Also at night, 10 Beaufighters
and 38 A-20s effectively attack MT N of battle area and in
Po Valley.

Yugoslavia

- Enemy surrounded in Knin area, Dalmatia, reportedly
suffering heavy.losses. According to both Partisan and
Bulgarian reports,: Veles, in S Serbia on Vardar R., is captured.
and enemy garrison of 750 troops destroyed; towns also secured
are Sv. Nikola, 18 miles NV off.Stip, as well as many villages
including Milino, Krkmanovo, Rudnik, Nemanjinci, and Ivankovci.
Yugoslavs report Bulgarian units are still fighting. against
surrounded German garrison in Stip and claim .fierce'-battle is
in progress for Kumanovo. To N, some important positions are
gained in Buvanov
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Bulgarian troops. Yugoslavs frustrate German attempts to break
through from Nevesinje to Ulog in Hercegovina and from Zvornik
to Tulza and Sokolac to Han Pijesak in E Bosnia. Plevlja, in
N Montenegro, reported to have been captured by German force.
Successful action against iviostar-Sarajevo-Brod-RR line claimed
by Partisans. Yugoslavs announce Partisan and Soviet troops
cross Danube on the ilpatin-Mohacs-Baja line in N arid are now
advancing toward Pecs in Hungary and Osijek in Yugoslavia.

Tactical fighters and fighter bombers, attacking in N
Italy, are also active against cornrmunications in Yugoslavia,
Weather cancels Balkan: operations.

Aegean

Enemy encampment on W :coast of, Rhodes at Angonia is
again objective of 5 A-30s. British and Polish DDs sink
German SS, according to Admiralty communique., after forcing
ship to surface.

11 Ital

BRITISH EIGHTH ,RlRY

Porter Force Coastal sector between sea and Route 16 is
taken over by. River Force (composed of Popsky's Private Army,
1 sqn of 27th Lancers, and 1 co,.,of Essex troops). Patrols of
this Force advance to Fosso Ghiaia, less than 5 miles from
Ravenna, and later at night capture 12 prisoners. Farther
inland, heavy enemy shelling prevents construction of bridge
in vicinity of Gamioellara.

V Corps Considerable opposition continues all along front.
Twelfth Lancers move slowly forward despite arty and
mortar fire. In 4th Div zone N of Forli, 12th Brig makes
no advance because of strong enemy positions between
Canale and LIontone R. SW of Forli, S. Varano is reported
still occupied by Germans. About 3 miles upstream -in
46th Div sector,: patrols of 138th Brig cross 1Montone R.
and engage enemy to NE.

II Polish Cor-os On R flank, forward units of 5th BrigII Polish Cor-os i~~~~~ts Bf
make slight progress in area 1 of
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11 Castrocaro. On L flank, 1st Carp Brig of 3d Carp Div
Cont regains Pt. 567 after heavy struggle.

U.S. FIFTH AERMY

XIII Corps Eighth Ind Div makes effective progress on R
flank as elements of 17th Brig attack and gain i.. Pompegno,
found heavily mrined; advance continues with some units
moving N tovard M. S. Bartolo, about 2 miles SW of
Modigliana, under MG and mortar fire and others rushing

iN with iM. Bassana as objective. .Activity on remiainder
of front limited to reliefs and patrolling.

II Corps Relief of 337th Inf, 85th Div, by 3d Bn of 1st
Br Div is complete and, at 0545, E portion of 85th Div
sector passes to command of 1st Br Div and new boundary
is set up between XIII and II Corps. After relieving
168th inf, 34th Div, 351st Inf (88th Div) is detached
from 34th Div and attached to 85th Div at 0505 and new
boundary between the 2 divs becomes effective at that
time. During late afternoon enemy plane bombs and strafes
sector of 1st Armd Div; no casualties reported.

IV Corps On extreme R flank near II Corps border, patrols
of 24th Guards Brig, 6thSAk Armd Div, encounter enemy,
while about 4 miles farther W, fonsard units report
Salvaro, NW of M, Salvaro, clear. Enemy shelling continues
along Grizzana-Casigno road and along Reno R., hitting CP
at Marano and bridge at Silla. Brazilian patrols contact
enemy near Brains and S of Labante. TF 45 sends out 8
patrols who report no contact.

Army Troops During night 11/12, patrol to Vergemoli, 3½
miles W of Serchio R., finds town held by partisan forces
which claim to have repulsed 4 hostile attempts to take
town, Enemy arty is intermittent and scattered.

Fourteen heavy bombers of 15th AF, dispatched to attack
oil objectives in Austria, drop 21 tons of bombs on Aviano
airfield as last resort target with fair results; Casarsa,
Pinzano, and Latisana RR bridges are hit by 34 B-24swhich
unload 85 tons with good results at Casarsa and Pinzanq, ppoQ°
at Latisana. Continuing attacks on supply routes in N Italy.,save~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0Ss .:F _ A*
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11 255 medium boimrbers successfully drop total of. 474 tons wjith

Cont excellent results.on RR bridges at Latisana, Pontetidone,

Cittadella, Piazzola,. Casale Monferrato, Padua, San Lichele,

Cagliano, Cismon, Dolce, Rovereto, and Ora and storage dumps

at Porto Maghera and I:Iestre. Total of 701 fighterbombers,

light bombers, and fighters'maintains firm support for Fifth

and Eighth Armies, attacking guns, troops, and strongpoints,

particularly, in Forli-Faenza area, and comrmunications N of

battle line; 59 rail cuts effected; several bridgeos hit;

Villafranca airfie-ld effectively bombed, causing fires and

destroying 3 pltanes and damaging another; again numerous l.T

destroyed and damaged, -Patroiling in N adriatic, 4 CAF

Beaufighters damagel pontoon and tug N of Caorle. Fourteen

Beaufighters and 40 Ai-20s -make night attacks in Po Valley,

destroying severa.i MT in Cremona area, starting fires on MT

targets in Bologna-Modena area, and bombing S. Benedotto

bridge and Bergarmo with unobserved results.

Yugoslavia

* Bulgars announce fall of.Kumanovo, under assault by

Bulgars and Yugoslavs since latter part of October, and claim

over 2,500 Germans killed and considerable material captured;

more than 20 villages or torms captured, including Rezanovce,

Lopate, Dobrosane, Petrovo Selo, and Romanovce. Russians

.announce capture of Stip by Bulgarians operating VJith Partisans.

Drive for Skoplje continues. Despite adverse weatlher, Bulgars

claim some gains in Kapaonik mountains in area N of Li.trovica.

TwVo Spitfires., patrolling over coastal Yugoslavia, attack

MT near Bihac, Continuing bad vweather grounds Balkan offensive

operations.

Albania

Entire German garrison said to have withdrawn from

41.lessio (Lesh) on N coast.

Aegean

Six a-30s continue attacks on German encaepment at

.ngonia, on W coast of Rhodes, dropping approxim ately 8 tons

of bombs.
ftaft-
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12 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH fdRlI. Y .

Porter Force Patrols cross Fosso Ghiaia wiithout contacting
enemy. To S~i, light shelling occurs in Gambellara area. Re-
ports indicate Germans are still holding W bank of Ronco R. at
Coccolia and opposition remains strong and constant.

V Corps Sorm.e gains made MiI of Forli as enemy withdraws.
At 0700, 12th Brig of. 4th Div advances N without opposition
to gain approximately 1 mile in area 2 miles N of Forli,
meeting resistance from inf and tanks;,- about 120 prisoners
believed taken in this attack. South of Route 9, 138th
Brig of 46th Div crosses Montone R. between Rovere and
Ciola and is no-w, heavily engaged by enemy holding high
ground T1 of river.

II Polish Corps In carea 1g- miles V of Castrocaro, troops
of 5th Brig, 5th Kres 'Div, make small gain despite viG fire
from enery positions on ridge to W. Patrols of. 1st Carp
Brig, 3d Carp Div, roach *Liodigliana, about 10 riies S of
Faenza, but rep ort enemy holding toiwn in strength.

U.S. FIFTH ARIPYv

XIII Cor-os In 8th Ind Div sector, forward troops of 17th
Brig are now- established on L. Bassana; enemyo still
firmly entrenched on Mi. S,- Bartolo. Light arty and mortar
fire received throughout sector of 78th Br Div.:

II Corps One hundred and thirty-fifth Inf, 34th Div, is
detached froml 34th Div and attached to 91st Div .;hich, at
0600, assumes command of that regt and its sector.» First
Armd Div renorts normal patrolling.

IV Corps In 1st Brazilian Div sector, enenmy arty reported
intense in 6th CT area., Hostile planes strafe area about
2 miles N of Porrctta.i Aggressive patrolling continues
throughout entire- front.

Army Troops Enemy arty increasing with heavyT concentrations
in vicinity
and just N.7
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12 Although: bad weather continues, small force of escorted

Cont heavy 15th AF bombers attacks coimiunications in N Italy with

good results: Isarco/±.1bes, Adige/Ora, Casarsa, I.Iezzocorona,
Latisana RR bridges hit by 83 B-24s with 225 tons of bombs;
airfield E of L.-estre is objective for 2 B-24s which drop 5

tons; 23 B-24s successfully attack Avisio viaduct with 61.5

tons. Medium bomber operations are cancelled because.,of
weather , Ui-.ht xcellent results 707 fighters, fighter bombers,
and lig.ht bombers continue attacks on close-support targets

and cozmrunications in Po Valley, scoring many direct hits on
guns, enemy positions, RR installations, and 10 bridges;
Villafranca airfield again strafed, Coastal Beaufightors damage

barge and small vessel in N -driatic; P-47s attack bridge near

Tenda, in N7i Italy. In night attacks, 37 A-20s cause fires
and explosions in Bologna-Verona-Parraa-Maitova-L.iian-areas
and hit ponton bridge near Ferrara; 9 Beaufightors continue

to harass transport in .N Italy. Also during night, 2
H:alifaxoes drop 11.5 tons of bombs on Tagliamento/Casarsa RR

bridge, straddling V7 end of target, while another Ha ifax
attacks nearby Rivis airfield with unobserved results.

USS Woolsey (DD).engages enemy gun near French-Italian
frontier.

Yugoslavia

Yiugoslavs and Russians confirm capture of -urmanovo (re-

ported captured by Bulgars yesterday); Partisans add that

Presevo and Bujanovce. to N are also secured and state that

their troops, pursuingenery., iest1vard, have reached Gnjilane

and the Crna Gora and are threatening the T•acanik Pass, last

opening for the withdrawal of German troops from Skoplje.

iaorava RR line as far as Skoplje is cailmed captured. 'Yugoslavs

and Bulgars..reportedly make excellent gains in drive for

Skoplje; and have encircled the city from three sides; Sv.

Jovan, Katlanovo, and Ileksandrovo are liberated, Yugoslavs

confirm capturo of Stip' (reported captured yesterday by

Russians and by Bulgars on 8th). In E Slavonia, Partisans
continue heavy fighting for l1ok, Erdevik, and Kuzmin, all

N of Sreriska i.itrovica, according to Yugoslav reports. Fierce
battle in progress in' Knin sector of N DaLratla. Partisans
continue to harass communications on Cacak-Uzice-Visegrad

and Raska-Prijepolje-Visegrad lines, hampering eneylnys- with-

drawals from 1 l.,orava area and Kosovo; the .iostar-Sarajevo-

insfa A Urod RR line is also under. incessant attacks fromii Partisans.
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Operating' oer 'Yugoslavia, 56 fighters and-fighter bombers
bomb occupied buildings and RR station at Knin. In Seirbia,
Greek-based Spitbormbers leave entire M/Y at Pristina, N of
Skoplje, -ablaze and exploding; Mitrovica-Pec lines cut;..
approximately 200 'units of rolling .stock, and M/Y facilities
claimed destroyed.

Albania

Road traffic on Elbasan-Kavajo road is objective of 73
fighters which destroy 29 MIT and damage 26.

Off coast, Italian coastal craft fight inconclusive night
action with small heavily-armed enery vessel, obtaihing 'hits.

Aegean

dS Kimberloy (DD) bombards enemy battery on Alinnia I.,
W of Rhodes, obtaining 8 hits; later at night 2' coastal craft
engage 2 P-lightors near this island, sinking one. Reports.
indicate German patrols of 300 land on Lisso (Lipso) I.

13 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH i'?M

Porter Force On kdriatic flank, enemy's defensive
positions remain unchanged. Bridge across Scola Conversa
Canal near, Gmbellara complete.

V Corps' General advance reported along entire front as
troops push to'ward Montone R. both N and S of 'oute 9.
After heavy resistance from troops of German .278th Div,
loading eloments of 12th Brig of 4th Div reach positions
3 miles N of Forli. Fifty-sixth Div assumes command of
28th. Brig (4th Div), 167th Brig relieving troops.of 28th
Brig. In 46th Div sector SV cof Forli, 128th Brig clears
S. Varano and advances I nmile. N while farther S on Route
67, Rovere and Ciola are occupied byy 138th Brig. iJhich
also maikes small gain to N.
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13 II Polish Corps Fifth Brig of 5th Kres Div continues
Cont gains in hills 2 miles W of Castrocareo, taking Points

290 and 367 after heavy resistance at latter and beginning
advance on ,.. Cerreto, -l nmiles N of Castrocaro. To SW,
2½ miles N'I of Dovadola, rcn units of 3d Carp Div capture
M. Casole and village and hold them despite German
counterattack; elements of 1st Carp Brig make small gain
1 mile farther W in face of determined resistance.

U.S. FIFTH ARi-

XIII Corps In area a few niles SW of Modigliana, 17th
Brig of Sth Ind Div prepares for attack on LH. S. Bartolo;
many enemy mines reported in this sector. On L flank of
Corps, 3d Brig of 1st Br Div relieves 2d Brig in Li.
Grande area and undergoes considerable enemy shelling.

II Corps Eighty-fifth and 91st Divs continue to hold
defensive 'positions, receiving moderate arty fire., On L
flank,, patrols of ist Armd Div contact enemy in high
ground near i.onterumici and capture 2 prisoners.

IV Corps Sixth SA Arimd Div sends out 11 patrols which -
make 5 enemy contacts. In 1st Brazilian Div sector,
patrols of 370th Inf engage enemy in fire fight in
vicinity of 'Abetaia, about 2 diles NE of Gaggio Liontano,
Enemy arty reported moderate on Corps R flank and center
and 'light on L flank in TF 45 zone. Larano, Bombiana,
Riola, and Palazzo are targets for enemy shelling.

arnmy Troops Enemy continues agressive action, counter-
attacking unit of RCT 370, 92d Div, in vicinity of
Molazzana... Enemy arty becomes very active in coastal
sector.

All medium bomber ooerations cancelled except missions of
18 B-25s Wvhich destroy span of Padova N RH bridge Twith 18 tons
of bombs. Twenty-four h-30s achieve good results on troop',
concentrations wT of Forli and score hits on quay at Porto.
Corsini. Continuing attacks against Po Valley communications
and support for Ei-;hth army, mostly in Forli-Faenza area, 725
fighters and fighter bombers hit strongpoints, buildings,
guns, mortars, storehouse, CP, and hq in and N of battle area
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with excellent results; :in Po Valley area-results include 1
bridge-:destroyed, 5 damaged, 22 RR cuts effected, oil line at
Ostiglia hit and numerous MT and other transport destroyed or
damaged. In IE Italy, 4 Beaufighters sink large barge off
Caorle and score hits on launch and tug, while in. 7' Italy,
18 P-47s and P-39s again bomb bridgesin Tenda area.

French DD Lt lcyon and US DD Benson bombard German
Oarracks and observation posts.along French-Italian border.

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavs report elements of two divs are fighting in
Skoplje with units occupying section of city on R bank of
Vardar; forward units of Bulgarian Army enter Skoplje at
0600, according to Sofia. Fighting in upper Vardar continues,
while farther N, 'Partisans and Bulgars report good progress
in Metohija-Mitrovica sector along S Kapaonik mountains.
Cetinje, W of Podgorica in Montenegro, is reported captured
by Partisans despite stubborn enemy resistance; German forces,
moving N from.Danilov Grad.to Niksic, are heavily engaged by
Partisans. Yugoslavs report stiff fighting in Hercegovina
at Siroki Brijeg, in Knin-Otric area, and in Sloveniaj and
successful action against Zagreb-Sisak-Bihac-Otric and Zagreb-
Karlovac-Ogulin RR lines. After crossing Danube inE. Slavonia,
Yugoslavs, in cooperation with Red Army troops, cl.aimoccu-
pation of Batina and Zmajevac, about 18 miles-W of Sonibor.

On shipping rcn in N Adriatic, .4 RP Beaufighters damage
schooner at Krk. Targets along coast are objectives of Bh-F:
hangar at Risan and arsenal at Tivat (both in Kotor area) are
.attacked'by 8 RP fighters; P-51s and Spitbombers score hits
on building at Knin, German strongpoint at Tomislavgrad
(Bosnia), and MT S1T of Gorica.

Albania

Albanian forces engage enemy along Elbasan-Durazzo road.

14 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH LiY

Porter Force Patrol of Popsky's Private Army,, operating
N of Fosso Ghiaia, draws enermy fire but makes no contact., Im.:
1i ... .T -. _.. .. r T ... _ -3 i. w " i, %
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14 V Corps Enemy falls back to set up defense line iontone
Cont R.-Cosina iR.-M. Vescodova (in hills S of Route 9),

fighting rearguard action as he withdraws. North of
Route 9,. 4th Div makes excellent gains: on R flank, 12th
Lancers occupy'Branzolino, 5 mriles N of Forli, and resume
advance farther N; 28th Brig, now operating on R of 12th
Brig, continues forward; S. Martino di Villafranca falls
to 12th Brig which pushes on without opposition, leaving
rearguard. elements to mop up in area'E of iiontone H.
Advancing astride Route 9,. 167th Brig of 56th Div gains
position 2 miles iN? of Forli. South of Route 9 and W of
Forli in 46th Div sector, 128th Brig clears up resistance
E-of Villagrappa which: town as well as Petrignone to S
falls to 138th Brig.

II Polish Corps On R flank. in 5th Kres Div .sector, 5th
Brig completes capture of ±i. Cerreto and-starts advance
toward li. la Siva. In 3d Carp Div zone, 1st Carp Brig
occupies S. Savino, 3 miles E of Modigliana, without
opposition, while 2d Carp Brig captures S. "ntonia to E
after stiff house-to-house fighting; troops report
,shelling and mortaring in S. Savino area.

U .S. FIFTH Ail-ffJ

XIII Corps Indian troops continue attacks to clear enemy
from high ground SWl of Miodigliana; in face of very heavy
opposition, eleisments of 17th Brig seize M. S. Bartolo and
push W to slopes of M. del Tesoro where enemy is reported
firmly entrenched. Approximately 2½ miles N of Fontanelice
in vicinity of M. l;iaggiore, elements of 36th Brig, 78th
Br Div, drive back early morning counterattack. Meanwhile
small 'gain is made by 3d Brig, 1st Br Div, about 4 miles
NE of lMonterenzio, Increased enemy_ mortar fire is reported
in iHI. Grande area.

II Corps Positions remain unchanged along .Corps front.

IV Corps Patrols are especially active along entire front.
Light to mediunm arty fire falls on Miarano bridge. Enemy
patrol, attempting to infiltrate 1st Brazilian Div
positions 17 of Affrico is repulsed.

2 ~ ~ ~ ~ .~
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14 Army Troops Activity on Div front confined to patrolling
Cont and arty duels.

Adverse weather prevents medium bomber operations and
severely hampers fighters and fighter bombers attacking
communications in N Italy. Twenty-seven Spitfires, Spitbombers,
and P-47s bomb and damage building and RH center in Cremona
area and hit road and buildings SE of Faenza. In Gulf of
Venice, single 7Wellington attacks -1,000-1,500-ton vessel off
Chioggia with unobserved results.

Yugoslavia

Enemy continues withdrawal from S Yugoslavia and Albania.
Yugoslavs announce fall of Skoplje by elemnents of 42d and 15th
Divs and claim all territory to Kacanik Pass; 1,700 Germans
reported killed, 995 taken prisoner.' In upper Vardar Valley,
Partisans tighten circle around Kicevo-Gostivar-Tetovo are-a.
In Croatia, Germans, advancing W from Sisak-Kostajnica-Bos.
Novi, are reportedly thrown back after suffering considerable
losses. Partisans said to have driven enermy froi-, Hifino Selo
to Nevesinje in Horcegovina.

Adverse weather continu-e.s. at dawn HLS U1heatland and HiMS
Brocklesby (DDs) bombard enemy shipping in Bar T.rbor, 'ontenegro,
return fire from shore batteries is ineffective.

ilbania

Battle for Tirana continues with. Partisan forces holding
area N of main square. Partisan 12th Brig reports capture of
Peqin, Rogozhine, and Kavaje on Elbasan-Durazzo.road after
fierce battle. Further successes claimed against enemy re-
treating along Elbasan-Tirana road.

One of 10 fighters effectively attacks LIT along coastal
road near Vorre.

Aegean

HMIS King George V (BB) bombards Lakida battery on iilos I.
with unsuccessful results; samo day Royal iiMarine Commandos
land from HMS Easton (DD) in effort to occupy enemy radar
station at Cape Psali, lilos I., but are unsuccessful because
of extensive iinleflilds. * HS Kimberley (DD) sinks two LCs
(assault) in Livadia Bay, Piscopi I. i '

IjlyM i^zi\L/yl ta
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Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH ARMY-

Porter Force Slight enermy shelling occurs all along front.

Patrols announce Coccolia clear and probe down E bank of Ronco

R. without contact.

V Corps East of lIontone R. in area N of Forli, units of

nth Div are resuming advance along road running parallel
to river: 12th Lancers on R flank gain some ground in
area HNV of Branzolino until they are held up by nines and

demolitions; on L, 28th Brig takes command of Villafranca-

S. Martino sector; rcn elements relieve 12th Bri, and
push forward to river. South of Route 9, 167th Brig of

56th Div makes slight advance, while troops of 139th
Brig, after relieving 128th Brig, reach Bolzanino R.

despite sorae shelling and mortaring and are norv preparing
to cross.

II Polish Corps Polish R flank advanced as 5th Brig of
5th Kres Div ta'kes M. la Siva and Converselle, about 2½

miles Nr of Castrocaro; enemy reported firmly entrenched
on ldionte Fortino, 5 miles S of Faenza. Front lines of 3d
Carp Div receive slight she ling. '

U.S. FIFTH AREiUY

XIII Corps Some units of 17th Brig, 8th Ind Div, improve
positions on J1. S. Bartolo, while others send patrols NI

tow;ard Hodigliana where they are now reported on outskirts
of town. Some shelling received on front line positions
of 1st Br Div.

II Corps During night of 15/16, 91st Div sends out 10
patrols to raid enemy positions on both sides of Route
65. To S'., rcn patrol of 1st Armd Div contacts enemy S
of Monterumici.

IV Corps Patrols of 24th Guards Brig,'6th Si. Arrmd Div,
remain active on R flank. Enemy arty is increasing with

renewal of fires on Porretta and Marano bridges. On L

flank in TF 45 sector, Cutigliano and nearby area are
shelled by enemy.

~. ~ ~~'~fgr~:: ~ '
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15 Army Troops On R flank of 92d Div, MG fire from elements
Cont of RCT.370 halts enemy patrol attempting to penetrate

fonvard lines in vicinity of Cascio, about 1 mile-NE of
:Molazzana. Unit of 371st.Inf makes local.advances in
area BN of Leyigliani, reaching Croce and, Pian di 'Lago.
Pietrasanta is heavily shelled by enemy during night.

Medium bomber operations again cancelled by weather.
Throughout day TAF concentrates on targets in NE Italy: 3
A-30s attack Porto Corsini, 6 miles NNE of Ravenna, aiming 2
tons of bombs on docks; direct hits are achieved on hq and
buildings S of Faenza by 33 fighters and fighter bombers.
Shipping in N Adriatic is objective for 6 Beaufighters and 4
Wellingtons which bomb 4 vessels with unobserved results and
sink a vessel and 2 schooners; later at night, 7 Beaufighters
strike at transport near Comacchio, N of Ravenna, causing some
damage. In NE Italy, P-39s score numerous hits on 30-40 RR
cars.

Yugoslavia

Bulgarians reportedly repulse German counterattacks in
area E of Ibar L, in Serbia and continue harassing attacks
on enemy withdrawing N fr.om Skoplje. Kicevo in .S7 Serbia
falls to Partisans, according to reports, although.previous
reports stated it vwas claimed, by Partisans on 28 October.
On Serbian-Mldontenegrin border,' Partisans claim capture of
Dakovica and pursue Germans retreating northward to Pec. In
E Bosnia, enemy column at Rogatica. and Visegrad-Sarajevo RR
line are objectives-of Partisan attacks. Germans make some
gains in Knrin area, Dalmatia, establishing contact with
troops encircled in that area and securing control of Knin-
Otric communication lines in effort. to withdraw troops and
equipment northward; during last 5 days' of these7operations,
950 Germans reported killed, 320 taken prisoner. GCermans also
make substantial progress in W Bosnia, recapturing Cazin,
which reportedly fell to Partisans on 9 November, and Tomislav-
grad near Livno fartherS.

Despite overcast at target, 4 B-24s escorted by 61 P-38s
*attack troop concentrations at Novi Pazar, dropping 7 tons
with scattered hits in town. Other operations restricted by
weather.
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Albania

Battle for Tirana continues as Albanian forces bring in
fresh brigades; both Partisan and German losses said to be
high.- Elbasan reported occupied by National Army of Liberation.
Enemy still holds some roads' in N. Albania. During morning
Partisan llth Brig enters Durazzo.

Balkan AF attacks concentrations, communications, and
road movements in N Albania: 35 RP Beaufighters score numerous
hits on barracks and new palace at Tirana, causing much damage;
bridges and MT. are: bombed and strafed with fair results.

16 Italy

BRITISH EIGHfTH ARkiY

Porter Force Breaking of canal S of Fiume Uniti in area

approximately 1 rile E of Route 16 causes severe floods and

hampers advance. Intermittent shelling occurs during night.

V Corps In area 8 miles N of Forli, patrols of 4th Div

find E side of ikontone R. clear of enemy as they make
preparations to cross. No change reported in forward
positions of 4th or 5,th Divs. Good progress is made in

46th Div sector S of Route 9: elements of 139th Brig cross

Bolzanino R,. 32 miles W of Forli after repelling counter-
attack at dawn and continue advance from bridgehead
established there; forward units of 138th Brig are in

close contact with enemy's defensive positions along

Cosina R., 1 of. Bolzanino R., and in vicinity of

Castiglione which is reported strongly held by Germans.

II Polish Corps Patrols are active and contact is .
established with 8th Ind Div (XIII Corps) in locdiglianr

area. Regrouping continues. Second Carp Brig prepares.

for attack on iionte Fortino.

U.S. FIFTH ARfMY

.XIII Corps .:Uodigiiana, 10 miles SW.of Faenza,. is occupied

by 17th Brig, 8th Ind Div, without opposition; troops-
contact 3d Carp Div in this area which is found heavily

rmind. andi bnoobv-tranned-. Normal oatrollin, on remainder
K P.. - ___ ---^> -1|
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16 II Corps Eighty-fifth, 91st, and 1st Armd Divs continue

Cont defense of sector. Slight increase of enemy arty reported
along entire front.

IV Corps On R flank activity is confined to patrolling,
To SU, small gain is made in 1st Brazilian Div zone as

elements of 6th Inf take Hill 670, S of Labante; on L
flank of BEF, patrol of 370th Inf, operating near C.

dtErcole, 1 mile E ofiM. Belvedere, encounters considerable
MG and SA fire.

Arrmy Troops Elements of RCT 370, 92d Div, attacking at

0700 to seize high ground on both sides of Serchio R.,

are halted by strong enemy counterattack. Farther VI,

units of 371st Inf occupy Croce and Pian di Lago and are

consolidating positions in that area. Patrol of 365th
Inf, operating 1 mile W of Seravezza, is repulsed by IiG
fire and minefield.

V,With generally successful results 210 medium bombers

unload 307 tons of bombs on Brenner Pass rail targets, striking

RR bridges at Castelnuovo, Sacile, Campolongo, Padova, S.

Michele, Piacenza, Enego, Cittadella, Rovereto, and S. iiargherita

and also bombing S. Ambrogio R.i fill; insame raid 39 B-25s

drop 74 tons on road bridges at Faenza. Operating agc.inst

battle targets and communications in Po Valley, 28 A-30s and
806 fighters and fighter bombers attain successful results,
destroying armmunition factory and 3 bridges, starting large
fire in ammunition dump and ponton store near Boiogna, and
damaging 3 bridges, guns, buildings, R'R installations, and
barges. Six j ellingtons and 4 Beaufighters, on rcn in N
Adriatic, attack 5 barges and 3 F-boats S of IMestre Point,
claiming several hits; these planes also leave 2 barges

sinking, damage tug, schooner, launch, and beached coaster
and score near misses on 3 barges off Chioggia. In if Italy,

bridge S of Tenda is left unserviceable by 12 P-39s, VWhile

8 more attack A.- batteries in S. Remo-Imperia areas. During

night of 16/17, 3 Halifaxes, 7 Wellingtons, and 3 B-24s drop

24 tons of bombs on Ficarolo (N of Bologna) ponton bridge,

claiming hits on N approaches and near misses on S end.

Continuing Allied bombardment of shore objectives near

_French-Italian border, French CL Georges Leygues shells bridge

and barracks, firing 250 rounds 'with many direct hits, wvhile

French DD L A1
and troop cone
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Yugoslavia

N of Skoplje in S Serbia, Crna Gora area is cleared of

enemy and units are attacking toward Urosevac, about 35 miles

N'T of Skoplje, attempting to cut off German withdrawal from

Kacanik. Farther N, Yugoslavs and Bulgars reportedly occupy

several important positions in Pristina-Mitrovica sector and

beat back enemy counterattack at Kraljevo. Partisans take

Rijeka and Crnojevica in Montenegro as they drive enerty from

Cetinje area toward Podgorica; 12 miles NW of Cetinje, bitter

fighting occurs in Ledenice-Risan area, Partisans claim re-

capture of Risan. Inland from Adriatic coast Partisans continue

operations against Mostar-Siroki Brijeg-Posusje (Hercegovina),

Knin-Otric (Dalmiatia), Knin-Strmica-Grahovo (Dalmatia and

Bosnia), and Zagreb-Bjelovar (Croatia) communication lines

and report attacks in Karlovac and lMetlika areas in Croatia.

Germans reinforce Knin garrison in N Dalmatia from Gracac,
Troop concentrations again targets for 15th iAF heavy

bombers: 25 B-2.4s drop 36.5 tons,of bombs on troop concen-

trations at Visegrad and nearby roads with very good results

but have little success against enemy personnel at Prijepolje
with 5 tons. Fifty-three P-38s strafe Novi Pazar roads,

damaging road and rail transport, ammunition trucks, and .personnel

with good effect. Balkan AF attains successful re'sults on

objectives 'along S coast of Yugoslavia and Albania: 49 fighters

strafe MT on Prizroe'-Scutari, and Scutari-Podgorica-Danilov Grad

roads and in the Iiostar-Nevesinje area; houses at Risan and

barracks at Novesinje hit by,6 RP Hurricanes and fighter

bombers, respectively.. .

Albania

Durazzo is reported occupied by Partisan forces. Partisan

11th Brig moves Z toward Shijak.
In N Aklbania fighter bombers crater roads'and score ,near

misses on road bridge at .lessio (Lesh) and probably damage

road bridge near Vorre.

17 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH .1RffY

Porter Force On R flank between sea and Route l6, troops

of PPA reacn areaUB !S ... A '-... - ..W!.
p . F , . 14,*. " <
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17 Route 67 in area 1 of Mlolinaccio find ground clear. Reports
Cont indicate.:Germans have withdrawn from area of Ravernna airfield.

V Corps Little change occurs in forward positions. On
R flmank,. elements of 12th Lancers advance up iW-bank of
Ronco R. to within. 5 miles of Ravenna. South of- Route
9, heavy arty and mortar fire fall on forvward troops of
138th Brig, 46th Div, as they make limited advance; 139th
Brig activity confined to patrolling.

II Polish Corps Third Carp Div takes over 5th Kres Div-
sector on li. Second Carp Brig captures aionte Fortino
and high ground 1 milee'-E but loses former after stubborn
battle in afternoon as 'Germans, supported by arty and SP
guns, counterattack and drive troops from height to
position 1 mile S. First Carp Brig with 18th Brig (1st
Br A'rmd Div) and 11th Polish Lancers under command is
now responsible for Corps L sector.

U.S.- FIFTH ARi -z

XIII Gorps -Enernmy shelling increasing throujgout' front.
In 8th Ind. Div sector on R flank, small enemy raid' on
Modigliana is repulsed by arty fire. Indian patrols
contact Germans on M, del Tesoro. MeSanwhile, olst Brig,
6th Br Armfcd Div, encounters: German elements in vicinity
of S. Miargherita, 1 mile SB of Font-anelice.

II Corps' On R flank, 339th Inf, 85th Div, engages enemy
in fire fig:-.ht about 1 mile NE of M. Fano, inf icti ng
casualties. During night 17/18, 88th Div begins relief
of 85th Div. In 91st Div sector, heavy arty sand mortar
fire fall on 361st Inf' positions from midnight to, dawn.

IV Corps Patrols of 6th SA-irnd Div maintain contact.
Considerable activity takes place in BEF sector: elements
of 6th Inf, 1st Brazilian Div, continue small gains,
mmr;r n r, rrf l t-P r ',ur-1 r. n rIn rV -. r* .rn 1 nyrn \T r-i PR.nr T? ;

area E of 1-
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17 Army Troops Resunming attack in mountainous territory W

Cont of Serchio.R., elements .of RCT 370 are counterattacked.
twice in vicinity of !iAolazzana and forced to yield hill

positions. Patrols of 365th.Inf reach Cinquale Canale,
2 miles N of Forte ddei Marmi on coast, without contact.

Querceta, .E of Forte dei Marmi on Route 1, receives

heavy concentration of enemy arty:during night..

VJith excellent results 787 light bombers, fighters, and

fighter bombers give strong support to Fifth and Eighth x:Armies

and continue to harass communications in N Italy, hitting

amnmunition and fuel dumps near Faenza and' Venice and. destroying

or damaging guns, strongpoints, buildings, MT, and RiR targets.

Medium bombers attack communications in N Italy with main

effort along Breinner line; Rovereto, .Ala, Folgaria, Peschiera,

Padova, and Pinzano Ri bridges are well hit with 283 tons of

bombs, Avisio- iaduct with 36 tons, and Faenza N and S road

bridges with 66. In night attacks 26 B-24s, 43 Wellingtons,

and 6 Halifaxes drop 211 tons of bombs on Udine main airfield

and Vicenza airdrome with good coverage to runways andA landing

areas. Same night 21 A,-20s attack communications in Bologna

and Po Valley areas, causing fires and explosions. in N

Adriatic, OAF Tellinrtons attack 3 vessels off Cacrie, 3 more

N of Piave Vecchia, as well as 3 barges nearby; results

mostly unobserved; an additional 'Wellington bor.bs Chioggia

MbA/Y. In 1NT Italy, bridge between S. Lorenzo and Irmperia is

objective for P-39s.

Yugoslavia

Kacanik, N: of Skoplje in S Serbia, reported clear of

Germans. Bulgarians claim their troops advance line E of

Ibar R., gaining several strongpoints despite adverse weather

and stubborn eneXry resistance; also announce capture of many

places M of the Corna Gora. Berlin reports frustration of

Yugoslav and Soviet attacks from Danube bridgehead near Batina

in N Slavonia.
Despite weather 30 B-24s of 15th aF drop 70 tons of

borbs on i...ibor i-/Y, Slovenia, and 13 VWellingtons success-

fully unload 34 tons on enemy road movement betvween Sjenica

and Novi Pazar in Serbia. Medium bombers attain good results

on RR bridges on the Brod-Zagreb-Maribor line, damaging 2

* f , {Sn, S # X A~~~~~~~~~~71
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and probably another. Bridges are also objectives of TAF
fighters and fighter bombers which attack 3 in N Yugoslavia
and bomb and cut tracks. attacking just inland from coast,
13 P-51s score hits on road and buildings S of Podgorica and
bridge nearby, Cthile 4 Coastal Spitfires concentrate on MT
and troops in vicinity of Mostar. Road and rail transport
in Brod-Zagreb area are night objectives for 2'A-30s.

HS3 Lauderdale and JES Eggesford bombard 'enemy positions
on Rab I.; 1 coastal gun and 2 flak guns destroyed and 2
coastal guns and other flak guns badly damaged; OP and wireless
station destroyed, number'of houses hit.

Albania

At 0800, Tirana is declared liberated as German resistance
ends. Fierce fighting is taking place along Tirana-Vorre-
Scutari' road'.

18 Italy

BRITISH' EIGHTH JirMY

Porter Force Further flooding reported in sector S of
Fiume Uniti E of- Route 16. Patrols take some prisoners in
S. Bartolomeb area, 4 miles S'. of Ravenna.

V CorDs Regrouping and reliefs take place; 12th Lancers
revert to co;rmand of' V Corps. Fourth Rcn Regt relieves
28th Brig of 4th Div -and assumes command of Villafranca-
S. Martino sector.' Forty-fourth Ren Regt of 10th Brig
(4th Div) relieves 167th Brig of 56th Div and assumes
command of sector. Advance troops of 10th Brig secure
Villanova on Route 9 and send patrols forvard to Cosina
R. In 46th'Div zone, 138th Brig (-one bn) takes over
R sec r, iJhile 139th Brig '(with bn of 138th) is in
comnmianif L sector,

II Polish Corps Positions E of Monte Fortino 'still held
by elements of 2d Carp Brig, while reports claim'enemy
again firmly entrenched on Monte ;YiQ Third Carp
Div, with 2d Brig on R and 1st ^ as' s s r 4.no of
whole Corps sector. Meanwhile rd "troops ofi -s ,.

4, K_ ri ffI.", ��f "' 1, - T- _ I_P
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18 Carp Brig advance to M. Castellaccio (3 miles 1E of
Cont iLodigliana) and gain S slopes after considerable

struggle-.

U.S. FIFTH ARMAY

XIII Corps No appreciable change in Corps positions.
Considerable enemy arty falls on Modigliana in 8th Ind

.Div zone. At 2000, 21st Brig, 8th Ind Div, relieves 1st
Guards Brig, 6th Br Armd Div, and assumes command of
sector. Several hills in area S of Fontanelice reported
clear by 6th Br Armd Div patrols. Third Brig'troops of
1st Br Div undergo heavy mortaring on M. Grande on L
flank.

II Corps In 85th Div sector, patrols of 351st Inf
(attached) raid enemy positions approximately 1 nile W
of M. Fano, capturing 6 prisoners. Farther, in 91st
Div zone, Germans make night counterattack on troops of
361st Inf in area 2½ miles N of Livergnano but are re-
pulsed by strong defense and arty fire; unusually heavy
enemy arty falls in this sector during morning; to W,
small enemy raid on positions N of Monterurici driven
back by defensive fire of 363d Inf.

IV Corps TiJo patrols of 6th SA Armd Div contact enemy
in area 'iT of lionterumici on extreme iR flank. Elements
of 6th Inf, 1st Brazilian Div, advance to occupy. positions
S of Castelnuovo but are unsuccessful in attempt to take
Hill 702, just S of Labante; enemy patrol, operating in
vicinity of Montecavalloro, is forced back by fire.. At
1800, 2d Bn of 370th Inf and Rcn Troops are detached
from ist Brazilian Div and attached, to TF. 45 and. boundary
'change between latter and Brazilian Div goes into effect.
At 2000, enemy counterattack with mortar and SA fire from
*Affrico and nearby area is thrown back. Enemy continues
to shell 1iarano bridge.

Army Troops Following 15 minutes of arty preparation,
elements of 371st Inf direct coordinated attack against
.M Strettoia but, after gaining lower slopes, are thrown
' back by heavy. moirtar, grae' : X X M G' » E
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18 At noon 462 escorted 15th AF B-24s hammer N Italian air-

Cont fields with very good to excellent results, dropping 220.3
tons of bombs on Udine, 335.5 tons on Vicenza, 223.9 tons on
Aviano, and 172.4 tons on Villafranca; hangars, runways, and
dispersal areas well hit; 8 B-24s missing. RR bridges, through-
out Po Valley and in Yugoslavia are objectives for 231 medium
bombers of TAF; good. results are attained on Ri{ bridges at
Casale Mionferrato, Castelnovo, Pizzighettone, Romano, and
Casarsa. Operating in support of ground tr6ops, 917'light
bombers, fighters, and fighter bombers continue to harass
enemy bridges, roads, RR lines, rolling stock, gun positions,
warehouses, and supply dumps, scoring many hits. In NE
Adriatic, Coastal Wellingtons attack E-boat, 4 F-boats, and
town of Chioggia with unobserved results. During early
morning CAF Beaufighters sink unilluminated Germain hospital
ship Tuebinger in Gulf of Venice; casualties among crew
reported light; ship carrying no wounded. On arr.ed rcn in
Po Valley, 43 A-20s bomb Ghedi airfield at~night W-ith 46 tons
of bombs and cause mlany, fires and explosions to other targets,

while 12 Beaufi,-hters damage ponton bridge in same general
area. Patrol and rcn missions are flown over M Italy and
coast of southern France. Allied coastal units attack human
torpedo and F-boats at Porto di Cigale, just IJ of Lussinpiccolo,
with unobserved results. On night of 18/19, coastal units,
operating betwieen .Genoa and Spezia, also attack 2 enef-y convoys
off Sestri Levante in face of heavy fire from shore batteries;
one enemy ship blown_ up; superficial damage caused to 2 Allied
vessels.

Yugos avia

German wit'hdrawal from S Serbia continues; little
activity reported on Russian front in N Yugoslavia. Andri-
jevici, German strongpoint E of Brod in Slavonia, is reported
captured by Yu;oslavs who claim 400 enemy killed and considerable
equipment destroyed. and damaged. In W Serbia near border of
Bosnia, strong enemy column, supported by tanks, breaks through
into Bajina,.Basta from Uzice and recaptures Pozega (E of Uzice).
Fighting particularly heavy throughout Visegrad-Sarajevo area
and along Drina R. Valley; Plevlja, just inside Montenegro,
claimed again taken by Partisans. Reports from Sofia claim
capture of Urosevac and state both Russian and Bulgarian units

' ~ t / r -i\ A i t e , p e i ci. '-Sk
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are approaching Pristina from Gola-k and Crna Gora mountains.

Along coast, Germans begin new attacks in Danilov Grad

sector of Montenegro, while partisans continue to harass
enemy communications along tnin-Grahovo and Knin-Otric lines

and claim excellent gains in Posusje-IlMostar-Nevesinje and

Risan areas. .After fierce struggle, Partisans cut German

colmwlunications. between N Dalmatia and Lika by capture of
Lovinak and Sv. Rok, enemy strongpoints on Gospic-Gracac line.

After many days of fighting,. Yugoslav and Albanian units are

reported to have captured Pec in Montenegro and Prizren in
S Serbia. Bulgarian AF claimns hits on RR station at Vucitrn
and Mitrovica, approximately 15 and 20 miles m of Pristina,

respectively, and damage RR line and roads near Mitrovica.
Total of 94 heavy bombers attacks targets in Bosnia and

Serbia, dropping 321 tons of bombs on troop concentrations at

Visegrad, Sarajevo e/Y, and Novi Pazar-Sjenica-Priboj roads
with fair to good results. RR bridges at Novska and Zidani

M"Iost in N Yugoslavia are objectives of 36 B-25s which attain

good results with 72 tons of bombs.. TAF flies rmeay sorties

in support of Yugoslav ground operations, making effective
strikes against conm-mications and military targets. Through-
out day 108 figOters and fighter bombers of BAF also attack
enemy communications in Yugoslavia and N Albania, bormbing and
strafing iT, trains, and RR station; results mostly unobserved.

Albania

Pukes, betvween Scut.ri and Kukes in N Albania, is reported

captured by Albanian units. Mopping up operations continue

in Tirana, total German casualties estimated at 1,200 killed
or taken prisoner. Later at night Partisan forces are heavily

engaged atA/lmasio (Lesh)..
Greek-based lighters and fighter bombers continue to

harass enemy withdrawals toward Yugoslavia.

BRITISH EIGHTH ARMaY
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19 establishing troops at Zuccherificio, less than 2 miles from
Cont Ravenna, and arca 2 miles inland. Patrols to SWV withdraw

after meeting heavy opposition in area of Longana on Route
67. Enemy reported holding Scola Lama canal betiween Fiume
Uniti and Ravenna in strength.'

V Corps Twelfth Lancers relieve R flank elements of 4th
Rcn Regt in 4th Div sector, North of Route 9 patrols
report 1iontone R. 30 feet wide with banks 5-6 feet deep.
Heavy shelling occurs along front lines of L44th Icn Regt.

II Polish Corp s Reports indicate Monte Fortino still in
enemy h--ands. In 3d Carp Div sector, 2d Brig drives off
2 small. enemy raids on Converselle during early h1ours.

U.S. FIFTH AidR -Y

XII Corps No change in forward positions. Seventeenth
Brig, F3th Ind Div, receives slight shelling in ''iodigliana.
Enemy, attempting to infiltrate positions in area 1 mile
MNE of la Casetta, is driven back by elements of 3 6th Brig,
78th Br Div. Many reliefs being effected.

II Cores At 2245, 350th Inf, 88th Div, after co:pleting
relief of 338th Inf, 85th Div, is attached to 85th Div
and assmraes cor,-.mand of sector at 2400. In 91st Div sector,
enemy counterattack is thrown back by elements of 363d Inf
vwhich report increased SA fire., Forward units of 1Lst
Ar-md Div, patrolling in vicinity of la Fabbrica, are
halted by enemy fire; enemy arty reported light in this
sector.

IV CoEP- Enemy arty increasing slightly; harassing arty
fire reported along Grizzana-Casigno road. In 1st
Brazilian Div sector, enemy counterattack fromHills 2 and 882
in vicinity of Braine, NW of Affrico, is repulsed by
elements of 6th Inf. Bridges over Reno R. at Riola and
Marano are shelled. In TF 45 sector on L, 'Pian di Ontani,
2 miles Y. of Cutigliano, is target for enemy fire.

Army Troops Regrouping takes place in RCT 370 se.ctor
on R flanrk of 92d Div. Contact with enomy maintained by
patrolling; enemy arty decreasing.
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19 Although hajpered by bad weather, force of 81 mredi.um
Cont bombers drops 149 tons of bombs on bridges and RR 'targets in

N Italy with generally good results; objectives hit include
Faenza road bridges and Ala, S. *Michele, and Argenta RR
bridges. Con,.unications in Po Valley and Yugoslaovia and
close-support targeJts are objectives for 649 fighters and
fighter bombers, 'lhich destroy MT, RR installations, 1 RR and
4 road bridges, and 2 gun positions and damage a hanlgar, 7
road bridges, and a ponton' bridge. At night, 44 A-20s bomb
MT, river crossings in Po Valley, Villafranca airfield, and
Ostiglia area -with .46 tons of bombs; results unobserved. Five
Wellingtons an a Beoaufighter of C1 IF attack small shipping
in N Adriatic, causing some damage, while 7 RP Beaufighters
score 5 torpedo hits on human torpedo and F-boat bases at
Porto di Ci.gale, VW of Lussinpiccolo, Lussino I.; shipping at
latter place is target for 15 RP planes and 3 fi.ghitors. In
NIWT Italy,' 8 P-39s strafe Cuneo station and nearby trail.
During night of 19/20, light coastal forces again attack 2
convoys off-Sestri Levanto, sinking 1 coaster probably and 1
coaster and 2 l.ighters possibly.

Yuegoslavia

Pristina, 50 mLiles N of Skoplje in Serbia, falls to
Bulgarian troops, according to reports from Sofia which also
claim more than 200 localities secured in nearby areas; operations
to com ilte oapturc of Kosovo Polje continue. Farther S,
Yugoslavs report their forces -occupy Urosevac (claimed captured
by Bulgarians yesterday). In E Bosnia, Partisans are heavily
engaged along Sokolac-Rogatica route where enemy is a-tt'empting
to break through, -while farther N, Germans have reportedly
penetrated into towjn of Drinjaca from Zvornik. In - Bosnia,
reports indicate Livno and Tomislavgrad are in Partisan hands.
Sec-saw fightin-g continues in Podgorica area where. (.crmans are
isolated in narrow sector around Lake Scutari anid Podgorica.
-An announcement from Rome states that British troops of Land
Forces of the Adriati.c are cooperating with Yugoslav Army of
MNational Liberation and are engaging enemy in lMonteneg:_'o and
Hercegovina. Yugoslavs report excellent 'gains inLand froIm
Adriatic coast. in Hercegovina, they claim capture of Posusje
and are now d'ivins enermy .toward ?osetar; along Croatian-Bosnian
border, three enenmy strongholds on D-vor-Kostajnica R:R are' now

u~~~zi 0Ss~~~~~ea\
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in Partisan hands, while in Slovenia, Partisan forces enter

town of Kocevje, 30 miles NE of Fiume, and are novw engaged in

street fighting. Enemy communications, particularly in
Slovenia, further harassed. During night of 19/20, Ger-man
saboteurs reported to have landed on Silba I., SE of Lussino
I. in N Adriatic.

Strategic AF concentrates on targets in Yugoslavia: main
freight and passenger depots at Maribor M/Y are struck by 23

B-24s which unload 40 tons of bombs with damage to sidings
and rolling stock; 6 WYellingtons, 24 B-24s, and 2 HalifLaxes
drop 188 tons on Visograd bridge,, claiming one direct hit;
troop concentrations and MT on Sjenica-Novi Pazar-Priboj road
are again effectivoly hit as 29 Wellingtons attack wiith 76 tons;
27 P-38s, attacking troop concentrations at Priiepolje and Novi
Pazar, strike center of each town; at'night 31 B-24s, 24
Wellingtons, and 4 Halifaxes drop 253 tons on bridge and troop
concentrations. at Podgorica with very good results. Co:rmuni-
cations again targets for fighters and fighter bombers of TAF,
while 108 fighters and fighter bombers (BAF),. attacking, through-
out S Yugoslavia and N Albania, damage 4 bridges and num:erous
MT near Pristina and hit Zegar, Ostrozse, and Neve'sinje. Eight
Coastal Spitfires score strikes on small vessel along coast;
6 A-30s of BAF attack Konjic RR station, causing sorme damage.
Later at night 5 '-20s bomb road traffic in Zagreb-Brod area.

Aegean

Small force of British colrmmandos makes landing on
M.ilos I., inflictin.g some casualties asnd taking some prisoners
before withdrawing at night; during landing enemy battery is
engaged by British ships.

Greek-based planes concentrate on MT throughout Crete as
well as Heraklion airfield.

20 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH AiLY

Porter Force A sq of tbanks with arlnd cars advances to

road junction 2 i;iilos S of Ravenna and engages cnormy on Fiumi
~tUniti. Patrols co-tinue to at'

day.

.Lt
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90 V Corrps On R flank, 10th Ind Brig of 10th Ind Div
Cont relieves 12th Lancers (less 1 sq) and, under enejy fire

from far side, gains E bank of liontone R. fromlBettini,
7 miles N of Forli, S to area ½ mile W of Villa'ranca.
During rorning L4th Div makes slight progress just N of.
Route 9 as 10th Brig gains position 3½ miles N'?T of Forli;
later at night 10th Brig,. with 10th Ind Brig on Rt and
elements of 139th Brig (46th Div) on L, launches coordinated
attack across Montone and Cosina Rivers inJ face of bitter
opposition, On Corps L flank, 139th Brig of 46th Div
attacks Cas-tiliono, 5 miles W of Forli, and captures to-n
by nightfall. .

II Polish Corps Polish troops prepare for attack to
regain -ont-tb Fortino. Reliefs are taking place rin L
sector of Cor-s.

U.S. FIFTH -JU.rD

XIII Corps Eleoerits of 17th Bri gth Ind Dif, are nOs
more than ̂ il. N of 'iodigliana. Pa:Irols in 6th Br
Armd Div sector continue active. Sevonty-o.ighith Div

-reports considerable mortar £ir;. In .1st Br Div sector,
2d Bri- assiumes cozn-mand of c6th Brig sector; oriemy
shelling increasing particularly in area just S of TM.
Corere..

_II Cors Light ene.my arty falls on 85th Div front.
Elements of 36 1st Inf, 91st Div, repulse small enoeny"
counterrattack just W of Houte 65- in area 4-, ileJis N of
Loiano. 'First Irmrd Div. troops are confined to patrolling.

iV CorLos On extreme R flank in area N of Sutta R.,
patrols of 24th Guards Brig, 6th SA r-rmd Div, repulse
small enemy raid in area N of 'Murazze. GCmri-.an counter-
attack in vicinity of iontecavalloro is repulsed byr
elements of 6th Inf, 1st Brazilian Div, using' S, arty,
mortar, and .. U fire. Enemy arty continues to fall- in
Riola and ..arano bridg.e 'areas. On R of TF 45 sectorv,
light irqortar fire ,falls in Gaggio MLiontano, sihile on L
flank, troops report fire fight in vicinits, o; ^ aone,
W of Cut ifg3lia-no.

CaAAJ I~~N_4
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20 Army Troops Heavy enemy arty concentration falls in 365th
Cont Inf sector of 92d Div in area 2 miles NW of Pietrasanta;

patrols remain active in area Ng of Seravezza.

Adverse weather restricts medium bomber operations.
Total of 375 fighters and fighter bombers attacks close-support
targets near Faonza and achieves good results on road and RR
traffic in N Italy and Yugoslavia; hits obtained on bridges
in vicinity of Faenza and on fuel and.supplydumrps, buildings,
MT, and strongpoints. With unobserved results, 1 Wellington
bombs Chioggia, while another attacks 3 E-boats near Piave
Vecchia; 2 Beaufighters score hits on barge off Mestre Point;
later at night 4 more strafe MT SW of Lake Comacchio. Small
shipping on Lake I.larano, NE of Venice,'is objective for 4
Spitfires and 2 Boaufighters.

Yugoslavia

Partisans announce Pristina falls to Yugoslav and
Bulgarian forces; (Bulgars announced capture of this -town
yesterday). Drive for Aitrovica continues as both Bulgarian
and Yugoslav forces advance along Ibar R. In central Serbia,
Partisans continue attacks along Prijepolje-Priboj road, in
W sector near Cacak, and to N in Ljubovija area along Drina
R. where onermy is attempting to break through to Vlasonica
and Sokolac. Along coast in Montenegro, enemy attacks from
Danilov Grad towardI Niksic are repulsed by Partisan units,
supported by British arty; elsewhere in Montenegro Partisans
capture Kokoti in drive toward Podgorica, secure Ledenice,
stronghold N of PRisan, and are now pursuing Germans toward
Miostar in IHrcegovina. Near N Adriatic coast, fighting occurs
on Knin-Otric road, in the Lika area, and at Ogulin (Croatia);
Vrbosko, just I7T of Ogulin, claimed by Partisans. Enemy
column sent from Ljubljana to relieve Kocevje in Slovenia
repulsed.by Partisans at Ribnica.

In support of ground troops, heavy bo.bers concentrate on
RR targets in Bosnia: 39 B-24s drop 111 tons on RR bridges at
zenical, uODOJ, ari
results poor; 53
on Sarajevo W Hi/I
bridge, cutting.
Visegrad ponton 1
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which achieve good results on W end of jetty; further success

is attained by- 24. ioellingtons and 4 B-24s with 114 tons on

roads and MT in R'.osgatica-Novi Pazar (Serbia) areas. South

M/Y .at Brod, Slavonia, is hit by _11 P-38s which drop l6 tons,

hittilig center and S choke point. Fighters and fighter

bomrbers of TAP continue strikes against road and rail traffic,

c'rathring approaches to 2 bridges and causing considerable

da-a.ge to'rollins stock; repeated attacks are also made on

-LT by fighters and fighter bombers of BAF with considerable

dr.aomge near Novi PazAr. Spitfires boimb Nevesinje, scoring

hirts in towmn and also provide cover for heavy boiaebor attack

on Visegrad. Beaufighters destroy bridge N of Podgorica,

rolling stock at Novska, and fuel store and RR cars nearby.

With unobserved results, A-30s and B-26s bonmb roundhouse at

Konjic. Road traffic along Brod-Zagreb road is night target

for 9 A-3 0 s.

21 Ita2ly

BRITIS H EIGTH .J',

Porter Porce Liglht enemy shelling occurs during night.

Units of PPA again engage German outpost near Fiuime Uniti,

taking prisoners in area E of Route 16; other units of Force

establish troops at Hadna de-l'klbero to W.

V. Coros All 3} divs of Corps are attacking to .gain far

side of op-ntone and Cosina Rivers. in 10th Ind Div

sector'. heavy }'iG fire halts for'ward troops of 10th Ind

Brig as thy' attempt to cross 'ont one R. in area 'T. of

VillafraYlca. On L of 10th Lid Div, ele.rmcnts of 10th

Brig of 4th Div, after securing bridgehead over Cosina

R. in area 2 m:ilieo N of Route 9, are counterattacled and

forced .-o -ewithdraw; enemy reported firr4ly entrenched onr

W bank. 'Advancing slowly toward Cosina r. line despite

strong opposition anid .ece ptionally heavy shelling,

troops of 139th Brig, 46th Div, gain river line about

1- miles SiT' of Villanova S of Route 9.

TT Pi-.n n 1 . r.- ,'-r. tO,OO- 2d Camrm 'Brig. 3d Carp Div,
WJ 4. rz.4.sssj.~L-4.)4 

3 '4.)

launches aLbttack fcr :.onte Fort
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21 ground, gaining former objective after fierce fight in
Cont early morningi and taking S. Mamante and Piano, both

about 3 miles lYE, also after determined struggle; in
subsequent moepping-up operations, Brig captures 100
prisoners, 15 88-mm guns, and 5 heavy mortars.

U.S. FIFTH iRL.,Y

XIII Corps In area N of Ih£odigliana, elements of 17th Brig,
8th Ind Div, make advance of 1 mile after beating off
counterattack. Bn reliefs are effected in 6th Br Armd Div
zone. German arty remains active along front lines of
78th and 1st Br Divs.

II Corps 't 2000, 349th Inf, 88th Div, completes relief
of 339th inff, 85th Div, while 2 hours later, 133d Inf,
34th- Div, completes relief of 361st Inf, 91st Div. S-nail
scale eneimy raid in area NE of M. Belmonto is reoulsed.
On L flank, 1st ±rmd patrols contact enemy near bonterurdici
hill mass.

IV Corps .South African troops again repulse onem-y raid
in vicinity of 1Iurazze; exchange of arty fire occurs
throughout this area and to. -f. Light arty falls in
vicinity of H. Stance, 2 mi.les W of Grizzana. During
early hours (le-ments of 6th Inf, 1st Brazilian Div, again
drive back enemy counterattack near Montecavalloro. To
S9, patrols of TF 45, operating S of ii. Belvedere, 2
miles W of Gaggio ?iontano, report no contact. Enemy
shelling on Porretta during day results in some
casualties to Brazilian troops. Bridges at Riola and
lIarano are again targets for enemy fire.

Army Troops Patrols active and exchange of arty reported
all along front.

Tactical AF concentrates main effort in support of Fifth
nr1 ' .i.hth MfriAr:: a* l na-.iinnnT rt~ taets in Fi f'th ,brmv? sector

are hit by 458 fighters and fighter bomnb
which drop 79 tons of bombs on German po
with good to excellent results, 541 figh
and light DF boiboers support Eighth Arm
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21 on gun positions, strongpoints, troop concentrations, supply
Cont targets, and 1RiL objectives in Faenza area. Three CAF

oellingtons bofb shipping in N Adriatic with 3 tons of bombs,
while fighter bombers score near misses on bridges in i-W !

Italy. Villafranca and Ghedi airfields and MT throughout Po
Valley ar_ night targets for 4L1 A-20s which drop 38 tons with
unobservoed results.

Yugoslavia

Partisans make good progress in W Serbia; Yugoslavs and
Bulgars report fall of JHitrovica, Vucitrn, and Kosovska, last
enomy strongholds in Kosovo Polje sector;- in area NW of
Skoplje in triangle between Pristina-Pec-Prizren, Germnan
strongholds of StiLlja, Orahovac, and Istok are secured; in
Pristina-Mitrovica area several important pos-tions czre
occupied; farther N, fighting continues in Prijopolje--Plevlja
sector, where 423 Germans are reported killed or captured.
Teventieth Di'v particularly distinguishes itself in action on
Rogatica-Sokolac road in E Bosnia and claims 310 enemy killed
and considerable damage to cormmunications.. German rresistance
is heavy around Kocovje in Siovenia. Fighting begins in
Slavonia for Nlasice, important RR juntion. Heavy onemy
moverment continues thro 'ghout Sjenica-Visegrad-Ro-gatica area.

Despite w.-eathir,. 25 of force of 146 B-24s attack troop
concentrations in Novi Pazar area, dro'pping 51 tons with fair
results; troops, roads, and bridgQs in vicinity of Sarajevo-
Novi Pazar-Prijepoljc successfully bombed and strafed by 155
P-38s, which.drop 105 tons, and 87 P-51s. Weather hanoers
BiaF operations, although some RP planes are able to attack
buildings at ihisan, scoring hits.

Albania

During mornin Partis}an forces enter oLesh and San Giovanni
di Miedua (reportod evacuated by Germans on 28 October) on

i' ^ v - *- - 1 -* ~r ~ c' - .0,,*- 
1/ * -- ^

Eight ilRU'F h-30s bomb coastal di
scorin,g near isses . -

-411%
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BRITISH EIGHTH _sAL,'L

Porter Force Sector remains quiet with light arty
reported on both sides.

V Corps General progress continues, troops mooting stiff
opposition and heavy- shell fire. Bn of 43d ind Brig
under comhandc of 10th Ind Div relieves 12th Lancers on
R flank of Corps. In 10th Ind Div sector 7 Pniles H of
Forli, 10th Ind Brig attacks and gains 2 enemy positions
E, of .2!ontone 1R. after fierce battle and establishes own
troops on E bank of river in that area. Farther S, 28th
Brig, 4th Div, comes into line in area 1½ miles ,S, of
Villanova to take over R sector and give added support to
attack across Cosina :R, South of Route 9j 139th Brig,
46th Div, moves up to Cosina R. and occupies river loop
N of S. ,Uamnlnto. Later at night, 4th and 46tih Divs
launch coordi.nated attack in effort, to gain far side of
river; heavy resistance encountered especially on R and
center.

II Polish Corps Continued. progress made in 3d Carp Div
sector in area 6 :iles W of Forli; 2d Carp Brig elefents
occupy Oriolo and S. Biagio and are now preprin, to
seize i,. Ricci, 1 !mise S of S. Lucia.

U.S. FIFTH iRJi.Y

XIII Corps Elements of 17th Brig, 8th Ind Div, .make
slight adv-.ance in hills MNT of Mliodigliana and gain some
ground in vicinity of S. Caterina,. approxi.Lately 2 miles
MT of Modigliana. First Br Div reports considerable shelling
and mortaring -with no change in forward positions.

II Corps Lt 0001, 88th Div assumes conm-and of 8tjh:i,,
sector and 85th Div is now en route to rest aroa. n S-t,: ,,
,. f .,3. 0.-J ~ ,, . ,S.a> n ... '-. ;:,.>1 ^ ..-.l^ ^.,{.... rt. -.

of 350th
combat pc
E of .,. B

I
s,,r
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22 sectors of 91st Div and assumes command of former 133d

Cent and 135th Inf sectors; 363d Inf, on L, is still under

comiand.

IV Corps Reliefs reported in 6th SiA i rmd Div and IE F

sectors. On completion of reliefs, 1st Inf of 1st

Brazilian Div assumlres colmiland of 6th Inf zone at 1200.

Late at night, enewy, attacking from Hill 822, makes

several unsuccessful attempts to penetrate positions

of 1st Brazilian Div in area N of affrico between

Palazzo and Braine. Patrols of TF 45 engage enemy in

fire fig;ht about - ;:il.o S of '. 'Belvedere, killing 9.

irrny Troops Patrol of 371st Inf, probing-E slopes of

i.. Strettoia- :for possible approach, contacts Germans,

killing 5. Eneiv MPG and SA fire fcrces patrol of 365th

Inf, 92cd-Div, operating in vicinity of Ripa, 1 rDile E of

Route 1, to Jithdrawq. Contact with enemy. continued by

patrollin.

Cornmmunications in. N Italy are hit by bombers andc fighter

bonobers of I'SAF: 89 B-24s aim. 173 tons of bombs on PRb bridges

at .err.ara and Cerboola (NE of Ferrara)'with good," results on

for-ner and poor on lattoer Osoppo MT depot, !1 mr-_les S of

Talmezzo in \'E, Ita-.y, is objective of 41 P-38s wvhich drop

9.75 tons with very good results. Entire effort of 159 B-25s

is directed against defensive positions SE of Faenza; --ood to

excellent results attained with total of 198 tons of bombs.

Coa,:munications, d;umps, and. storage depots throuhout Po Valley

and battle targets in Bologna and Faenza areas- are objectives

for 974 fighters and fighter bombers and 19 lig-ht boilbers

w-Ahich destroy at 'least one bridge, damage 6, cut rails in 87

places, start fires in two storage ,epots and two fuel dumps,

and score hits on pipe. line across Po R. With unobserved

results 10 Beaufigh'-,ters attack huuman torpedo and F-boat bases
-_1- T-2t- fn,, --.1t .n 1 i . STvi .P'-;i rs nwmake effective strikes on
alt '0' 0 O -Lt-,--L;, >u
M.T at Cervignano
shipping at Sestr-
;are& day and night
Italian air fields
as6 38 .A-20s hit v:
explosions ancd st;

3
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Yugoslavia

Bulgarian troops in Serbia resume advance along Ibar
valley andL arc continuing mopping up operations in area N of
Mitrovica, according to reports from Sofia. Bitter fi ghting
is taking place just E of Kraljevo. Berlin reports all Soviet
attempts to enlarge bridgehead frorm Batina and ^iatin are
frustrated.

On armed rcn in Ni sector, TAF fighter bombeors hit iA/Y
* and attain goocd rosults acgainst road and Rh transport. Fourteen
Beaufighters attaclk rolling stock and station at Kutina, on
Zagreb-Brod line, and trains at Zivaja, while farthaer S road
bridge at Podgorica is bombed by 6 ±,-30s and 4 B-26s wiith
ineffective results. In support oif ground operations, other
Balkan planes (4 HIIuricanes and 8 Spitfires) strik_ canter of
Danilov -Grad, causing explosions and starting large fir-e.
Eleven RP rlanes ande 19 fighters, attacking roads in S
Yugoslavia and Ni '-l bania, make effective strikes on l.T, IalR

station, and tracs .

23 Ital,

B3I'ITI1H EIGHTH . il'..T

Porter Force Only light ennefy ele.ents (il4tl Grenadier
Div) believed rem."aiinn in area S of Firulc Uniti. Activity
lirieted to patrolling.

V Corps Forty-third Ind Bri: assumes colioand of IR
sector -.of lth ind Div. South of houte 9, 4th and 46th
Divs continue attack and resume '!drive for Facnza as
enemy wit'1cdraws from defended positions along F bani..

of Cosina ;.;, both divs now have troops across onbrf.-<-
2 ru:ilE front l extending from area about 1 rmule T :.fo;%:
Villanova S&i to vicinity of S. iamante and aruLo,
holding bridgeoheads and positions despite pEo i'
counterattacks;' fierce inf and tank battle' "S :j: r ess N

of river. -: ·

II Polish Cor-0 s At -'0500, Polish p %' o us beogin
attack on ].' .-icci against o .' if£ resoistance,

I

t
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23 capturing height 4 hours later and taking about 50
Cent prisoners; forejard elements advance to town 1 .mile .E;

enemy counterattacks throughout this sector ar-e. now
being-repulsed.

U..S.' FIFTH F2:2Z

XITI Corps .odigliaara. heavily shelled by onermy; 8 miles
farther T,',' elemnts of 8th Ind Div beat back enoemy
patrol inf vicinity of M. Geco, SW ;of Valdifusa. Two
brid-gesare reported blown over- Larnonre R. in area N of S.
Cassiano.., In 6th Br i.Arrk1 Div sector, 1st .Guards Brig
comrBipletes relief Briof 7836 th Div and assumes '
cormm-and'of .sec-tor. Thr.hout .day intermittont arty and
mortar Liro- Palls on front ,ine positions of 7Sth Br Div.

II Corps -On L ':flank,, 88th Div patrols maintaiin contact
with enemy. Unit of 135th Inf, 34th Div, s being .
reiieved .. by 168,th Inf. On L flank, patrol of, 1st Armid
Div engages emney in fire fight just SW of l..,ontorumiici.

IV Corps Enery opposition increasing along-' entire front.
.Moderatelyheavy artyr fire falls in vicinity. of Grizzana
and road to N. In 1ost Brazilian Div zone, Task'Force
Nelson, corEposod of reinforced. elements -of 6th ITf takes
command of sector just W of teno IR. and by iG- and miortar
.fire .drives.. back counterattack in vicinity of 'ontecavalloro.
T ,omi..mles .l U enemy attack is repulsed..yb.' trooplfs of 1st
Inf just after midnight and. again at 2100.. 'Sma:Ll' enemy
clash is roeorted in TF 45 sector W of Cutigiano.

Army Troops West of Serchio !:.. in iCT 370 sCctor of 92c
Div, .ap'pr7xiamtely 250. enery -Italia-ns, count'rattacking
toward Vergemoli, are

A.., *dverse weather serio
Army -ta.o rts in Faenza ar'e
fighters .. anrd,.fihtor, bombe
hits. on guns, *bujldings, r
N of .!.odena and ezaleosion
night 4.e Wellingtons and, 2
Gulf of Venice, .bomib 'Grade
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23 Venice., bomb 3 small vessels NE of Tagliamento Point, and
Cont hit barges on Lake iarano. In IW Italy, Venturas bomb 2

barges and 8 F-boats off Spezia with unobserved results.

Yugoslavia

Reports indicate Partisans effect several landings in
Gulf of Kotor area securing Risat, Perast, Tivat, and Prcanj
and are now driving enemy toward Kotor and Budva. Germans,
continuing attacks up Zeta R. in Danilov Grad sector of
Montenegro, are repulsed on L bank but capture Rziste on R.
despite heavy losses. Heavy fighting continues in Hercegovina
as Partisans tigh-ten circle around Mostar. According to
Yugoslav reports, enemy is withdrawing toward Novi Pazar and
Sjenica in W Serbia with Partisans in pursuit; to N, Partisans
cut German retreat route to Uzice by capturing two tow'Jns W of
Pozega; fierce battle is taking place in Kraljevo sector.
Elsewhere in Serbia, Partisans report towns Gostivar anld
Tetovo in upper Vardar Valley occupied. Hostile column,
attempting to fight its way into Plevlje (Montenegro) from
Prijepolje, is thrown back with considerable loss.

In direct support of ground. troops, 81 heavy and 52
fighter bombers of 15th AF attack RR bridges and other targets
on Brod-Sarajevo RE line: 67 B-24s successfully aim 169 tons
on Zenica and Doboj RR bridges, while 7 planes unload 18 tons
on highway bridge at.Brod with poor results because of weather
and 7 additional B-24s drop 21 tons on bridge near Zenica with
one direct hit and several near misses; 30 P-38s, finding Doboj
bridge already destroyed, successfully strike Doboj M/Y as
alternative with 29.5 tons of bombs; 22 more P-38s drop 30
tons on Doboj road and rail bridge, Maglaj (about mlidway between
Brod and Doboj) RR-bridge,- and small factory to S. North half
of Rogatica and Uzice (about 30 and 70 miles E of Sarajevo,
respectively) are hit by 38
Halifaxes which unload 217
stationed there. Four-Beau
night targets in Yugoslavia
Gora and large convoy of MT
results. Balkan kF continu
50 Beaufighters, Spitbo~mbe$r
sitions near Danilov Grad,:
bridge and numnerous 'hits on
and explosions caused. in

a'
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hit by A-30s, while farther S B-26s bomb road bridge at
Podgorica with near ziLsses.

Aegean

Despite cloud formation, 8 RAF A-30s bomb harbor at Cos

I., TJ of Rhodes, With bursts on quay and nearby slips; AA
guns silenced,

BRITISH EIGI.iTH JJ,,SI

Porter Force During night MG and mortar fire fall on
positions of 27th Lancers.

V Corps In N, eneiy is withdrawing to Lamone R., leaving
rearguards to cover retreat. Excellent progress }iiade
along entire front. On R flank in 10th Ind Div sector,
43d Brig, against considerable opposition, crosses the

Scola' Lama. canal and establishes positions on 3-m1-ile
front in S. Pancrazio area; night patrols meet heavy MG
fire . Fourth Div makes good progress N of Route 9, 10th
Brig (which passed through 28th Brig). gaining 4 .nmiles
along W hbank of Montone R. and taking Corleto, l--. iles
N of Cosina. Drive for Faenza continues in 46th Div

sector: after passing through 139th. Brig, 12-th Brig
advances -4 ?riles to Lamone R. along E side of Faenza; 2d
Arrnd Brig, coming in on L of 128th Brig, moves forward

to cross larenzo R.. 2 miles S of Faenza.

II Polish Corps Polish troops continue to advance on wide

front against. disorganized resistance: 2cd Carp Bri"g
occupies S. Lucia approximately. 3 miles SE of Faenza,
without opposition
"defenses 1 mfmlile -W o
Chiesuola,' M1. Lodol
a.e. Ca stel accLo; fLo
area 3 Iles 3SE of
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24 U.S. FIFTH ARhff
Cont

XIII Corps Patrols remain active. Enemy arty is light
in 17th Brig, 8th Ind Div, sector, heavy along' 78th Br
Div front, and decreasing on 1st Br Div positions on L
flank.

II Corps Patrols of 88th Div engage in skirmish in iM.
Fano area. Troops of l68th. Inf, 34th Div, assume command
of 135th inf sector at 2145; light enemy arty falls. along
Div front. On Corps L flank, 1st Armd Div asscm'es command
of 91st Div sector at 0600.as relief of 363d inf by CCA
is completed. During night of 24/25, strong arty is laid
on positions of 1st Armd-Div.

IV Corps Corps remains quiet except in center section
where attack for M,. Belvedere ridge is in progreess. On
R flank of 1st Brazilian Div, elements of 1st InIf drive
back enemy attempting to infiltrate positions near. Affrico.
At 0600, troops of 2d. Armd Group (composed 'of 3d Bn, 6th
Inf, on R, 2d Bn, 370th Inf in center, and 435th AAA Bn,
operating as inf, on L) launch attack against M,. Belvedere
and Belvedere ridge. Due to heavy enemy arty and mortar
fire, 6th ,Inf troops make only local advances on R flank
and, although elements again enter Abetaia and move N,
they are forced to withdraw to original positions during
early evening because of stiff resistance; 2d Bn, 370th
Inf, makes successful advance toward objective, gaining
E foothills S17 of Abetaia. Marano and Riola .are again
harassed by enemy arty fire.

Army Troops Enemy resistance reported decreasing along
entire front. Patrol of 371st Inf, probing Ih1 of Seravezza,
draws considerable SA fire and is forced to ,'ithdraw.

Fifteenth AF onerations cancelled because of ..eat .i-- .
support of ground troops, 48 B-25s and 30 A-30s drop total of
79 tons of bombs, on defended areas near Faenza. Roads, bridges,
and enemy strongpoints' in same general area are tar*get%.qgor
158 fighters .and
again bomb Grado'
while'Beaufighter
another vessel bi
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harbors are ni,-,ht objctiv(s for 4 A-20s which also attack

scattered iv.. in N Italy with unobserved results.

Yuooslavia

Along Sc Dalmatian coast, Partisans claim occuration of

Kotor, thereby liberating rentire Gulf of Kotor area, secure

Budva, and " rc continuing advance on coast; Germanl positions

around Scautnri., Danilov Grad, and Podgorica reported. critical.

Bitter stroot -f:.iting is taking place in Rziste in Danilov

Grad sector- of onten;egro, while Zagreda nearby is claimed

reoccupied ay Partisans. Success-ful operations are reported

-against Bil ac-Kostajnica, Zagreb-Sisak, Zagreb-Kar l ovac,

Ljubljana-'ildani iost, and Colje-Dravograd RL. lines as -eil a.s

Sarajevo-Brod, Doboj-Zenica, and Busocava-Sarajovo lines. in

Serbia, Pt rtisans t-reaten Kraljevo,' taking Sumarice and

do:inatin-i hne]hts nearby; see-saw fighting continues at

Pozega tc W. Elsewhere in Yugoslavia, Partisans announce good

progress tovoard Lostar in Hercegovina and capture of. German

stronghc ld near Bijl jina in NE Bosnia.

Ex".remaely bad 7weather re tricts operations. Attacking

object ives over Yugoislvia, M;.osquitoes destroy a Ju-52 while

in are[. N. of Podgorica; P-39s continue to harass road transport.

xg9ean

Lt night Greek-based 3eau.fighters strike at targets on

Crete.

25 Ity

BRIITISH E'IGH-En xiAIS ,

= Porter Force, patrolling continues throuhout sector.

V Corps'. ~i-le forward troops of 10th Brig, 10th Ind Div,

cross Montonco r. 6 miles N of Forli, 20th Brig g¢.?Im far
- I . - . -3 WM' MO Ir' nc i m~P

side of r:iver
positions 5 r-
enemy pockets

reported E o:.-
£
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25 Route 9, 10th Brig securing S. Barnaba, 24 miles E of
Cont Faenza, and S. Giovanni just to S and gaining all ground

along E bank of Lamone R. between both places. In 46th
Div sector, 139th Brig takes over R flank astride Route
9; 128th Brig and 2d Armd Brig attack during early hours
to enlarge bridgehead over Marenzo 'R. in area 2 miles S
of Faenza and report good progress despite considerable
opposition.

II Polish Corps On R flank, patrols of 2d Carp Brig of
3d Carp Div cross Marenzo R. and reach Carla ridge between
Miarenzo and Lamone Rivers 2 miiles W of Marcnzo village
after drawing fire from enemy positions. On L flank,
18th Brig occupies M, Castellaccio and mountain nearby
without contacting enemy.

U.S. FIFTH A.RY -

XIII Corps Reports indicate sharp increase in enemy arty
and mortar fi e in center and on L of Corps s'ector; in-
tense mortar concentration on forward positions of 1st
Guards Brig, 6th Br Armd Div.

II Cores In 88th.Div sector, enemy arty is heavy during
early hours but decreases toward morning; eloements of
351st Inf force enemy patrol to withdraw in area E of
M. Belmonte. In 34th Div sector, preceded by heavy
shelling, Germans launch surprise attack on position of
platoon of l68th Inf established on ridge leading N from
M, Belmonte, completely destroying it. Enemy counter-
attack in 14th Armd Inf Bn sector of 1st Armd Div is
driven back by arty fire and 3 prisoners are captured;
meanwhile heavy enemy arty is received along Div front,
beginning at 2215.

IV Corps On extreme R flank of 6th SA Armd D'v sector,
forward eloeRents of 24th Guards Brig drive back ,^nei-y
patrols and engagse another in fire fight; hiai s\ " enemy
arty falls througlh
received by elomer
pulse hostile patr
vicinity of Braine
Belvedere on R fla
Inf, resume attack

in
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25 I and Vite
Cont respectivelyr, witlhout oppos:i. tion; .bitter resista'nce

later in day -'orces .Brazilians to abandon positions and
withdraw S; before dawn, elements of 435th AAA l Bn of TF
45, resuming attack on L, occupy i. Belvedere and drive
back enemy counterattack by defensive fire.

Army. Thoops patrols, operating ahead of front lines in
nearly all sectors, receive SA fire. On 'L flank of 92d
Div,. 365th Inf again sends patrols to mouth of Cinquale
Canale.

Because of .weather, ThF operations cut to nminirmura and
only 53 fighter bombers operate against communications in Po
Valley, destro'Jying liT and cutting rails. CAF li'olling-ton again
attacks in N Acdiatic, bomrbing small shipping near Venice.

Yugoslavia

Partisans report heavy fighting along Sarajevo-Visegrad
.road in E Bosnia, where 800 enemy are believed killed, and
repulse enei-y counterattack on Drina R. near- Rogatica. In
Serbia, Yugoslav troops claim to have broken German defenses
in Stolovi mountains about 10 miles S of Kraljevo and to have
gained J sidIe of Ibar R. between Kraljevo and Raska.. Bulgarians,
also,claim excellent gains in Ibar R. sector, capturing nearly
50 villages, despite adverse weather. In Montenegro, seo-saw
fighting continues around Danilov Grad with 'villages of Rziste
and 'Vrutak changing hands several times; Germans are attacking
from. Podgorica 1E along road toward Bioce. Partisans claim
further succosseus against RJ., lines in Croaeti- ..a. Slovenia.
He a v- v f'ir '-Ftin no, crmnir.i -'o -r ,T-!in f t c . D i n 1 Z1 -.ri n 1 n. n l

YAttacking along S Miontenegro,
bombers score ne:.r misses on bridg
(I'1l of Podgorica) and attack river
unobserV¢ed results; hits art also.
oand; center of town of Podgorica..

Aegoan

During nright, 2 Greek-based B
MBaclerlm area, .Croto, with unknown re

I'
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26 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTHI AMidElY

Porter Force Heavy rains severely hamper operations.
Local reliefs are taking place and-activity is limited to
patrolling.

V Corps Corps troops make effective gains against
scattered o.pposition ME and SW of Faonza. Germans remain
firm in Alborcto area .midway between M.,ontone and Lamono
Rivers 6 miles IE of Faenza. Tenth Brig of 10th. Ind Div
clears enermy pockets of resistance from erea E of Ilontone
R. and is now preparing to. attack enemy positions at

iAbereto from S. Approximately 2 miles SW, 4th Div rcn
units occupy Scaldino and continue N; patrols of- 10th
Brig report no enemy on E side of Laioone R. between
Faonza and vicinity of la Torretta, 1 mile HE of Scaldino.
Forty-si:,xth Div continues advance in area SW of Faienza:
*128th Brig thrusts rapidly W from bridgehead over i-arenzo
R., 2 railos-S of Faenza, toward Lamone R., patrols reaching
river near S. Ruffillop, 5 miles S7 of Faonza.

II Polish Corps> Third Carp Div reports so5me progress:
enemy is withdrawing from M. Carla ridge beyond ,,ic-renzo
R. in 2d Carp Brig sector; 2 cos of 1st Brig reported
across river,; 1th Brig occupies Pt. 335 , l mile S of
Brisigholla (7 riles SWVJ of Faenza) without .contact .and
establishes outpost across Lamone R. in vicinity of
Brisighell a.

U.S. FIFTH iRMff

XIII Corps Appreciable advance made as enemly strength
decreases in front of 8th Ind Div: while elem.ontos 17th
Brig, pushing N from vicinity of Modigliana, fid
Pruneta clear, farther W, other units secure ij.; -d
Tesoro and '.L Casalino; 19th Brig advances-lin&eby
establishing ele ments on M. Colombo, ..abouini.Los NW
of S. Cassiano. Thirty-sixth Brig7.,,,7 Div, repulses
small ene-,my force in area E of I. . In lst Br Div
zone, 66th ig sector.
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26 II Corps Eighty-eighth Div remains quiet. In 34th Div
Cnt sector, l68th Inf begins reinforcements of 1. Belmonte

in cormiplianco of orders to hold hill at any cost.
Patrolling continues on remainder of front.

IV Corps In BE' .sector, enemyv arty again active along
Reno R. against Riola and Silla bridges "as well as Porretta.
Bitter fighting -to hold M. Belvedere ridge and surrounding
territory is in progress: on R flank in Brazilian zone,
enemy launches late afternoon counterattack, supported by
heavy arty barrage, at Vitelline, forcing Brazilians to
v,;ithdra-s; to T7, forward elements of 435th ALA Bn of TF 45,
established on M.. Belvedere .mand Corona, just to ', are
reported Uvn-der, heavy enemy mortar fire. hAt 1800, now
boundary betivozn. BEF and ,TF' 45 goes into effect and 3d Bn,
6th Inf, an(d list Bn lst Inf, revert to 1st Brazilian Div.

Ary oop Patrols continue contct with enemy and
adjacent units. Arty £ire.' ro [:.prtd ight' in 371st and
365th In.. sectors.

Despite vieathor, 323 fightcrs and fighter borlbors, attack
RR targets in central Po Valley and guns and defended positions
on central battle front with considerable successs effeecting
28 rail cuts, nostly. in: Codona area, and damaging npproaches
to' a RR bridge. 'In iE Italy 6 fighters probably sink barge
on Lake H>rano.

At Pietra Ligure on Gualf of Genoa, French cruiser
J .eannc d t.rc fires 84+ rou..nds at 6 supply barges, scor:ing'
*many hits.

Yuuos lavia

Partisans announce capture of several important positions
in Kraljevo-Cacak-Pozega sector in Serbia and stat:e heavy.
fighting continues for Raska and Novi Pazar to"S and along
Sarajevo-Visograd RER line. By early morning Bulgarian troops
are on outskirts of ;.aska. and Novi Pazar according to reports
fromr Sofia. Pairtisan V Corps units enter Busevaca, 20 iiles7 . ., :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~oill
NT -of Sarajevo., dos
town but withdrmw bD

.Montenegro, Rzi st

r
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Farther N in Knin sector of Dalmatia, fighting is ronovoed
with Germans reportedly suffering considerable losses. In
Croatia,, Partisans continue seccessful offenisve against
communications on Duga Selo-Novska, Zagreb-Karlovac, and
Varazdin-Ludbreg lines and attack in Gracak-Gospic area.

fdverse weoather prevents all offensive air operntions.

27 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH- .;iX

Porter Force I elavy rains continue. Porter Force relieves
elements of 43(d Ind cBrig of 10th Ind Div in area. 5 m.ilos S;H
of Ravenna; boundary with V Corps is now being adjustecL.

V Corps In 10th Ind Div sector, fighting continues
between 1iontone and Lamione Rivers where enemy is firrmly
entrenched; 10th Brig3 seizes enemy position 1 nile E of
Alboreto during morning. but is forced to withdraw later
in day after bitter fighting; 20th Brig engages enomy in.
battle for niberoto but makes no progress. Second low
Zealand (NZ) Div, with 5th NZ Brig on R and 6th NZ Brig
on L, assumes commrPrand of 4th Div sector iT of Rioute 9;
5th NZ Brig Smakes .unsuccessful attack on Ge'rman strong-
point S of Larione R., 3 miles NE of Faenza. Troops of
139th Brig of 46th Div cross Marenzo R. an.d establish
positions .on Lamone R. 12 m"-iles SWV of Faenza; enemy fires
on forward units of 128th Brifg patrolling long Lamone R.

II Polish Corps hll enemy resistance E of Lam:one R. S
of Faenza is virtually at an end. Patrols of 2d Carp
Brig, 3d Carp Div, receive heavy MG, mortar, and arty
fire from eneimy strongpoints on W bank of Lacmono R.
Troops of 18th Brig c
capture 4 prisoners.

U.S. FIFTH JdrY

XIII Corps No change
flank of 8th Ind Div
caused by advance of
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27 mile down Larone R,, gaining positions 1- rmiles N of S.
Cont Cassiano. Rermainder of Corps troops engaged in reliefs

and patrolling;.'

II Corps Little activity reported on Corps front.
Elements of 349th Inf, 88th Div, repulse strong patrcl,
attacking outpost in area about - r miles E of }. Falo.
Light nen'g? arty and patrollitng reported in 1st Airmd Div
sector.

IV Corps Patrolling continues in 6th SA Arud Div sector
-with no change in forward positions. Harassing arty fire
falls on R-cno R. bridges and forward (elerments in vicinity
of Gaggio i ontano. Regrouping is taking place in BEF
sector.

Arm__Troops Local attacks by elamonts of GiT .370, 92d
Div, draw considerable enemy arty and SLQ fire. '.Enemy arty
increasing in coastal area. -, .
Strategic and 'tactical operations cancelled becaus'e of

weather. CAF -39s destroy several MviT and other vehicles near
French-Italian border in Italy.

Yugoslavia

Raska importm .ant German strongpoint in Ibar. valley, is
captured by Bulg.rian troops according. to reports from Sofia.
Heavy fighting continues W of Danube 'bridgeheads at Batina
and Apatin, according to Berlin reports.

Weather continues to curtail operations. Balkan' .F
ma.:kes small-scale attacks on road movement in i:'odorica-
Scutari area, danaging 6 MT.

Aerean

Harbor installations at Rhodes are objectives of 7
i.-30s -which aii. about 3-;- tons with bursts in 'town and on
jetties. Twenty-f: 'vo miles .!', 2 Beaufighters' strike vessels
and jetties at San ..ntoni
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28 Italy

BRITISH EIGHTH LRMY

Porter Force Considerable enemy- activity roported in
area of S. Pancrazio just N of Montone R., about 7 miles SW
of Ravenna. Heavy rains and swollen streams make progress
difficult.

V Corps Operations restricted because of Diver conditions;
Lmilone R. has increased from 4-5 feet wide to 31 feet and
is reported 7 feet deep. German positions remain strong
in Alberoto area and 10th Ind Div reports no change in
forward line, iActivity of other divs confined to patrolling.

II Polish Corps On L flank of 3d Carp Div, co'of 18th
Brig, directed on Brisighe-lla, is held up 2 m~les E of
town by soft ground and demolitions.

U'.S. FIFTH dirJY

XIII Corps Seventeenth Brig, 8 th Ind Div, improves
positions in hills'W and .NV'of xlodigliana, while 19th
Brig thrusts N toward objective, Mv. di Tura, 2 mi.les N
of S. Cassiano. Exchange of arty duels occurs in 78th Br
Div sector. Forward positions of 66th Brig of lst Br
Div sustain heavy enemy mortar concentration and .G fire.

II Corps Preceded by arty and mortar concentration,
enemy counterattack.on L flank of 133d Inf, 34th Div, is
repulsed at 0130 in area 1 mile N of Livcrgnano.

IV Corps On iR fi
S of Reno R. in vi
Div sector, enemry,
is driven off by d
ating along Div R
heavy arty concent
precedes counterat

.e

tanks and, SP guns) on\ros'"of 435th AhA Bn, ontrenched
there; enery is halted temporarily ,but renews attack at
2330 and bitter battle to hold [. Belvedere and town is
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28 in progress. Heavy shelling is also reported in Gaggio

Coent ,iontano and Bortbiana areas.

4rm~.y .oo.p.s Patrols continue active, and. report several

clashes with enemy especially in coastal sector.

Force of 101 medium bombers concentrates on targets in

N Italy v'ith 189 tons of bombs, scoring hits ori Marnta,
Torre Beretti, andl. Casale Monferrato RJR bridges and' blockship

at S-oezia. 7.'ith considerable success, 308 fighter and

fighther bomber sorties are flown against close-support targets

in battle area and enemyr's main supply lines along Brenner

route and Pc Valley; 4 rail cuts on Brenner route and 29 in

Pc Valley effocted, as well as hits scored on roads, guns,
buildingcs, a CP, and strongpoints N of battle line. In Nd'

Italy, 8 P-39s of CAF attack transport in Cunco area and score

noar misses on bridge a.t Valdieri, SW of Cuneb. i.T and RR

installations tLhrou.hout Po Valley are night targets for 12

Beaufighters -cnd 36 A-20s.

Yugoslavia

Good progress made in Ibar rH. s(ctlr of Serbia: Yugoslavs

confirm capture of iaska. which Buagars claimed yesterday;

farther S, both Yugoslav and Bulgars report their troops are

approaching Novi Pazarj Yugoslavs fromn N and Bulgars from SE;

bitter fightin_ is taking place for Kraljevo, at confluence of

Horava and Ibar Rivers, as Soviet and Yugoslav troops arc

reportedly closing in on town.' Partisans rout strong hostile

columnl W of Prijepolje -in Serbia and make substantial gains

in E Bosnia, successfully attacking Sarajevo-Brod PRa line and

repulsing counterattack near Busovaca. Fall of Nasice,

important road and RR junction in Slavonia, after seven days

of fighting is announced by Yugoslavs iwho claim 930 enemy

killed and 380 captured. Heavy fibghting continues -around

Knin, Dalmatia' Partisahs reporting their troops on outskirts

of town. Fierce battl.e is also taking place in Gracac sector

of Croatia, -hile in Slovenia, 'German stronghold near Skofja
T,.-z- lT'TT ,-,.f' T ,--i-il --l., iS sscl¢.ured by Partisans. !Jin ^lt'enegro,J.W "a: -j , , T. rib ' -J' -

' jW

Bogr is captured by
-approaching Scutar:
reports indicate P
at lMedum- near Podg'

.3.
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Ten P-39s and L8 1racchis harass MT in Podgorica area.

Albania

Partisan 23d Brig is engaged by enremyJ about 4 miles S of
Scutari. Reports state Scutari is libeirated by Partisan 2d
Div and Albania is now virtually clear of enermy.'

.Aegean

HIMvS Meteor and HMS Kelvin (.DDs), accompanied by coastal
craft, bombard Piscopi I.,, hitting house of CO and causing
some casualties to personnel; small raiding party is landed
during operations and withdraws und.er cover of further bombard-
ment .

BRITISH EIGHTH R.MY

It. has been announced that General Sir Harold HR. L. G.
Alexander has been. appointed to succeed General Sir Henry
Maitland TWilson as head of A-llied Force Headquartelrs (AFHQ)
and has been promoted to Field m..arshal; Lt. Genr. !ark W. Clark,
commander of U.S. Fifth hrny,r has been named to succeed
General Alexandor as commander of A].lied rrnm.es in Italy (.-,;I).

Porter .Force Small enemy raid near Longana about 5 miles
SWV of Ravenna is beaten off.

V Corps Considclrable enemy air activity is reported.
Heavy fightinr, continues for ilbereto in 10th Ind Div
sector: while 10th Brig repels counterattack in Bottini
ae....- 1 r- il c NER nof- Al be-reto. 20th Rri.;' alkes sli.:ht

advance in face of stiff oppositio
position and drives off counteratt

II Polish Cor-ps Unit of lst Carp
established on H. Bicocca, S SI.B
fbormard to Lamono .

tE..ta. iC N

I wV'-\ .~I*~ .iH
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Cont
£t1I Corps Ei'ghth Ind Div makes effoctive gains:
19lth Bri; opcupiies E. di Tura; 21st Brig soouris; ,.
Fortino ant roports Casola Valscnio. clear; 6th Lancers begin
relief of 17th Brit. M. Tav<..rna, in vicinity of Orsara,
falls to eleoments of 6th Br arA.' Div. Just after mridnight
in Li. Grancldu area, eneaTy, estimated at 2 cos of 1st Para
Div, launchos surprise attack without arty against po-
sitions of 66th Brig, 1st Br Div, established on I'.
Castollaro, and gains and holds mountain despite British
counterattack later in day.

II Corps Eloments of 351st Inf, 88th Div, drive back
stron eneyi. patrol about 2 miles E of i1. Pol-ionto.
Heavy sheo-.Lllng occurs during night of 29/30 on front lines
of 88th Div, as vwell as on 14th Armd Inf positions in 1st
Armd Div sector.

Il Cor On Ji flank, 24th Guards Brig, 6th S' rLid Div,-
receives heavy mortar fire during cay; local reliefs in
progress. .t 0600, after 30 minutes of arty preparation,
3d Bn, l:th.Inf, and 1st Bn, 1st Inf, pass throi.rgh 6th
Inf, 1st Brasilian Div, and launch attack forward -vith

CM. Castello, about 1 mile NW of ;Abetaia, as objective;
leadi.ng units enter i-bbataia at 1045 under light mortar
fire but eonkoy resistance stiffens and by 1600'such heavy
casualties are suffered throu-gh intense arty and mortar
fire *that troo,)s are f.rced to withdraw about 2 'iie S.
Harassing enocy fire continues to fall on bridges at
Marerano and Silla. ,-,ftor bitter'battle in TF 45 sector,
IM. B.elvederc and Corona nare again in enemy hands and
* elements of 435th J-.:a. Bn withdrai,, to Querciola.

Although haDp!Oreod by bad v: eat- r, 480 fighltors' flnd
fighter bombers' attain -;ood resul'ts on onemy supply routes
and road and rail tar:Lets in N -taLiy; 29 RR cuts effected in
Vorona-Brescia-:,'a;'r 5ot& area and on Brenner' route N of Verona;
3 i-i 'bridges in ce;ntral Po '"Vailey destroyed and hits ctaiimed
on 3 others; res
stroy'ed, 59 Mi' a
area, -6 CAP figh

ars de-
?ano-Caorle
;er, and
I
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150-200-foot :minesweeper under construction. Roaad traffic
in Fossano area, N of Cuneo, attacked by 8 P-39s, while RR
and road objectives in Ghedi-Villafranca area and Po Valley
are night targets for 7 Beaufighters and single A-20.

Yugo slav ia

Yugoslavs and Soviets. announce. successful gains in
Baranja area WT of Danube along Yugoslav-Hungarian border as
Soviet troops in -cooperationr with Yugoslav Partisans break
enemwy resistance: in drive for Osijek, important iR junction
in Slavonia, L wing troops take Dubosevica, Jagodnjak,
Knezevi Vinoesradi, Beli Munastir, and Darda; Partisan 51st
Div. particularly distinguishes itself in these opera-sions.
According to Yugoslav reports, Kraljevo falls to Partisan
troops which have -now cleared VW i.orava and Ibar areas and
are approaching Cacak; in two days of fighting for. Kraljevo
750 Germans (believed to be rearguard troops of Arry. Group E)
were reported killed, 300 taken prisoner. Gains reported all
along Drina R- line in E Bosnia as Yugoslavs capture Janja and
Kozluk and push oenMr- back toward Bijeljina in N and Zvornik
farther S;. Partisans continue successful attacks on co.-rn.uni-
cations throug:hout Rogatica-Visegrad sector and claim destruction
of hostile colurmn retreating toward Sarajevo. In S i.ntenegro,
Partisans capture Ulcinj and attack E as far as Bojana R.;
encircled onerm- in Podgorica area is attempting to break
through to Sanjak region; German resistance reported weakening
in Danilov GracL sector. Fighting again reported around Knin
(Dalmatia) and Lika area (Croatia) where Germans are attacking
once more toward Lovinac.

Balkan ^-F continues operations along N [llbanian-Yugoslav
border as 29 M'acchis, P-39s, and Spitfires strafe rcad.traffic
and successfully bomb bridge N of Scutari and nearby- encampment.

Aegean,

Three 1A-30s attack installations at Rhodes harbor, while
4 more bormb Calato airdrome with bursts on runway.

30 Italy

.BRITISHT ET-iT-T /,j?'~
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30 - Porter Force in Adriatic sector. Front line troops
Cont undergo considerable eneimy shelling,

V Corps Fierce fighting continues on R flank between
Montone .and Lamono iRivers.. Tenth Ind Div, attacking
northward at 0545 with 10th Brig on R and 20th oJ L, in
effort to secure bridgehead over Montone R. near Bettini,
makes good progress despite strong resistance; 10th Brig
gain about I mile, while 20th'.Brig captures Albereto
and la Podesta (1 mile NE of Albereto) after hoa-vy battle
and drives back counterattack. In support of 10th Ind
Div, 5th NZ Brig, 2d NZ Div, attacks N, forward troops
reaching.outskirts of la Toretta.

II Polish Cori:s Activity limited to patrolling.

U.S. FIFTH ,M:3_

XIII Corgs S:ixth Lancers complete relief of 17th Brig.
on P *flank of 8th Ind Div and push slowly. N to hi.gh ,
ground in Cottirnola ar6a, within 2 miles of Brisighella,
approxiirmately 7 rmiles SW of Faenza;- farther .i*, 21st Brig
makes minor gains S of Casola Valsenio. Throughout
,month, units of 6th Br .r.md Div have been held up before
Fontanclice.o n Santorno . , by firmly ..entrenchcld oenerly:
today patrols of clst Bri'g report tow.n clear and remainder
of Brig thrusts down Santerno toward Tossignano. i ALt
2100, two strong en;imy raids are repulsed by arty fire
in area S of Li. Cerere where 38th Brig of 78th Br Div is
established. Preceded by heavy arty preparartion, elements
of 66th Brig, 1st Br Div, unsuccessfully attemt0pt to retake
hM. Castollaro in M, Grande area.

II Corps ht end. of month 88th, 34th, and 1st lrmcl. Divs
maintain defensive line S of Bologna with enmy.r continuing
small-scale raids and harassing arty program, .

.IV Corp In late afternoon, enemy, supported by arty,
attacks troops of 1st Inf of 1st Brazilian.Div S of

1 betaia 'ut is reoulsed by-Sk fire. Enermy no¥v firmly
entrenched on 1i. Belv'
370th Inf, 2d Arrd Grc
*if of Gaggio Miontano.
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30 Army Troo2s Activity confined to patrolling w.ith enemy
Cont mortar and arty reported light. Enemy remains ag'ressive

and alert throughout month.

East of Lilan 36 B-25s effectively attack MR bridges at
Romano di LombDardia and Crema, dropping 68 tons of boim.s with
direct hits. Road and rail traffic in N Po Valley are ob-
jectives of 250 fighters and fighter bombers which attack
with good coverage; 37 RR cuts effected, numerous ,MT' destroyed
and damaged; later at night 3 A-30s hit roads in Po Valley
with unobserved results. In NVW Italy, Venturas make unsuccessful
strikes on shipping between Spezia and Genoa. Again P-39s of
CAF strafe RR and road movement along French-Italian border and
bomb a RR yard,

Yugoslavia

Partisans make excellent gains in most sectors throughout
Yugoslavia. Fall of Novi Pazar in W Serbia is announced by
Yugoslavs and Bulgars whose units are now threatening Sjenica
to IN\W. Advancing N fromr Janja, Partisan units assault and take
Bijeljina in E Bosn:ia and are now pressing enemyr toward Brko
to i.,T in atteLmpt to block Gerrman retreat from Zvornik. Intense
fighting is re-portedly taiking place T'M of Sarajevo at Zepce,
Zenica, and Busovaca (all in Bosnia), around Nevesinje
(Hercegovina), N of 'odgorica (i.ontenegro), and in Cacak-
Pozega sector of Serbia, Along Drina R. in E Bosnia, Partisans
break through during night into Rogatica and Ljubovija, claiming
450 Germans killed and 128 taken prisoner. Fierce struggle
continues in Kniin and Lika areas where Germans are attempting
to free commrunication lines. Soviets and Partisans continue
advance in area W4 of Danube in-Slavonia. Transport and
transportation lines effectively attacked by Partisans in
Slovenia and Croatia.

MJany sorties ineffective because of weather; fighters
and RP planes attaclk road movement in vicinity of Podgorica
and enemy positions near Danilcv Grad with generally unobserved
.results,
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